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Abstract

Interpretability and Fairness in Machine Learning: A Formal Methods Approach

by

Bishwamittra Ghosh

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

National University of Singapore

The significant success of machine learning in past decades has led to a host of
applications of algorithmic decision-making in different safety-critical domains. The
high-stake predictions of machine learning in medical, law, education, transportation
and so on have far-reaching consequences on the end-users. Consequently, there has
been a call for the regulation of machine learning by defining and improving the
interpretability, fairness, robustness, and privacy of predictions. In this thesis, we
focus on the interpretability and fairness aspects of machine learning, particularly
on learning interpretable rule-based classifiers, verifying fairness, and interpreting
sources of unfairness. Prior studies aimed for these problems are limited by either
scalability or accuracy or both. To alleviate these limitations, we integrate formal
methods and automated reasoning with interpretability and fairness in machine
learning and provide scalable and accurate solutions to the underlying problems.

In interpretable machine learning, rule-based classifiers are particularly effective
in representing the decision boundary using a set of rules. The interpretability of
rule-based classifiers is generally related to the size of the rules, where smaller rules
with higher accuracy are preferable in practice. As such, interpretable classification
learning becomes a combinatorial optimization problem suffering from poor scalability
in large datasets. To this end, we discuss an incremental learning framework, called
IMLI, which applies an iterative solving of maximum satisfiability (MaxSAT) queries
in mini-batch learning and enables classification on million-size datasets. Although
being interpretable, rule-based classifiers often suffer from limited expressiveness,
for example, classifiers based on propositional logic. To learn more expressible yet
interpretable classification rules, we discuss a relaxation of classifiers based on logical
formulas. For learning relaxed rule-based classifiers, we discuss an efficient learning
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framework, called CRR, building on incremental learning and mixed integer linear
programming (MILP). CRR obtains higher accuracy yet less rule size than existing
interpretable classifiers.

Fairness in machine learning centers on quantifying and mitigating the bias or
unfairness of machine learning classifiers. In the presence of multiple fairness metrics
for quantifying bias, we discuss a probabilistic fairness verifier, called Justicia, with
the goal of formally verifying the bias of a classifier given the probability distribution
of features. Building on stochastic satisfiability (SSAT), Justicia improves the
scalability of verification; and unlike prior approaches, Justicia verifies compound
sensitive groups combining multiple sensitive features. For a more accurate fairness
verification, we extend Justicia to consider feature correlations represented as a
Bayesian Network, resulting in an accurate verification of fairness.

Fairness metrics globally quantify bias, but do not detect or interpret its sources.
To interpret group-based fairness metrics, we discuss fairness influence function (FIF)
with an aim of quantifying the influence of individual features and the intersection
of multiple features on the bias of a classifier. FIF interprets fairness by revealing
potential individual or intersectional features attributing highly to the bias. Building
on global sensitivity analysis, we discuss an algorithm, called FairXplainer, for
estimating the FIFs of features, resulting in a better approximation of bias based on
FIFs and a higher correlation of FIFs with fairness interventions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The last decades have witnessed significant progress in machine learning with

a host of applications of algorithmic decision-making in different safety-critical
domains, such as medical [50, 84, 91], law [92, 176], education [109], and trans-
portation [139, 195]. In high-stake domains, machine learning predictions have
far-reaching consequences on the end-users [51]. With the aim of applying machine
learning for societal goods, there have been increasing efforts to regulate machine
learning by imposing interpretability [157], fairness [14], robustness [150], and pri-
vacy [135] in predictions. In this thesis, we focus on the interpretability and fairness
aspects of machine learning. We establish a close integration of formal methods
and automated reasoning with machine learning and discuss efficient algorithmic
solutions for problems arising in interpretability and fairness in machine learning.

Towards responsible and trustworthy machine learning, we discuss two research
themes in this thesis: interpretability and fairness of machine learning classifiers. In
interpretable machine learning, rule-based classifiers effectively represent the decision
boundary using a set of rules comprising input features. Interpretable rule-based
classifiers not only interpret the decision function but also are applied to explain the
prediction of black-box classifiers [63, 112, 124, 151, 170], a fundamental research
question in explainable artificial intelligence (XAI). In this thesis, we discuss efficient
algorithms based on incremental learning for interpretable rule-based classifiers.
In another research theme of fairness in machine learning, unregulated classifiers
tend to exhibit bias/unfairness to certain demographic groups in the data unless
classifiers are trained with a fairness objective. Consequently, research on fairness
centers on quantifying bias using multiple fairness definitions and mitigating bias
based on multiple fairness algorithms. In this thesis, we study probabilistic fairness
verification problem, where we formally verify the bias of a classifier given the
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probability distribution of input features. Finally, we combine both research themes:
interpretability and fairness and discuss a framework to interpret the sources of
bias. In particular, we formalize and compute fairness influence functions, a way
to quantify the influence of individual and the intersection of multiple features on
the bias of a classifier. To summarize our thesis on interpretability and fairness
in machine learning, we prioritize on improving the scalability and the accuracy of
solutions—either or both of which are absent in prior works.

1.1 Interpretable Rule-based Machine Learning
The problem in interpretable machine learning is to learn a classifier making

interpretable predictions to the end-users. To achieve the interpretability of pre-
dictions, decision functions in the form of classification rules such as decision trees,
decision lists, decision sets, etc. are particularly effective [23, 40, 76, 80, 94, 93, 101,
129, 153, 186, 192]. At this point, it is important to acknowledge that interpretability
is an informal notion, and formalizing it in full generality is challenging. In our
context of rule-based classifiers, we use sparsity of rules (that is, fewer rules each
having fewer Boolean literals), which has been considered a proxy of interpretability
in various domains, specifically in the medical domain [58, 95, 101, 116, 126].

In the thesis, we study two interpretable rule-based classifiers, characterized
by their expressiveness. At first, we study classifiers represented as formulas in
propositional logic. In propositional logic, Conjunctive Formal Form (CNF) and
Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) are useful representations of Boolean formulas.
Popular interpretable rule-based classifiers such as decision tree, decision lists, and
decision sets share the logical structure of CNF/DNF in their representation of
the decision function. Thereby, we discuss a learning framework for interpretable
CNF classifiers, wherein the interpretability of the classification rule is defined by
the number of Boolean literals in the CNF formula. Compared to CNF, Boolean
cardinality constraints are more expressive as they allow numerical bounds on
Boolean literals [169]. Relying on the concept of cardinality constraints to increase
expressiveness, our second interpretable rule-based classifier is a logical relaxation of
CNF/DNF classifiers, namely relaxed-CNF.

The problem of learning rule-based classifiers is known to be computationally
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intractable. The earliest tractable approaches for classifiers such as decision trees
and decision lists relied on heuristically chosen objective functions and greedy
algorithmic techniques [36, 37, 146]. In these approaches, the size of rules is
controlled by early stopping, ad-hoc rule pruning, etc. In recent approaches, the
interpretable classification problem is reduced to an optimization problem, where the
accuracy and sparsity of rules are optimized jointly [93, 129]. Different optimization
solvers such as linear programming [116], sub-modular optimizations [93], Bayesian
optimizations [101], and MaxSAT [115] are then deployed to find the best classifier
with maximum accuracy and minimum rule-size. The discrete combinatorial nature
of learning rule-based classifiers leads to the intractability of the problem and suffers
from scalability issues in large datasets. Therefore, we discuss an incremental
learning approach by wrapping traditional optimization solvers such as MaxSAT and
MILP to efficiently learn rule-based classifiers in a mini-batch learning setting. Here
we summarize the contributions of the thesis on interpretable rule-based machine
learning1.

1.1.1 Scalability via Incremental Learning

We discuss an incremental learning framework, called IMLI, based on MaxSAT
for learning interpretable classification rules expressed in CNF. IMLI considers a joint
objective function to optimize the accuracy and sparsity of classification rules and
learns a rule-based classifier by solving an appropriately designed MaxSAT query.
Despite the progress of MaxSAT solving in the last decade, the straightforward
MaxSAT-based solution cannot scale to real-world classification datasets of thousands
to millions of samples. Therefore, we incorporate an efficient incremental learning
technique inside the MaxSAT formulation by integrating mini-batch learning and
iterative rule-learning. The resulting framework learns a classifier by iteratively
covering the training data, wherein in each iteration, it solves a sequence of smaller
MaxSAT queries corresponding to each mini-batch. In our experiments, IMLI achieves
the best balance among prediction accuracy, interpretability, and scalability. For
instance, IMLI attains a competitive prediction accuracy and interpretability with
respect to existing interpretable classifiers and demonstrates impressive scalability

1Corresponding Python library is at https://github.com/meelgroup/mlic.
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on large datasets where both interpretable and non-interpretable classifiers fail. As
an application, we deploy IMLI in learning other interpretable representations: DNF
classifiers, decision lists, and decision sets.

1.1.2 Expressiveness via Logical Relaxation

We extend our incremental learning framework to learn a more relaxed represen-
tation of classification rules with higher expressiveness. Elaborately, we consider
relaxed definitions of standard OR/AND operators in propositional logic by allowing
exceptions in the construction of a clause and also in the selection of clauses in a
rule. Building on these relaxed definitions, we introduce relaxed-CNF classification
rules motivated by the popular usage of checklists in the medical domain and the
higher expressiveness of Boolean cardinality constraints. Relaxed-CNF generalizes
widely employed rule representations including CNF, DNF, and decision sets. While
the combinatorial structure of relaxed-CNF rules offers exponential succinctness, the
naïve learning techniques are computationally expensive. To this end, we discuss
an incremental mini-batch learning procedure, called CRR, that employs advances
in MILP solvers to efficiently learn relaxed-CNF rules. Our experimental analysis
demonstrates that CRR can generate relaxed-CNF rules, which are more accurate
and sparser compared to the alternative rule-based models.

1.2 Fairness in Machine Learning
As a technology machine learning is oblivious to societal good or bad. The success

of machine learning as an accurate predictor, however, finds applications in high-stake
decision-making, such as college admission [118], recidivism prediction [178], job
applications [3] etc. In such applications, the deployed classifier often demonstrates
bias towards certain sensitive demographic groups involved in the data [47]. For
example, a classifier deciding the eligibility of college admission may offer more
admission to White-male candidates than to Black-female candidates—possibly
because of the historical bias in the admission data, or the accuracy-centric learning
objective of the classifier, or a combination of both [21, 96, 202]. Following such
phenomena, multiple fairness metrics, such as statistical parity, equalized odds,
predictive parity etc, have been proposed to quantify the bias of the classifier. For
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example, if the classifier in college admission demonstrates a statistical parity of 0.6,
it means that White-male candidates are offered admission 60% more frequently
than Black-female candidates [22, 54, 60]. To this end, different fairness enhancing
algorithms have been devised to improve fairness with respect to one or multiple
fairness metrics. These algorithms try to rectify and mitigate bias in three ways:
pre-processing the data [85, 196, 28], in-processing the classifier [197], and post-
processing the outcomes of a classifier [86, 69]. There is also study on fairness attack
algorithms to worsen the fairness of a classifier, such as by adding poisoned data
samples [174]. In the presence of multiple fairness metrics and algorithms, in this
thesis, we contribute to two fundamental problems in fairness: (i) probabilistic
verification of fairness2 and (ii) interpreting sources of unfairness3.

1.2.1 Probabilistic Fairness Verification

The problem in probabilistic fairness verification is to verify the bias of a classifier
given the distribution of input features. The early works on fairness verification
focused on measuring fairness metrics of a classifier for a given dataset [17]. Naturally,
such techniques were limited in enhancing confidence of users for wide deployment.
Consequently, recent verifiers seek to achieve verification beyond finite dataset and
in turn focus on the probability distribution of features [4, 15]. More specifically,
the input to the verifier is a classifier and the probability distribution of features,
and the output is an estimate of fairness metrics that the classifier obtains given the
distribution.

In order to solve the fairness verification problem, existing works have proposed
two principled approaches. Firstly, [4] propose a formal method approach to reduce
the verification problem into the weighted volume computation of an SMT formula.
Secondly, [15] propose a sampling approach that relies on extensively enumerating
the conditional probabilities of prediction given different sensitive features and thus,
incurs high computational cost. Additionally, existing works assume feature inde-
pendence of non-sensitive features and consider correlated features within a limited
scope, such as conditional probabilities of non-sensitive features w.r.t. sensitive
features and ignore correlations among non-sensitive features. As a result, the

2Corresponding Python library is at https://github.com/meelgroup/justicia.
3Corresponding Python library is at https://github.com/ReAILe/bias-explainer.
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scalability and accuracy of existing verifiers remain major challenges.

1.2.1.1 Formal Fairness Verification

We discuss an efficient fairness verification framework, starting with a general
approach for finite classifiers by encoding them as Boolean formulas, and later a
special case of linear classifiers. Based on stochastic satisfiability (SSAT) [106],
Justicia verifies the fairness of Boolean classifiers such as decision tree by solving
appropriately designed SSAT formulas. Justicia also extends verification to compound
sensitive groups, which are a combination of multiple categorical sensitive features
such as race ∈ {White, Black} and gender ∈ {male, female}. SSAT encoding, by
construction, allows separate quantification to each sensitive feature without any
restriction on the number of features, thereby it is natural in SSAT-based formulation
to extend the verification problem to multiple sensitive features unlike earlier methods.
In experiments, Justicia is more scalable than the existing probabilistic verifiers [4,
15] because of the efficient SSAT encoding.

1.2.1.2 Tractable Fairness Verification with Feature Correlation

Linear classifiers have attracted significant attention from researchers in the
context of designing and testing prototype fairness enhancing and attack algo-
rithms [143, 194, 45, 82]. In the context of verifying the bias of linear classifiers,
existing fairness verifiers suffer from two-fold limitations: (i) poor scalability due
to applying SSAT/SMT or sampling based techniques and (ii) inaccuracy due to
ignoring feature correlations. To alleviate these limitations, we discuss a fairness
verification framework for linear classifiers, namely FVGM, for an accurate and
scalable fairness verification. FVGM relies on a novel stochastic subset-sum encod-
ing for linear classifiers obtaining an efficient pseudo-polynomial solution using
dynamic programming. To address feature-correlations, FVGM considers a graphical
model, particularly a Bayesian Network to represent the conditional dependence
(and independence) among features in the form of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG).
Experimentally, FVGM is more accurate and scalable than existing fairness verifiers;
FVGM can verify group and causal fairness metrics. We also demonstrate two novel
applications of FVGM as a fairness verifier: (a) detecting fairness attacks, and (b)
computing fairness influences of a subset of features on shifting the incurred bias of
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the classifiers from the original bias.

1.2.2 Interpreting Fairness: Identifying Sources of Bias

Fairness metrics measure global bias, but do not detect or interpret its sources [16,
110, 133]. In order to diagnose the emergence of bias in the predictions of classifier,
it is important to compute explanations, such as how different features attribute
to the global bias. Motivated by the GDPR’s “right to explanation”, research on
interpreting model predictions [151, 112, 111] has surged, but interpreting prediction
bias has received less attention [16, 110]. In order to identify and interpret the sources
of bias and also the impact of affirmative/punitive actions to alleviate/deteriorate
bias, it is important to understand which features contribute how much to the bias of
a classifier applied on a dataset. To this end, we follow a global feature-attribution
approach to interpret the sources of bias, where we relate the influences of input
features towards the resulting bias of the classifier. In this context, existing bias
attributing methods [16, 110] are variants of local function approximation [171],
whereas bias is a global statistical property of a classifier. Thus, we aim to design a
bias attribution method that is global by construction. In addition, existing methods
only attribute the individual influence of features on bias while neglecting the
intersectionality among features. Quantifying intersectionality allows us to interpret
bias induced by the higher-order interactions among features; hence accounting for
intersectionality is important to understand bias as suggested by recent literature [27,
185].

We discuss an algorithm, called FairXplainer, based on global sensitivity analysis to
estimate the fairness influence function (FIF) of individual and intersectional features.
In experiments, FairXplainer approximates bias based on FIFs more accurately than
existing methods. We also demonstrate higher correlation of FIFs with fairness
interventions, thereby demonstrating the importance of FIFs in designing improved
fairness algorithms in future.

1.3 Thesis Outline
We organize the thesis as follows. In part I, we discuss preliminaries in Chapter 2.

In part II on interpretable rule-based machine learning, we discuss an incremental
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learning framework based on MaxSAT for learning interpretable rule-based classifiers
with higher scalability. We conclude this part by applying incremental learning
on a more expressible yet interpretable rule-based classifier in Chapter 4. In part
III on fairness in machine learning, we discuss probabilistic fairness verification
based on SSAT for classifiers represented as Boolean formulas in Chapter 5. In
Chapter 6, we accommodate feature correlations in fairness verification and discuss
a tractable verification algorithm for linear classifiers. In part IV, we combine
both interpretability and fairness in machine learning by interpreting group fairness
metrics in Chapter 7. We conclude the thesis in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries
We represent sets/vectors by bold letters, and the corresponding distributions by

calligraphic letters. We express random variables in uppercase, and the valuation or
an assignment of a random variable in lowercase. For example, X = {Xi} is a set of
random variables. The distribution of a random variable is X ∈ X and its valuation
is X = x.

2.1 Formal Methods

2.1.1 Propositional Satisfiability (SAT)

Let φ be a Boolean formula defined over a set of Boolean variables B =
{B1, B2, . . . , Bm}. A literal V is a variable B or its complement ¬B, and a clause
C is a disjunction (∨) or a conjunction (∧) of literals.1 φ is in Conjunctive Normal
Form (CNF) if φ ,

∧
iCi is a conjunction of clauses where each clause Ci ,

∨
j Vj

is a disjunction of literals. In contrast, φ is in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) if
φ ,

∨
iCi is a disjunction of clauses where each clause Ci ,

∧
j Vj is a conjunction

of literals. We use σ to denote an assignment of variables in B where σ(Bi) ∈ {true,
false}. A satisfying assignment σ∗ of φ is an assignment that evaluates φ to true
and is denoted by σ∗ |= φ. The propositional satisfiability (SAT) problem finds a
satisfying assignment σ∗ to a CNF formula φ such that ∀i, σ∗ |= Ci, wherein σ∗ |= Ci

if and only if ∃Vj ∈ Ci, σ∗(Vj) = true. Informally, σ∗ satisfies at least one literal in
each clause of a CNF.

1While term is reserved to denote disjunction of literals, we use clause for both disjunction
and conjunction.
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2.1.2 Relaxation of Logical Formulas

A hard-OR or a soft-AND clause is a tuple (C, η) with an extra parameter η, where
η is the threshold on the literals in C. Let 1[true] = 1 and 1[false] = 0. Motivated
by Boolean cardinality constraints, we introduce relaxed-CNF formulas, where in
addition to φ, we have two more parameters ηc and ηl. We say that (φ, ηc, ηl) is in
relaxed-CNF and σ∗ is its satisfying assignment if and only if σ∗ |= (φ, ηc, ηl) whenever∑k
i=1 1[σ∗ |= (Ci, ηl)] ≥ ηc, where σ∗ |= (Ci, ηl) if and only if ∑V ∈Ci

1[σ∗ |= V ] ≥ ηl.
Informally, σ∗ satisfies a clause (Ci, ηl) if at least ηl literals in Ci are set to true by
σ∗ and σ∗ satisfies (φ, ηc, ηl) if at least ηc clauses out of all {(Ci, ηl)}ki=1 clauses are
true.

Theorem 1 ([19]). Let (C, η) be a clause in a relaxed-CNF where C has m literals
and η ∈ {1, . . . ,m} is the threshold on literals. An equivalent compact encoding
of (C, η) into a CNF formula φ = ∧

iCi requires
(

m
m−η+1

)
clauses where each clause

is distinct and has m − η + 1 literals of (C, η). Therefore, the total number of
literals in φ is (m− η + 1)

(
m

m−η+1

)
= m (equal succinctness) when η = 1, otherwise

(m− η + 1)
(

m
m−η+1

)
> m (exponential succinctness).

2.1.3 Inner Product

In the thesis, we use true as 1 and false as 0 interchangeably. Between two
vectors U and V of the same length defined over Boolean variables or constants
(such as 0 and 1), we define U ◦ V to refer to their inner product. Formally,
U ◦ V ,

∨
i(Ui ∧ Vi) is a disjunction of element-wise conjunction where Ui and

Vi denote the ith variable/constant of U and V, respectively. In this context, the
conjunction “∧” between a variable and a constant follows the standard interpretation:
B ∧ 0 = 0 and B ∧ 1 = B.

For example, let us consider a vector of variables U = [U1, U2, U3] and a vector of
constants of the same length v = [0, 1, 1]. Then, U◦v = U2∨U3. Applying numerical
interpretation, the inner product can also be expressed as U◦V ,

∑
i(Ui ·Vi). Hence,

for the running example U = [U1, U2, U3] and v = [0, 1, 1], we derive U ◦v = u2 +u3.
In the thesis, we use Boolean interpretation of the inner product for learning CNF
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classification rules in Chapter 3 and numerical interpretation for learning relaxed-
CNF classification rules in Chapter 4.

2.1.4 Maximum Satisfiability (MaxSAT)

The MaxSAT problem is an optimization analog to the satisfiability (SAT)
problem, which is complete for the class FPNP. Although the MaxSAT problem is
NP-hard, dramatic progress has been made in designing solvers that can handle large-
scale problems arising in practice. This has encouraged researchers to reduce several
optimization problems into MaxSAT such as optimal planning [154], automotive
configuration [184], group-testing [35], data analysis in machine learning [20], and
automatic test pattern generation for cancer therapy [105].

The MaxSAT problem finds an optimal assignment satisfying the maximum
number of clauses in a CNF. In interpretable machine learning, we consider a weighted
variant of the MaxSAT problem—more specifically, a weighted-partial MaxSAT
problem—that optimizes over a set of hard and soft constraints in the form of a
weighted-CNF formula. In a weighted-CNF formula, a weight W (Ci) ∈ R+ ∪ {∞}
is defined over each clause Ci, wherein Ci is called a hard clause if W (Ci) = ∞,
and Ci is a soft clause, otherwise. To avoid notational clutter, we overload W (·) to
denote the weight of an assignment σ. In particular, we define W (σ) as the sum of
the weights of unsatisfied clauses in a CNF, formally,

W (σ) =
∑

i|σ 6|=Ci

W (Ci) .

Given a weighted-CNF formula φ ,
∨
iCi with weight W (Ci), the weighted-

partial MaxSAT problems finds an optimal assignment σ∗ that achieves the minimum
weight. Formally, σ∗ = MaxSAT(φ,W (·)) if ∀σ 6= σ∗,W (σ∗) ≤ W (σ). The optimal
weight of the MaxSAT problem W (σ∗) is infinity (∞) when at least one hard clause
becomes unsatisfied. Therefore, the weighted-partial MaxSAT problem finds σ∗

that satisfies all hard clauses2 and as many soft clauses as possible such that the
total weight of unsatisfied soft clauses is minimum. In Chapter 3, we reduce the
classification problem to the solution of a weighted-partial MaxSAT problem. The
knowledge of the inner workings of MaxSAT solvers is not required for this chapter.

2In our formulation, we assume that there is a satisfying assignment to a CNF formula
containing all hard clauses.
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2.1.5 Stochastic Boolean Satisfiability (SSAT)

Stochastic Boolean satisfiability (SSAT) was originally introduced by [134]
to model games against nature. SSAT is a conceptual framework that has been
employed to capture several fundamental problems in artificial intelligence such as
the computation of maximum a posteriori (MAP) hypothesis [56], propositional
probabilistic planning [113], and circuit verification [97].

SSAT problem [106] is a counting analog of the SAT problem concerning with the
probability of satisfaction of the formula. SSAT problem computes the probability
of satisfaction of a CNF formula φ defined on the ordered set of quantified Boolean
variables B. An SSAT formula is of the form

Φ = Q1B1, . . . , QmBm, φ, (2.1)

where Qi ∈ {∃,∀,

Rpi} is either of the existential (∃), universal (∀), or randomized
( Rpi) quantifiers on Bi and φ is a quantifier-free CNF formula. In case of a randomized
quantifier Rpi , pi , Pr[Bi = 1] ∈ [0, 1] is the probability of Bi being assigned to 1.
In the SSAT formula Φ, the quantifier part Q1B1, . . . , QmBm is known as the prefix
of the formula φ. Let B be the outermost variable in the prefix. The semantics of
SSAT formulas are defined recursively in the following.

1. Pr[true] = 1, Pr[false] = 0,

2. Pr[Φ] = maxB{Pr[Φ|B],Pr[Φ|¬B]} if B is existentially quantified (∃),

3. Pr[Φ] = minB{Pr[Φ|B],Pr[Φ|¬B]} if B is universally quantified (∀),

4. Pr[Φ] = pPr[Φ|B] + (1− p) Pr[Φ|¬B] if B is randomized quantified ( Rp) with
probability p of being true,

where Φ|B and Φ|¬B denote the SSAT formulas derived by eliminating the
outermost quantifier of B by substituting the value of B in the CNF φ with 1 and
0, respectively. In this thesis, we focus on two specific types of SSAT formulas:
random-exist (RE) SSAT and exist-random (ER) SSAT. In the ER-SSAT (resp.
RE-SSAT) formula, all existentially (resp. randomized) quantified variables are
followed by randomized (resp. existentially) quantified variables in the prefix.
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Remark. The decision problem of ER-SSAT is NPPP whereas RE-SSAT problem is
PPNP-complete [106].

The problem of SSAT and its variants have been pursued by theoreticians and
practitioners for over three decades [114, 56, 73]. We refer the reader to [98, 99]
for a detailed survey. It is worth remarking that the past decade has witnessed a
significant performance improvements of SSAT solving, thanks to the close integration
of techniques from SAT solving with advances in weighted model counting [162, 31,
30].

2.1.6 Stochastic Subset Sum Problem

Let B , {Bi}|B|i=1 be a set of Boolean variables and Wi ∈ Z be the weight of Bi.
Given a constraint of the form ∑|B|

i=1 WiBi = τ , for a constant threshold τ ∈ Z, the
subset-sum problem seeks to compute an assignment B ∈ {0, 1}|B| such that the
constraint evaluates to true when B is substituted with b. Subset sum problem
is known to be a NP-complete problem and well-studied in theoretical computer
science [87]. The counting version of the subset-sum problem counts all b’s for which
the above constraint holds. In this thesis, we consider the constraint ∑|B|i=1 WiBi ≥ τ

where variables Bi’s are stochastic. While the counting problem of ∑|B|i=1 WiBi = τ is
NP-hard to approximate, there is a FPRAS solution for approximately counting the
solutions of ∑|B|i=1 WiBi ≥ τ [48]. We, in particular, are interested in computing the
probability Pr[∑|B|i=1 WiBi ≥ τ ], referred to as stochastic subset-sum problem (S3P).
Details of S3P are in Chapter 6.1.1.

2.2 Interpretable Machine Learning
We consider a binary classification problem where the dataset D is a collection

of n samples {(x(i), y(i))}ni=1 generated from an underlying distribution D. Here,
the feature valuation vector x = [x1, . . . , xm] ∈ {0, 1}m is a vector of m Boolean
features with y ∈ {0, 1} being the binary class label. Thus, (x, y) is called a positive
sample if y = 1, and a negative sample otherwise. We use (X, Y ) to denote the
random variables corresponding to (x, y). Hence, each feature Xj ∈ X is sampled
from a Bernoulli distribution Xj , and D = ∏m

j=1Xj is the product distribution of all
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features.

2.2.1 Rule-based Classification

A classifier R : X→ Ŷ ∈ {0, 1} is a function that takes a feature vector as input
and outputs the predicted class label Ŷ . In a rule-based classifier such as a CNF
formula, we view R as a propositional formula defined over Boolean features X such
that, if R becomes true for an input, the prediction Ŷ = 1 and Ŷ = 0, otherwise.
The goal is to design R not only to approximate the training data, but also to
generalize to unseen samples arising from the same distribution. Additionally, we
prefer to learn a sparse R in order to favor interpretability. We define the structural
complexity of R, referred to as rule size, in terms of the number of literals it contains.
Let clause(R, i) denote the ith clause of R and |clause(R, i)| be the number of literals
in clause(R, i). Thus, the size of the classifier is |R| = Σi|clause(R, i)|, which is the
sum of literals in all clauses in R.

Example 2.2.1. Let R , (X1 ∨X3) ∧ (¬X2 ∨X3) be a CNF classifier defined over
three Boolean features [X1, X2, X3]. For an input [0, 1, 1], the prediction of R is 1,
whereas for an input [1, 1, 0], the prediction is 0 because R is true and false in these
two cases, respectively. Moreover, |R| = 2 + 2 = 4 is the size of R.

2.2.2 Decision Lists

A decision list is a rule-based classifier consisting of “if-then-else” rules. Formally,
a decision list [153] is an ordered list RL pairs (C1, V1), . . . , (Ck, Vk) where the rule
Ci is a conjunction of literals (alternately, a single clause in a DNF formula) and
Vi ∈ {0, 1} is a Boolean class label3. Additionally, the last clause Ck , true, thereby
Vk is the default class. A decision list is defined as a classifier with the following
interpretation: for an input feature vector x, RL(x) is equal to Vi where i is the
least index such that the feature vector satisfies the rule, x |= Ci. Since the last
clause is true, RL(x) always exists. Intuitively, whichever clause (starting from the
first) in RL is satisfied for an input, the associated class-label is considered as its
prediction.

3In a more practical setting, Vi ∈ {0, . . . , N} can be multi-class for N ≥ 1.
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2.2.3 Decision sets

A decision set is a set of independent “if-then” rules. Formally, a decision set RS

is a set of pairs {(C1, V1), . . . , (Ck−1, Vk−1)} and a default pair (Ck, Vk), where Ci
is—similar to a decision list—a conjunction of literals and Vi ∈ {0, 1} is a Boolean
class label. In addition, the last clause Ck , true and Vk is the default class. For a
decision set, if an input x satisfies one clause, say Ci, then the prediction is Vi. If x
satisfies no clause, then the prediction is the default class Vk. Finally, if x satisfies
≥ 2 clauses, x is assigned a class using a tie-breaking [93].

2.3 Fairness in Machine Learning
In this section, we discuss preliminaries in fairness in machine learning, followed

by methods to verify fairness and interpret unfairness.

2.3.1 Dataset and Distribution

In the fairness literature, features are categorized into two types: non-sensitive
and sensitive features. Hence, we consider a dataset D as a collection of n triples
{(x(i), a(i), y(i))}ni=1 generated from an underlying distribution D. The feature vector
z(i) , (x(i), a(i)) is a concatenation of non-sensitive features x(i) and sensitive features
a(i). Each non-sensitive data point x(i) consists of m1 features [x(i)

1 , . . . , x
(i)
m1 ] ∈ Rm1 .

Each sensitive data point a(i) consists of m2 categorical features [a(i)
1 , . . . , a

(i)
m2 ] ∈ Nm2 .

Thus, the cardinality of feature vector z(i) is denoted by m, formally |z(i)| , m =
m1 +m2. The binary class corresponding to (x(i), a(i)) is y(i) ∈ {0, 1}. We refer to
y(i) as the true class.

We denote the random variables corresponding to (z,x, a, y) with (Z,X,A, Y ).
Each non-sensitive feature Xi ∈ X is sampled from a continuous probability distri-
bution Xi, and each categorical sensitive feature Aj ∈ A is sampled from a discrete
probability distribution Aj. Thus, D is the product distribution of all features,
D ,

∏m1
i=1Xi

∏m2
j=1Aj. For sensitive features, a valuation vector a = [a1, .., am2 ] is

called a compound sensitive group. For example, consider A = [race, sex] where race
∈ {Asian, Color, White} and sex ∈ {female, male}. Thus a = [Asian, female] is a
compound sensitive group. We represent a binary classifier trained on the dataset D
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asM : (X,A)→ Ŷ . Here, Ŷ ∈ {0, 1} is the class predicted for (X,A). Given this
setup, we discuss different fairness metrics to compute the bias in the prediction of
a classifier [54, 69, 127].

2.3.2 Fairness Metrics

A classifierM that solely optimizes accuracy, i.e. the average number of times
Ŷ = Y , may discriminate certain compound sensitive groups over others [34]. In
the following, we describe two well-known fairness definitions: group fairness and
causal fairness. To this end, we denote f(M,D) to quantify the fairness of the
classifierM given the distribution of features D. Alternatively, a fairness metric
can be computed on a finite dataset instead of on the distribution. In that case, we
use the notation f(M,D), which is the bias of the classifierM on a dataset D.

Statistical Parity (SP). Statistical parity belongs to independence measuring
group fairness metrics, where the prediction Ŷ is statistically independent of sensitive
features A [54]. The statistical parity of a classifier is measured as

fSP(M,D) , max
a

Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a]−min
a

Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a],

which is the difference between the maximum and minimum conditional probability
of positive prediction the classifier for different sensitive groups.

Disparate impact (DI). Disparate impact also belongs to independence measuring
group fairness metrics. Disparate impact measures the ratio between the minimum
and the maximum conditional probability of positive prediction of the classifier over
all sensitive groups, and prescribe the ratio to be close to 1 [54]. Formally, the
disparate impact of a classifier is

fDI(M,D) , mina Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a]
maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a]

.

Equalized Odds (EO). Separation measuring group fairness metrics such as
equalized odds [69] constrain that the predicted class Ŷ is independent of A given
the true class Y . Formally, for Y ∈ {0, 1}, equalized odds is defined as

fEO(M,D) , max
y

(
max

a
Pr[Ŷ = 1 | A = a, Y = y]−min

a
Pr[Ŷ = 1 | A = a, Y = y]

)
.
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Equalized odds intuitively implies the maximum statistical parity conditioned
on Y .

Predictive Parity (PP). Sufficiency measuring group fairness metrics such as
Predictive Parity (PP) constrain that the ground class Y is independent of A given
the prediction Ŷ . Formally,

fPP(M,D) , max
y

(
max

a
Pr[Y = 1 | A = a, Ŷ = y]−min

a
Pr[Y = 1 | A = a, Ŷ = y]

)
.

Path-specific Causal Fairness (PCF). Let amax , arg maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a].
We consider mediator features Z ⊆ X sampled from the conditional distribution
Z|A=amax . This emulates the fact that mediator variables have the same sensitive
features amax. To this end, the path-specific causal fairness, abbreviated as PCF, of
a classifier is

fPCF(M,D) , max
a

Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a,Z]−min
a

Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a,Z].

Therefore, path-specific causal fairness constrains that the prediction Ŷ is not
directly dependent of sensitive features A while A may indirectly affects Ŷ only
through mediator features Z. Hence, path-specific causal fairness is a variation of
counterfactual fairness and causal fairness without mediator features [15].

Example 2.3.1. Following [15], we consider a classifier that decides the hiring of
employees based on three features: gender (sensitive), years of experience (non-
sensitive), and college-participation (mediator). It is practical to consider that
gender ∈ {male, female} can affect the college-participation of individuals, and all
three features are determining factors for the hiring process. Let ‘male’ be the most
favored group by the classifier, for instance. Path-specific causal fairness ensures
that a female candidate should be given a job offer with similar probability as a
male candidate. She, however, went to (participated in) college as if she were a male
candidate while other non-mediator features such as ‘years of experience’ are the
same. Therefore, path-specific causal fairness measures the effect of gender on job
offer, but ignores the effect of gender on whether candidates went to college.
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Fairness Verification. We verify the fairness of a classifier by comparing f(M,D)
with a fairness threshold, denoted by ε ∈ [0, 1], that quantifies the desired level
of fairness. In particular, a classifier is ε-fair with respect to statistical parity,
equalized odds, predictive parity, and path-specific causal fairness if and only if
f(M,D) ≤ ε. In contrast, a classifier achieves (1− ε)-disparate impact if and only
if f(M,D) ≥ 1− ε. In all above fairness metrics, a lower value of ε refers to higher
fairness of the classifier.

2.4 Bayesian Network
In general, a Probabilistic Graphical Model [88], and specifically a Bayesian

network [137, 32], encodes the dependencies and conditional independence between a
set of random variables. In fairness verification with correlated features, we leverage
an access to a Bayesian network on sensitive and non-sensitive features X ∪A that
represents the joint distribution on them. A Bayesian network is denoted by a pair
(G, θ), where G , (V,E) is a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph), and θ is a set of
parameters encoding the conditional probabilities induced by the joint distribution
under investigation. Each vertex Vi ∈ V corresponds to a random variable. Edges
E ∈ V × V imply conditional dependencies among variables. For each variable
Vi ∈ V, let Pa(Vi) ⊆ V \ {Vi} denote the set of parents of Vi. Given Pa(Vi) and
parameters θ, Vi is independent of its other non-descendant variables in G. Thus, for
the assignment vi of Vi and u of Pa(Vi), the aforementioned semantics of a Bayesian
network encodes the joint distribution of V as:

Pr[V1 = v1, . . . ,V|V| = v|V|] =
|V|∏
i=1

Pr[Vi = vi|Pa(Vi) = u; θ]. (2.2)

The complexity C(G) of a Bayesian network (G, θ) with discrete random variables
V is defined as the number of independent parameters used to define the probability
distribution of V [125]. Let Card(V ) denote the number of distinct values that a
random variable V can take. As such, for each conditional probability Pr[Vi =
vi|Pa(Vi) = u; θ], we need Card(Pa(Vi))(Card(Vi)−1) independent parameters. Thus,
the total complexity of a Bayesian network is:
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C(G) =
|V|∑
i=1

Card(Pa(Vi))(Card(Vi)− 1) (2.3)

2.5 Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA): Variance
Decomposition

Global sensitivity analysis is an active field of research that studies how the global
uncertainty in the output of a function can be attributed to the different sources
of uncertainties in the input variables [161]. Sensitivity analysis is an essential
component for quality assurance and impact assessment of models in EU [52],
USA [132], and research communities [160]. Variance-based sensitivity analysis is
a form of global sensitivity analysis, where variance is considered as the measure
of uncertainty [172, 173]. To illustrate, let us consider a real-valued function g(Z),
where Z is a vector of m input variables {Z1, . . . , Zm}. Now, we decompose g(Z)
among the subsets of inputs, such that:

g(Z) = g0 +
m∑
i=1

g{i}(Zi) +
m∑
i<j

g{i,j}(Zi, Zj) + · · ·+ g{1,2,...,m}(Z1, Z2, . . . , Zm)

= g0 +
∑

S⊆[m]
gS(ZS) (2.4)

The standard condition of this decomposition is the orthogonality of each term in
the right-hand side of Eq. (2.4) [172]. In this decomposition, g0 is a constant, g{i}
is a function of Zi, g{i,j} is a function of Zi and Zj, and so on. Adhering to the
set-based notations, we denote by gS a function of a non-empty subset of variables
ZS , {Zi | i ∈ S} ⊆ Z, where S = {Si | 1 ≤ |Si| ≤ m} ⊆ [m] is a non-empty subset
of indices with [m] , {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Here, |S| = 1 quantifies an individual variable’s
effect while |S| > 1 quantifies the higher-order intersectional effect of variables.

Considering g as square integrable, we obtain the decomposition of the variance
of g(Z) expressed as the sum of variances of gS’s [172].

Var[g(Z)] =
m∑
i=1

V{i} +
m∑
i<j

V{i,j} + · · ·+ V{1,2...,m} =
∑

S⊆[m1]
VS (2.5)

where V{i} is the variance of g{i}, V{i,j} is the variance of g{i,j} and so on. Formally,

VS , VarZS

[
EZ\ZS [g(Z) | ZS]

]
−
∑

S′⊂S
VS′ . (2.6)
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Here, S′ denotes all the non-empty and ordered proper subsets of S. Thus, VS is the
variance w.r.t. ZS by subtracting the variances of all non-empty proper subsets of
ZS. As a result, Eq. (2.5) demonstrates how the variance of g(Z) can be decomposed
into terms attributable to each input feature, as well as the intersectional effects
among them. Conversely, together all terms sum to the total variance of the model
output.
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Part II

Interpretable Rule-based Machine
Learning
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We discuss an incremental learning framework based on MaxSAT for interpretable
classification rules in Chapter 3. This allows us to scale up classification on large
datasets. In Chapter 4, we improve the expressiveness of rule-based classifiers and
apply incremental solving for an efficient learning.
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Chapter 3

Scalability via Incremental Learn-
ing

We discuss an efficient learning framework for interpretable rule-based classifiers
with a particular emphasis on the scalability in learning. In rule-based classifiers,
rules governing the prediction are explicit (by design) in contrast to black-box
classifiers [157]. In particular, we study classifiers expressed as Boolean formulas,
wherein we define interpretability in terms of the number of Boolean literals that
the formula contains. Here, we illustrate an interpretable classifier that decides if a
tumor cell is malignant or benign based on different features of tumors.

A tumor is malignant if
[(compactness SE < 0.1) OR ¬(0.1 ≤ concave points < 0.2)] AND
[¬(0.2 ≤ area < 0.3) OR ¬(0.1 ≤ largest symmetry < 0.2)]

Example 3.0.1. We illustrate an interpretable classification rule in CNF for clas-
sifying a tumor cell. We consider WDBC (Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast Cancer)
dataset [2] to learn a CNF formula with two clauses and four Boolean literals. In
the formula, clauses are connected by Boolean ‘AND’, where each clause contains
literals connected by Boolean ‘OR’. Informally, a tumor cell is malignant if at least
one literal in each clause becomes true.

The problem of learning rule-based classifiers is known to be computationally
intractable. The earliest tractable approaches for classifiers such as decision trees and
decision lists relied on heuristically chosen objective functions and greedy algorithmic
techniques [36, 37, 146]. In these approaches, the size of rules is controlled by
early stopping, ad-hoc rule pruning, etc. In recent approaches, the interpretable
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classification problem is reduced to an optimization problem, where the accuracy and
the sparsity of rules are optimized jointly [93, 129]. Different optimization solvers
such as linear programming [116], sub-modular optimizations [93], and Bayesian
optimizations [101] are then deployed to find the best classifier with maximum
accuracy and minimum rule size. In our study, we study an alternate optimization
approach that fits particularly well to rule-learning problems. Particularly, we study
and improve a maximum satisfiability (MaxSAT) solution for learning interpretable
rule-based classifiers. Building on MaxSAT, [115] considers a learning framework to
jointly optimize the accuracy and the size of classification rules. The said approach
constructs and solves a MaxSAT query of O(kn) size (number of clauses) to learn a
k-clause CNF formula on a dataset containing n samples (Chapter 3.3.2). Naturally,
the naïve formulation cannot scale to large values of n and k. To scale learning to
large datasets, we discuss an incremental learning technique along with the MaxSAT
formulation.

Contributions. The contribution of this chapter is a MaxSAT-based formulation,
called IMLI (Incremental MaxSAT-based Learning of Interpretable classification
rules), for learning interpretable classification rules expressible in propositional
logic. For the simplicity of exposition, our initial focus is on learning classifiers
expressible in CNF formulas; we later discuss how the CNF learning formulation can
be extended to popular interpretable classifiers such as decision lists and decision
sets. Our incremental learning is an integration of mini-batch learning and iterative
rule-learning, which are studied separately in classical learning problems. In the
presented incremental approach, IMLI learns a k-clause CNF formula using an
iterative separate-and-conquer algorithm, where in each iteration, a single clause
is learned by covering a part of the training data (Chapter 3.4). Furthermore, to
efficiently learn a single clause in a CNF, IMLI relies on mini-batch learning, where
it solves a sequence of smaller MaxSAT queries corresponding to each mini-batch.

In our experimental evaluations, IMLI demonstrates the best balance among
prediction accuracy, interpretability, and scalability in learning classification rules.
In particular, IMLI achieves competitive prediction accuracy and interpretability
w.r.t. state-of-the-art interpretable classifiers. Besides, IMLI achieves impressive
scalability by classifying datasets even with 1 million samples, wherein existing
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classifiers, including those of the non-interpretable ones, either fail to scale or achieve
poor prediction accuracy. Finally, as an application, we deploy IMLI in learning
interpretable classifiers such as decision lists and decision sets.

We organize the rest of the chapter as follows. We discuss related literature in
Chapter 3.1. In Chapter 3.2, we formally define interpretable rule-based classification
problem and discuss a MaxSAT-based solution proposed by [115] in Chapter 3.3.
In Chapter 3.4, we discuss the key technical contribution of this chapter, IMLI, an
improved MaxSAT-based learning formulation based on incremental solving. In
Chapter 3.5, we apply IMLI in learning different interpretable classifiers. We then
discuss our experimental results in Chapter 3.6 and conclude in Chapter 3.7.

3.1 Related Work
The progress in designing interpretable rule-based classifiers finds its root in the

development of decision trees [23, 144, 145], decision lists [153], classification rules
[38] etc. In early works, the focus was to improve the efficiency and scalability of the
model rather than designing models that are interpretable. For example, decision
rule approaches such as C4.5 rules [146], CN2 [36], RIPPER [38], and SLIPPER [37]
rely on heuristic-based branch pruning and ad-hoc local criteria e.g., maximizing
information gain, coverage, etc.

Recently, several optimization frameworks have been proposed for interpretable
classification, where both accuracy and rule size are optimized during training. For
example, [116] proposed exact learning of rule-based classifiers based on Boolean
compressed sensing using a linear programming formulation. [175] presented two-level
Boolean rules, where the trade-off between classification accuracy and interpretability
is studied. In their work, the Hamming loss is used to characterize prediction
accuracy, and sparsity is used to characterize the interpretability of rules. [186]
proposed a Bayesian optimization framework for learning falling rule lists, which
is an ordered list of if-then rules. Other similar approaches based on Bayesian
analysis for learning classification rules are [101, 188]. Building on custom discrete
optimization techniques, [6] proposed an optimal learning technique for decision
lists using a branch-and-bound algorithm. In a separate study, [93] highlighted
the importance of decision sets over decision lists in terms of interpretability and
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considered a sub-modular optimization problem for learning a near-optimal solution
for decision sets. Our approach for interpretable classification, however, relies on
the improvement in formal methods over the decades, particularly the efficient
CDCL-based solution for satisfiability (SAT) problems [168].

Formal methods, particularly SAT and its variants, have been deployed in
interpretable classification in recent years. In the context of learning decision trees,
SAT and MaxSAT-based solutions are proposed by [5, 81, 129, 167]. In addition,
researchers have applied SAT for learning explainable decision sets [79, 75, 164,
193]. In most cases, SAT/MaxSAT solutions are not sufficient in solving large-scale
classification tasks because of the NP-hardness of the underlying problem. This
observation motivates us in combining MaxSAT with more practical algorithms such
as incremental learning.

Incremental learning has been studied in improving the scalability of learning
problems, where data is processed in parts and results are combined to use lower
computation overhead. In case of non-interpretable classifiers such as SVM, several
solutions adopting incremental learning are available [177, 159]. For example, [29]
proposed an online recursive algorithm for SVM that learns one support-vector at
a time. Based on radial basis kernel function, [149] proposed a local incremental
learning algorithm for SVM. In the context of deep neural networks, stochastic
gradient descent is a well-known convex optimization technique—a variant of which
includes computing the gradient on mini-batches [71, 103, 120]. Federated learning,
on the other hand, decentralizes training on multiple local nodes based on local
data samples with only exchanging learned parameters to construct a global model
in a central node [89, 90]. Another notable technique is Lagrangian relaxation
that decomposes the original problem into several sub-problems, assigns Lagrangian
multipliers to make sure that sub-problems agree, and iterates by solving sub-
problems and adjusting weights based on disagreements [55, 83, 100]. To the best
of our knowledge, our method is the first method that unifies incremental learning
with MaxSAT based formulation to improve the scalability of learning rule-based
classifiers.

Classifiers that are interpretable by design can be applied to improve the explain-
ability of complex black-box machine learning classifiers. There is rich literature on
extracting decompositional and pedagogical rules from non-linear classifiers such
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as support vector machines [12, 13, 43, 117, 130] and neural networks [10, 66, 166,
163, 201, 200]. In recent years, local model-agnostic approaches for explaining
black-box classifiers are proposed by learning surrogate simpler classifiers such as
rule-based classifiers [65, 136, 148, 152]. The core idea in local approaches is to use a
rule-learner that can classify synthetically generated neighboring samples with class
labels provided by the black-box classifier. To this end, our framework IMLI can be
directly deployed as an efficient rule-learner and can explain the inner-working of
black-box classifiers by generating interpretable rules.

3.2 Problem Formulation
We are given

1. a dataset D = {(x(i), y(i))}ni=1 of n samples, where feature vector x(i) ∈ {0, 1}m

contains m features and class label y(i) ∈ {0, 1},

2. a positive integer k ≥ 1 denoting the number of clauses to be learned in the
classification rule, and

3. a regularization parameter λ ∈ R+.

Our goal is to learn a rule-based classifier R represented as a k-clause CNF formula
separating samples of class 1 from class 0.

We learn classifiers that balance two goals: of being accurate but also inter-
pretable. Various notions of interpretability have been discussed in the context
of classification problems. A common proxy for interpretability in the context of
decision rules is the sparsity of rule. For instance, a rule involving fewer literals is
highly interpretable. In this chapter, we minimize the total number of literals in all
clauses, which motivates us to find R with minimum |R|. Let R classify all samples
correctly during training. Among all the classification rules that classify all samples
correctly, we choose the sparsest (most interpretable) such R.

min
R
|R| such that ∀i, y(i) = R(x(i))

In practical classification tasks, perfect classification is unlikely. Hence, we need to
balance interpretability with classification error. Let ED = {(x(i), y(i))|y(i) 6= R(x(i))}
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be the set of samples in D that are misclassified byR. Therefore, we balance between
classification-accuracy and rule-sparsity and optimize the following function.1

min
R
|ED|+ λ|R| (3.1)

Higher values of λ generate a rule with a smaller rule size but of more train-
ing errors, and vice-versa. Thus, λ can be tuned to trade-off between accuracy
and interpretability for a rule-based classifier, which we experiment extensively in
Chapter 3.6.

3.3 Interpretable Classification Rule Learning via
MaxSAT

In this section, we revisit [115] by discussing a MaxSAT-based learning framework
for an interpretable rule-based classifier, particularly a CNF classifier R. We first
describe the decision variables in Chapter 3.3.1 and present the MaxSAT encoding
in Chapter 3.3.2. The MaxSAT formulation assumes binary features as input. We
conclude this section by learning R with non-binary features in Chapter 3.3.3 and
discussing more flexible interpretability constraints of R in Chapter 3.3.4.

3.3.1 Description of Variables

We initially preprocess feature vector x to account for the negation of Boolean
features while learning a classifier.2 In the preprocessing step, we negate each feature
in x to a new feature and append it to x. For example, if “age ≥ 25” is a Boolean
feature, we add another feature “age < 25” in x by negating the feature “age ≥ 25”.
Hence, in the rest of the chapter, we refer m as the modified number of features in
x. We next discuss the variables in the MaxSAT problem.

We consider two types of Boolean variables: (i) feature variables B corresponding
to input features and (ii) error variables ξ corresponding to the classification error
of samples. We define a Boolean variable Bi

j that becomes true if feature Xj appears
in the ith clause of R, thereby contributing to an increase in the rule size of R, and

1In our formulation, it is straightforward to add class-conditional weights (e.g., to penalize
false-alarms more than mis-detects), and to allow instance weights (per sample).

2This preprocessing is similarly applied in [116].
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Bi
j is assigned false, otherwise. Moreover, we define an error variable ξl to attribute

to whether the lth sample (x(l), y(l)) is classified correctly or not. Specifically, ξl
becomes true if (x(l), y(l)) is misclassified, and becomes false otherwise. We next
discuss the MaxSAT encoding to solve the classification problem.

3.3.2 MaxSAT Encoding

We consider a partial-weighted MaxSAT formula, where we encode the objective
function in Eq. (3.1) as soft clauses and the learning constraints as hard clauses. We
next discuss the MaxSAT encoding in detail.

• Soft clauses for maximizing training accuracy: For each training sample,
we construct a soft unit3 clause ¬ξl to account for a penalty for misclassification.
Since the penalty for misclassification of a sample is 1 in Eq. (3.1), the weight
of this soft clause is also 1.

El := ¬ξl; W (El) = 1 (3.2)

Intuitively, if a sample is misclassified, the associated error variable becomes
true, thereby dissatisfying the soft clause El.

• Soft clauses for minimizing rule-sparsity: To favor rule-sparsity, we learn
a classifier with as few literals as possible. Hence, for each feature variable Bi

j ,
we construct a unit clause as ¬Bi

j . Similar to training accuracy, the weight for
this clause is derived as λ from Eq. (3.1).

Sij := ¬Bi
j; W

(
Sij
)

= λ (3.3)

• Hard clauses for encoding constraints: In a MaxSAT problem, constraints
that must be satisfied are encoded as hard clauses. In rule-based classification,
we have a learning constraint that, if the error variable is false, the associated
sample must be correctly classified, and vice-versa. Let Bi = {Bi

j | j ∈
{1, . . . ,m}} be a vector of feature variables corresponding to the ith clause in
R. Then, we define the following hard clause.

3A unit clause has a single literal.
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Hl := ¬ξl →
(
y(l) ↔

k∧
i=1

x(l) ◦Bi

)
; W (Hl) =∞ (3.4)

In the hard clause, ∧ki=1 x(l) ◦Bi is a CNF formula including variables Bi
j for

which the associated feature-value is 1 in x(l). Since y(l) ∈ {0, 1} is a constant,
the constraint to the right of the implication “→” is either ∧ki=1 x(l) ◦Bi or its
complement. Therefore, the hard clause enforces that if the sample is correctly
classified (using ¬ξl), either

∧k
i=1 x(l) ◦Bi or its complement is true depending

on the class-label of the sample. We highlight that the single-implication
“→” in the hard clause Hl acts as a double-implication “↔” due to the soft
clause El. Because, according to the definition of “→”, the left constraint ¬ξl
can be false while the right constraint of “→” is true. This, however, incurs
unnecessarily dissatisfying the soft clause El, which is a sub-optimal solution
and hence this solution is not returned by the MaxSAT solver.

We next discuss the translation of soft and hard clauses into a CNF formula,
which can be invoked by any MaxSAT solver.

Translating El, S
i
j, Hl to a CNF formula. The soft clauses El and Sij are

unit clauses and hence, no translation is required for them. In the hard clause,
when y(l) = 1, the simplification is Hl := ¬ξl →

∧k
i=1 x(l) ◦ Bi. In this case,

we apply the equivalence rule in propositional logic (A → B) ≡ (¬A ∨ B) to
encode Hl into CNF. In contrast, when yi = 0, we simplify the hard clause as
Hl := ¬ξl → ¬(∧ki=1 x(l) ◦Bi)⇒ ¬ξl →

∨k
i=1 ¬(x(l) ◦Bi). Since x(l) ◦Bi constitutes

a disjunction of literals, we apply Tseytin transformation to encode ¬(x(l) ◦Bi) into
CNF. More specifically, we introduce an auxiliary variable zl,i corresponding to the
clause ¬(x(l) ◦Bi). Formally, we replace Hl := ¬ξl →

∨k
i=1 ¬(x(l) ◦Bi) with

∧k
i=0 Hl,i,

where Hl,0 := (¬ξl →
∨k
i=1 zl,i) and Hl,i := zl,i → ¬(x(l) ◦ Bi) for i = {1, . . . , k}.

Finally, we apply the equivalence of (A→ B) ≡ (¬A ∨B) on Hl,i to translate them
into CNF. For either value of y(l), the weight of each translated hard clause in the
CNF formula is ∞.

Once we translate all soft and hard clauses into CNF, the MaxSAT query Q is
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the conjunction of all clauses.

Q :=
n∧
l=1

El ∧
i=k,j=m∧
i=1,j=1

Sij ∧
n∧
l=1

Hl

Any off-the-shelf MaxSAT solver can output an optimal assignment σ∗ of the
MaxSAT query (Q,W (·)). We extract σ∗ to construct the classifier R and compute
training errors as follows.

Construction 2. Let σ∗ = MaxSAT(Q,W (·)). Then Xj ∈ clause(R, i) if and only
if σ∗(Bi

j) = 1. Additionally, (x(l), y(l)) is misclassified if and only if σ∗(ξl) = 1.

Complexity of the MaxSAT query. We analyze the complexity of the MaxSAT
query in terms of the number of Boolean variables and clauses in the CNF formula
Q.

Proposition 3. To learn a k-clause CNF classifier for a dataset of n samples over
m boolean features, the MaxSAT query Q defines km+ n Boolean variables. Let
nneg be the number of negative samples in the training dataset. Then the number
of auxiliary variables in Q is knneg.

Proposition 4. The MaxSAT query Q has km+ n unit clauses corresponding to
the constraints El and Sij . For each positive sample, the hard clause Hl is translated
into k clauses. For each negative sample, the CNF translation requires at most
km+ 1 clauses. Let npos and nneg be the number of positive and negative samples
in the training set. Therefore, the number of clauses in the MaxSAT Query Q is
km+ n+ knpos + (km+ 1)nneg ≈ O(kmn) when npos = nneg = n

2 .

Example 3.3.1. MaxSAT Encoding.
We illustrate the MaxSAT encoding for a toy example consisting of four samples

and two binary features. Our goal is to learn a two clause CNF classifier that can
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approximate the training data.

Dorig =

X1 X2 Y


0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1

=⇒ D =

X1 ¬X1 X2 ¬X2 Y


0 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1

In the preprocessing step, we negate the features {X1, X2} in Dorig and add comple-
mented features {¬X1,¬X2} in D. In the MaxSAT encoding, we define 8 feature
variables (4 features × 2 clauses in the classifier) and 4 error variables. For example,
for feature X2, introduced feature variables are {B1

3 , B
2
3} and for feature ¬X2, in-

troduced variables are {B1
4 , B

2
4}. For four samples, error variables are {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4}.

We next show the soft and hard clauses in the MaxSAT encoding

E1 := (¬ξ1); E2 := (¬ξ2); E3 := (¬ξ3); E4 := (¬ξ4)

S1
1 := (¬B1

1); S1
2 := (¬B1

2); S1
3 := (¬B1

3); S1
4 := (¬B1

4);

S2
1 := (¬B2

1); S2
2 := (¬B2

2); S2
3 := (¬B2

3); S2
4 := (¬B2

4);

H1 := (¬ξ1 → ((B1
2 ∨B1

4) ∧ (B2
2 ∨B2

4)));

H2 := (¬ξ2 → (¬(B1
2 ∨B1

3) ∨ ¬(B2
2 ∨B2

3)));

H3 := (¬ξ3 → (¬(B1
1 ∨B1

4) ∨ ¬(B2
1 ∨B2

4)));

H4 := (¬ξ4 → ((B1
1 ∨B1

3) ∧ (B2
1 ∨B2

3)));

In this example, we consider regularizer λ = 0.1, thereby setting the weight on
accuracy as W (Ei) = 1 and rule-sparsity weight as W

(
Sij
)

= 0.1. Intuitively, the
penalty for misclassifying a sample is 10 times than the penalty for adding a feature
in the classifier. For this MaxSAT query, the optimal solution classifies all samples
correctly by assigning four feature variables {B1

1 , B
1
4 , B

2
2 , B

2
3} to true. Therefore, by

applying Construction 2, the classifier is (X1 ∨ ¬X2) ∧ (¬X1 ∨X2).4

4The presented MaxSAT-based formulation does not learn a CNF classifier with both Xi and
¬Xi in the same clause. The reason is that a clause with both Xi and ¬Xi connected by OR (∨)
does not increase accuracy but increases rule size and hence, this is not an optimal classifier.
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3.3.3 Learning with Non-binary Features

The presented MaxSAT encoding requires input samples to have binary features.
Therefore, we discretize datasets with categorical and continuous features into binary
features. For each continuous feature, we apply equal-width discretization that
splits the feature into a fixed number of bins. For example, consider a continuous
feature Xc ∈ [a, b]. In discretization, we split the domain [a, b] into three bins with
two split points {a′, b′} such that a < a′ < b′ < b. Therefore, the resulting three
discretized features are a ≤ Xc < a′, a′ ≤ Xc < b′, and b′ ≤ Xc ≤ b. An alternate to
this close-interval discretization is open-interval discretization, where we consider six
discretized features with each feature being compared with one threshold. In that
case, the discretized features are: Xc ≥ a,Xc ≥ a′, Xc ≥ b′, Xc < a′, Xc < b′, Xc ≤ b.
Both open-interval and close-interval discretization techniques have their use-cases
where one or the other is appropriate. For simplicity, we experiment with close-
interval discretization in this chapter.

After applying discretization on continuous features, the dataset contains cate-
gorical features only, which we convert to binary features using one-hot encoding [95].
In one-hot encoding, a Boolean vector of features is introduced with cardinality equal
to the number of distinct categories. For example, consider a categorical feature
having three categories ‘red’, ‘green’, and ‘yellow’. In one hot encoding, samples with
category-value ‘red’, ‘green’, and ‘yellow’ would be converted into binary features by
taking values 100, 010, and 001, respectively.

3.3.4 Flexible Interpretability Objectives

In interpretable classification rules, we can consider more flexible interpretability
objectives than the simplified one in Eq. (3.1). In Eq. (3.1), we prioritize all features
equally by providing the same weight to the clause Sij for all values of i and j.
In practice, users may prefer rules containing certain features. In the MaxSAT
formulation, such an extension can be achieved by modifying the weight function
and/or the definition of Sij. For example, to constrain the classifier to never include
a feature, the weight of the clause Sij := ¬Bi

j can be set to∞. In contrast, to always
include a feature, we can define Sij := Bi

j with weight ∞. In both cases, we treat Sij
as a hard clause.
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Another use case may be to learn rules where clauses have disjoint set of features.
To this end, we consider a pseudo-Boolean constraint ∑k

i=1 B
i
j ≤ 1, which specifies

that the feature Xj appears in at-most one of the k clauses. This constraint may be
soft or hard depending on the priority in the application domain. In either case, we
convert this constraint to CNF using pseudo-Boolean to CNF translation [141]. Thus,
the MaxSAT formulation allows us to consider varied interpretability constraints
by only modifying the MaxSAT query without requiring changes in the MaxSAT
solving. Therefore, the separation between modeling and solving turns out to be the
key strength of the presented MaxSAT formulation.

3.4 Incremental Learning of Interpretable Classi-
fication Rules

To facilitate a scalable learning, we discuss the key technical contribution of this
chapter, IMLI, a an incremental learning framework of interpretable classification
rules based on MaxSAT. The complexity of the MaxSAT query in Chapter 3.3.2
increases with the number of samples n in the training dataset and the number of
clauses k in the CNF classifier. To scale on large n and k, our incremental learning
is built on two concepts: (i) mini-batch learning and (ii) iterative learning.

3.4.1 Mini-batch Learning

Our first improvement is to implement a mini-batch learning technique tailored
for rule-based classifiers. Mini-batch learning has two-fold advantages. Firstly,
instead of solving a large MaxSAT query for the whole training data, this approach
solves a sequence of smaller MaxSAT queries derived from mini-batches of smaller
size. Secondly, this approach extends to online learning, where the classifier can
be updated incrementally with new samples while also generalizing to previously
observed samples. In our context of rule-based classifiers, we consider the following
heuristic in mini-batch learning.

A Heuristic for Mini-Batch Learning. Let R′ be a classifier learned on the
previous batch. In mini-batch learning, we aim to learn a new classifier R that
can generalize to both the current batch and previously seen samples. For that, we
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consider a soft constraint such that R does not differ much from R′ while training on
the current batch. Thus, we hypothesize that by constraining R to be syntactically
similar to R′, it is possible to generalize well; because samples in all batches originate
from the same distribution5. Since our study focuses on rule-based classifiers, we
consider the Hamming distance between two classifiers as a notion of their syntactic
dissimilarity. In the following, we define the Hamming distance between two CNF
classifiers R, R′ with the same number of clauses as follows.

dH(R,R′) =
k∑
i=1

( ∑
v∈Ci

1(v 6∈ C ′i) +
∑
v∈C′

i

1(v 6∈ Ci)
)
,

where Ci and C ′i are the ith clause in R and R′, respectively and 1 is an indicator
function that returns 1 if the input is true and returns 0 otherwise. Intuitively,
dH(R′,R) calculates the total number of different literals in each (ordered) pair
of clauses in R and R′. For example, consider R = (X1 ∨ X2) ∧ (¬X1) and
R′ = (¬X1 ∨X2) ∧ (¬X1). Then dH(R,R′) = 2 + 0 = 2, because in the first clause,
the literals in {X1,¬X1} are absent in either formulas, and the second clause is
identical for both R and R′. In the following, we discuss a modified objective
function for mini-batch learning.

Objective Function. In mini-batch learning, we design an objective function to
penalize both classification errors on the current batch and the Hamming distance
between new and previous classifiers. Let Db ⊂ D be the current mini-batch, where
|Db| � |D|. The objective function in mini-batch learning is

min
R
|EDb
|+ λdH(R,R′). (3.5)

In the objective function, EDb
is the misclassified subset of samples in the current

batch Db. Unlike controlling the rule-sparsity in the non-incremental approach in
the earlier section, in Eq. (3.5), λ controls the trade-off between classification errors

5We apply Hamming distance heuristics in IMLI with the assumption that the probability
distribution of features remains same across batches. One way to account for distribution shifts is
to consider last p (> 1) batches instead of the (single) previous batch in the objective function
in mini-batch learning. For a feature variable Bi

j , we consider its majority assignment in last p
classification rules and encode as a soft clause to retain the majority assignment in the current
batch. Moreover, we can reweigh the soft clause by prioritizing assignments of Bi

j in recent batches.
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and the syntactic differences between consecutive classifiers. Next, we discuss how
to encode the modified objective function as a MaxSAT query.

MaxSAT Encoding of Mini-batch Learning. In order to account for the
modified objective function, we only modify the soft clause Sij in the MaxSAT query
Q. In particular, we define Sij to penalize for the complemented assignment of the
feature variable Bi

j in R compared to R′.

Sij :=


Bi
j if Xj ∈ clause(R′, i)

¬Bi
j otherwise

; W
(
Sij
)

= λ

Sij is either a unit clause Bi
j or ¬Bi

j depending on whether the associated feature
Xj appears in the previous classifier R′ or not. In this encoding, the Hamming
distance of R and R′ is minimized while attaining minimum classification errors on
the current batch (using soft clause El in Eq. (3.2)) To this end, mini-batch learning
starts with an empty CNF formula as R′ without any feature, and thus Sij := ¬Bi

j

for the first batch. We next analyze the complexity of the MaxSAT encoding for
mini-batch learning.

Proposition 5. Let n′ , |Db| � |D| be the size of a mini-batch, n′neg ≤ n′ be the
number of negative samples in the batch, and m be the number of Boolean features.
According to Proposition 3, to learn a k-clause CNF classifier in mini-batch learning,
the MaxSAT encoding for each batch has km + n′ Boolean variables and kn′neg

auxiliary variables. Let n′pos = n′ − n′neg be the number of positive samples in the
batch. Then, according to Proposition 4, the number of clauses in the MaxSAT query
for each batch is km+ n′ + kn′pos + (km+ 1)n′neg ≈ O(kmn′) when n′pos = n′neg = n′

2 .

Assessing the Performance of R. Since we apply a heuristic objective in mini-
batch learning, R may be optimized for the current batch while generalizing poorly
on the full training data. To tackle this, after learning on each batch, we decide
whether to keep R or not by assessing the performance of R on the training data
and keep R if it achieves higher performance. We measure the performance of R on
the full training data D using a weighted combination of classification errors and
rule size. In particular, we compute a combined loss function loss(R) , |ED|+ λ|R|
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on the training data D, which is indeed the value of the objective function that we
minimize in the non-incremental learning in Chapter 3.2. Additionally, we discard
the current classifier R when the loss does not decrease (loss(R) > loss(R′)).

We present the algorithm for mini-batch learning in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 MaxSAT-based Mini-batch Learning
1: function MiniBatchLearning(D, λ, k)
2: R =← ∧k

i=1 false . Empty CNF formula
3: lossmax ←∞
4: for i← 1, . . . , N do . N is the total batch-count
5: Db ← GetBatch(D)
6: Q,W (·)←MaxSATEncoding(R,Db, λ, k) . Returns a

weighted-partial CNF
7: σ∗ ←MaxSAT(Q,W (·))
8: Rnew ← ConstructClassifier(σ∗)
9: loss← |ED|+ λ|Rnew| . Compute loss
10: if loss < lossmax then
11: lossmax ← loss
12: R ← Rnew

13: return R

3.4.2 Iterative Learning

We now discuss an iterative learning algorithm for rule-based classifiers. The
major advantage of iterative learning is that we solve a smaller MaxSAT query
because of learning a partial classifier in each iteration. Our iterative approach
is motivated by the set-covering algorithm—also known as separate-and-conquer
algorithm—in symbolic rule learning [57]. In this approach, the core idea is to define
the coverage of a partial classifier (for example, a clause in a CNF classifier). For
a specific definition of coverage, this algorithm separates samples covered by the
partial classifier and recursively conquers remaining samples in the training data by
learning another partial classifier until no sample remains. The final classifier is an
aggregation of all partial classifiers—the conjunction of clauses in a CNF formula,
for example.

Iterative learning is different from mini-batch learning in several aspects. In
mini-batch learning, we learn all clauses in a CNF formula together, while in iterative
learning, we learn a single clause of a CNF in each iteration. Additionally, in mini-
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batch learning, we improve scalability by reducing the number of samples in the
training data using mini-batches, while in iterative learning, we improve scalability
by reducing the number of clauses to learn at once. Therefore, an efficient integration
of iterative learning and mini-batch learning would benefit scalability from both
worlds. In the following, we discuss this integration by first stating iterative learning
for CNF classifiers.

In iterative learning, we learn one clause of a CNF classifier in each iteration,
where the clause refers to a partial classifier. The coverage of a clause in a CNF
formula is the set of samples that do not satisfy the clause. The reason is that if
a sample does not satisfy at least one clause in a CNF formula, the prediction of
the sample by the full formula is class 0, because CNF is a conjunction of clauses.
As a result, considering covered samples in the next iteration does not change
their prediction regardless of whatever clause we learn in later iterations. To this
end, a single clause learning can be performed efficiently by applying mini-batch
learning discussed before. In Algorithm 2, we provide an algorithm for learning a
CNF classifier iteratively by leveraging mini-batch learning. This algorithm is a
double-loop algorithm, where in the outer loop we apply iterative learning and in
the inner loop, we apply mini-batch learning.

Algorithm 2 Iterative CNF Classifier Learning
1: procedure IterativeCNFLearning(X,y, λ, k)
2: R ← true . Initial formula
3: for i← 1, . . . , k and D 6= ∅ do
4: Ci ←MiniBatchLearning(D, λ, 1) . Single clause learning, k = 1
5: D′ ← Coverage(D, Ci)
6: if D′ = ∅ then . Terminating conditions
7: break
8: R ← R∧ Ci
9: D← D \D′ . Removing covered samples
10: return R

Terminating conditions. In Algorithm 2, we terminate iterative learning based
on three conditions: (i) when R contains all k clauses , (ii) the training data D is
empty (that is, no sample remains uncovered), and (iii) no new sample is covered by
the current partial classifier. Since the first two conditions are trivial, we elaborate
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on the third condition. When clause Ci cannot cover any new sample from the
training dataset D, the next iteration will result in the same clause Ci because the
training data remains the same. In this case, we do not include clause Ci to classifier
R because of zero coverage.

3.5 Learning Other Interpretable Classifiers
In earlier sections, we discuss the learning of CNF classifiers using IMLI. IMLI

can also be applied to learning other interpretable rule-based representations. In
this section, we discuss how IMLI can be applied in learning DNF classifiers, decision
lists, and decision sets.

3.5.1 Learning DNF classifiers

For learning DNF classifiers, we leverage De Morgan’s law where complementing
a CNF formula results in a DNF formula. To learn a DNF classifier, say R′(X),
we can trivially show that Y = R′(X) ↔ ¬(Y = ¬R′(X)) for the feature vector
X. Here ¬R′(X) is a CNF formula, by definition. Thus, we learn a DNF classifier
by first complementing the class-label y(i) to ¬y(i) for each sample in the training
dataset {(x(i), y(i))}ni=1, learning a CNF classifier on {(x(i),¬y(i))}ni=1, and finally
complementing the learned classifier to DNF. For example, the CNF classifier “(Male
∨ Age < 50) ∧ (Education = Graduate ∨ Income ≥ 1500)” is complemented to
a DNF classifier as “(not Male ∧ Age ≥ 50) ∨ (Education 6= Graduate ∧ Income
≤ 1500)”.

To learn a DNF classifier incrementally, such as through mini-batch and iterative
learning, we adopt the following procedure. For learning a DNF classifier using
mini-batch learning, we first learn a CNF classifier on dataset {(x(i),¬y(i))}ni=1 and
complement the classifier to a DNF classifier at the end of mini-batch learning. To
learn a DNF classifier in the iterative approach, we learn a single clause of the DNF
classifier in each iteration, remove covered samples, and continue till no training
sample remains. In this context, the coverage of a clause in a DNF formula is the
set of samples satisfying the clause.
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3.5.2 Learning Decision Lists

In IMLI, we apply an iterative learning approach for efficiently learning a decision
list. A decision list RL is a list of pairs (C1, V1), . . . , (Ck, Vk), where we learn one pair
in each iteration. We note that the clause Ci is a conjunction of literals—equivalently,
a single clause DNF formula. Hence, our task is to deploy IMLI to efficiently learn
a single clause DNF formula Ci. In particular, we opt to learn this clause for the
majority class, say Vi, in the training dataset by setting the majority samples as
class 1 and all other samples as class 0. As a result, even if the MaxSAT-based
learning, presented in this chapter, is targeted for binary classification, we can learn
a multi-class decision list in IMLI.

In Algorithm 3, we present the iterative algorithm for learning decision lists.
In each iteration, the algorithm learns a pair (Ci, Vi), separates the training set
based on the coverage of (Ci, Vi) and conquers the remaining samples recursively.
The coverage of (Ci, Vi) is the set of samples that satisfies clause Ci. Finally, we
add a default rule (Ck, Vdefault) to RL where Ck , true denoting that the clause is
satisfied by all samples. We select the default class Vdefault in the following order: (i)
if any class(s) is not in the predicted classes {Vi}k−1

i=1 of the decision list, Vdefault is
the majority class among missing classes, and (ii) Vdefault is the majority class of the
original training set D, otherwise.

Algorithm 3 Iterative Learning of Decision Lists
1: procedure DecisionListLearning(D, λ, k)
2: RL ← {}
3: for i← 1, . . . , k − 1 and D 6= ∅ do
4: Vi ←MajorityClass({y(i)}|D|i=1) . Vi specifies the target class given

class label
5: Ci ←MiniBatchDNFLearning(D, λ, 1, Vi) . Ref. Chapter 3.5.1
6: D′ ← Coverage(D, Ci)
7: if D′ = ∅ then
8: break
9: RL ← RL ∪ {(Ci, Vi)}
10: D← D \D′

11: RL ← RL ∪ {(true, Vdefault)} . Default rule
12: return RL
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3.5.3 Learning Decision Sets

We now describe an iterative procedure for learning decision sets. A decision set
comprises of an individual clause-class pair (Ci, Vi) where Ci denotes a single clause
DNF formula similar to decision lists. In a decision set, a sample can satisfy multiple
clauses simultaneously, which is attributed as an overlapping between clauses [93].
Concretely, the overlap between two clauses Ci and Cj with i 6= j is the set of
samples {x|x |= Ci ∧ x |= Cj} satisfying both clauses. One additional objective in
learning a decision set is to minimize the overlap between clauses, as studied in [93].
Therefore, along with optimizing accuracy and rule-sparsity, we discuss an iterative
procedure for decision sets that additionally minimizes the overlap between clauses.

Algorithm 4 Iterative Learning of Decision Sets
1: procedure DecisionSetsLearning(D, λ, k)
2: RS = {}
3: Dcc = {} . Contains correctly covered samples
4: for i← 1, . . . , k − 1 and D 6= ∅ do
5: Vi ←MajorityClass({y(i)}|D|i=1)
6: Dw = D ∪ {(x,¬Vi)|(x, y) ∈ Dcc} . Appending covered samples with

complemented class
7: Ci ←MiniBatchDNFLearning(Dw, λ, 1, Vi)
8: D′ ← CorrectCoverage(D, Ci, Vi)
9: if (D′ = ∅ then
10: break
11: RS ← RS ∪ {(Ci, Vi)}
12: D← D \D′
13: Dcc = Dcc ∪D′

14: RS ← RS ∪ {(true, Vdefault)}
15: return RS

In Algorithm 4, we present an iterative algorithm for learning a decision set.
The iterative algorithm is a modification of separate-and-conquer algorithm by
additionally focusing on minimizing overlaps in a decision set. Given a training data
D = {(x(i), y(i))}ni=1, a regularization parameter λ, and the number of clauses k, the
core idea of Algorithm 4 is to learn a pair (Ci, Vi) in each iteration, separate covered
samples from D, and conquer remaining samples recursively. In contrast to learning
decision lists, we have following modifications in Algorithm 4.

• The first modification is with respect to the definition of coverage for decision
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sets. Unlike decision lists, we separate samples that are correctly covered by
(Ci, Vi) in each iteration. Given a dataset D = {(x(l), y(l))}, the correctly
covered samples of (Ci, Vi) is a dataset Dcc = {(x(l), y(l))|x(l) |= Ci ∧ y(l) =
Vi}|D|l=1 ⊆ D of samples that satisfy Ci and have matching class-label as Vi.

• The second modification is related to the training dataset considered in each
iteration. Let D denote the remaining training dataset in the current iteration
and Vi be the majority class in D. Hence, Vi is the target class in the current
iteration. Also, let Dcc denotes the set of samples correctly covered in all
previous iterations. In Algorithm 4, we learn the current rule Ci on the working
dataset Dw = D∪ {(x,¬Vi)|(x, y) ∈ Dcc}. Thus, Dw is constructed by joining
the remaining training samples with correctly covered samples in Dcc with
complemented class label to the target class Vi. Thus, by explicitly labeling
covered samples as class ¬Vi, the new clause Ci learns to falsify already covered
samples. This heuristic allows us to minimize the overlap of Ci compared to
previously learned clauses {Cj}i−1

j=1.

Finally, the default clause for decision sets is learned similarly as in decision lists.

3.6 Empirical Performance Analysis
In this section, we empirically evaluate the performance of IMLI. We first present

the experimental setup and the objective of the experiments, followed by experimental
results.

3.6.1 Experimental Setup

We implement a prototype of IMLI in Python to evaluate the performance of
the MaxSAT-based formulation for learning classification rules. To implement IMLI,
we deploy a state-of-the-art MaxSAT solver Open-WBO [119], which returns the
current best solution upon reaching a timeout.

We compare IMLI with state-of-the-art interpretable and non-interpretable clas-
sifiers. Among interpretable classifiers, we compare with RIPPER [38], BRL [101],
CORELS [6], and BRS [188]. Among non-interpretable classifiers, we compare with
Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine with linear kernels (SVM), Logistic
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Regression classifier (LR), and k-Nearest Neighbors classifier (kNN). We deploy the
Scikit-learn library in Python for implementing non-interpretable classifiers.

We experiment with real-world binary classification datasets from UCI [46],
Open-ML [181], and Kaggle repository (https://www.kaggle.com/datasets), as
listed in Table 3.1. In these datasets, the number of samples vary from about 200
to 1, 000, 000. The datasets contain both real-valued and categorical features. We
process them to binary features by setting the maximum number of bins as 10 during
discretization. For non-interpretable classifiers such as RF, SVM, LR, and kNN that
take real-valued features as inputs, we only convert categorical features to one-hot
encoded binary features.

We perform ten-fold cross-validation on each dataset and evaluate the perfor-
mance of different classifiers based on the median prediction accuracy on the test
data. Additionally, we compare the median size of generated rules among rule-
based interpretable classifiers. We consider a comparable combination (100) of
hyper-parameters choices for all classifiers, that we fine-tune during cross-validation.
For IMLI, we vary the number of clauses k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5} and the regularization
parameter λ in a logarithmic grid by choosing 5 values between 10−4 and 101. For
mini-batch learning in IMLI, we set the number of samples in each mini-batch,
n′ ∈ {50, 100, 200, 400}. Thus, we consider dn/n′e mini-batches, where n denotes
the size of training data. To construct mini-batches from a training dataset, we
sequentially split the data into dn/n′e batches with each batch having n′ samples.
Furthermore, to ignore the effect of batch-ordering, we perform mini-batch learning
in two rounds such that each batch participates twice in the training.

For BRL algorithm, we vary four hyper-parameters: the maximum cardinality of
rules in {2, 3, 4}, the minimum support of rules in {0.05, 0.175, 0.3}, and the prior
on the expected length and width of rules in {2, 4, 6, 8} and {2, 5, 8}, respectively.
For CORELS algorithm, we vary three hyper-parameters: the maximum cardinality
of rules in {2, , 5}, the minimum support of rules in {0.01, 0.17, 0.33, 0.5}, and the
regularization parameter in {0.005, 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, 0.025, 0.03}. For BRS algorithm,
we vary three hyper-parameters: the maximum length of rules in {1, 2, 3, 4}, the
number of initial rules in {500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000}, and the minimum
support of rules in {1, 4, 7, 10}. For RF and RIPPER classifiers, we vary the cut-off
on the number of samples in the leaf node using a linear grid between 3 to 500 and
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1 to 300, respectively. For SVM and LR classifiers, we discretize the regularization
parameter on a logarithmic grid between 10−3 and 103. For kNN, we vary the number
of neighbors in a linear grid between 1 and 500. We conduct each experiment on an
Intel Xeon E7− 8857 v2 CPU using a single core with 16 GB of RAM running on
a 64bit Linux distribution based on Debian. For all classifiers, we set the training
timeout to 1000 seconds.

Objectives of Experiments. In the following, we present the objectives of our
experimental study.

1. How are the accuracy and size of classification rules generated by IMLI compared
to existing interpretable classifiers?

2. How is the scalability of IMLI in solving large-scale classification problems
compared to existing interpretable classifiers?

3. How does IMLI perform in terms of accuracy and scalability compared to
classifiers that are non-interpretable?

4. How does the incremental learning in IMLI perform compared to non-incremental
MaxSAT-based learning in terms of accuracy, rule-sparsity, and scalability?

5. How do different interpretable classification rules learned using IMLI perform
in terms of accuracy and rule size?

6. What are the effects of different hyper-parameters in IMLI?

Summary of Experimental Results. To summarize our experimental results,
IMLI achieves the best balance among prediction accuracy, interpretability, and
scalability compared to existing interpretable rule-based classifiers. Particularly,
compared to the most accurate classifier RIPPER, IMLI demonstrates on average
1% lower prediction accuracy, wherein the accuracy of IMLI is higher than BRL,
CORELS, and BRS in almost all datasets. In contrast, IMLI generates significantly
smaller rules than RIPPER, specifically in large datasets. Moreover, BRL, CORELS,
and BRS report comparatively smaller rule size than IMLI on average, but with
a significant decrease in accuracy. In terms of scalability, IMLI achieves the best
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performance compared to other interpretable and non-interpretable classifiers by
classifying datasets with one million samples. While CORELS also scales to such
large datasets, its accuracy is lower than that of IMLI by at least 2% on average.
Therefore, IMLI is not only scalable but also accurate in practical classification
problems while also being interpretable by design. We additionally analyze the
comparative performance of different formulations presented in this chapter, where
the incremental approach empirically proves its efficiency than the naïve MaxSAT
formulation. Furthermore, we learn and compare the performance of different
interpretable representations: decision lists, decision sets, CNF, and DNF formulas
using IMLI and present the efficacy of IMLI in learning varied interpretable classifiers.
Finally, we study the effect of different hyper-parameters in IMLI, where each hyper-
parameter provides a precise control among training time, prediction accuracy, and
rule-sparsity. In the following, we discuss our experimental results in detail.

3.6.2 Experimental Results

Comparing IMLI with interpretable classifiers. We compare IMLI with existing
interpretable classifiers in three aspects: test accuracy, rule size, and scalability.

Test accuracy and rule size. We present the experimental results of test accuracy
and rule size among interpretable classifiers in Table 3.1, where the first, second,
and third columns represent the name of the dataset, the number of samples, and
the number of features in the dataset, respectively. In each cell from the fourth to
the eighth column in the table, the top value represents the median test accuracy
and the bottom value represents the median size of rules measured through ten-fold
cross-validation.

In Table 3.1, IMLI and CORELS generate interpretable classification rules in
all 15 datasets in our experiments. In contrast, within a timeout of 1000 seconds,
RIPPER, BRL, and BRS fail to generate any classification rule in three datasets,
specifically in large datasets (≥ 200, 000 samples).

We now compare IMLI with each interpretable classifier in detail. Compared to
RIPPER, IMLI has lower accuracy in 9 out of 12 datasets. More specifically, the
accuracy of IMLI is 1% lower on average than RIPPER. The improved accuracy of
RIPPER, however, results in the generation of higher size classification rules than
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Table 3.1: Comparison of accuracy and rule size among interpretable classifiers.
Each cell from the fourth to the eighth column contains test accuracy (top) and
rule size (bottom). ‘—’ represents a timeout. Numbers in bold represent the best
performing results among different classifiers.

Dataset Size Features RIPPER BRL CORELS BRS IMLI

Parkinsons 195 202 94.44 94.74 89.74 84.61 94.74
7.0 11.5 2.0 5.0 7.5

WDBC 569 278 98.08 93.81 92.04 92.98 94.74
13.0 22.0 2.0 7.0 11.5

Pima 768 83 77.14 68.18 75.32 75.32 78.43
6.0 13.5 2.0 3.0 23.0

Titanic 1, 043 38 78.72 62.98 81.9 80.86 81.82
6.0 15.0 4.0 4.0 5.5

MAGIC 19, 020 100 82.68 76.95 78.05 77.5 78.26
102.0 81.0 4.0 3.0 8.5

Tom’s HW 28, 179 946 85.91 — 83.27 83.13 85.24
30.0 — 4.0 18.5 44.5

Credit 30, 000 199 82.39 46.12 81.18 80.45 82.12
32.5 26.5 2.0 7.0 17.5

Adult 32, 561 94 84.37 72.08 79.78 70.75 81.2
115.5 46.5 4.0 4.0 30.0

Bank Marketing 45, 211 82 90.01 84.66 89.62 86.75 89.84
36.5 13.0 2.0 2.0 24.5

Connect-4 67, 557 126 76.72 65.83 68.68 70.49 75.36
118.0 18.5 4.0 11.0 50.5

Weather AUS 107, 696 169 84.22 43.26 83.67 — 83.78
26.0 22.0 2.0 — 22.0

Vote 131, 072 16 97.12 94.78 95.86 95.14 96.69
132.0 41.5 3.5 1.0 15.0

Skin Seg 245, 057 30 — 79.25 91.62 68.48 94.71
— 6.0 9.0 5.0 30.0

BNG(labor) 1, 000, 000 89 — — 88.56 — 90.91
— — 2.0 — 24.0

BNG(credit-g) 1, 000, 000 97 — — 72.08 — 75.48
— — 2.0 — 27.5
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IMLI in most datasets. In particular, IMLI generates sparser rules than RIPPER in
9 out of 12 datasets, wherein RIPPER times out in 3 datasets. Interestingly, the
difference in rule size is more significant in larger datasets, such as in ‘Vote’ dataset,
where RIPPER learns a classifier with 132 Boolean literals compared to 15 Boolean
literals by IMLI. Therefore, IMLI is better than RIPPER in terms of rule-sparsity,
but lags slightly in accuracy.

IMLI performs better than BRL both in terms of accuracy and rule-sparsity.
In particular, IMLI has higher accuracy and lower rule size than BRL in 12 and
8 datasets, respectively, in a total of 12 datasets, wherein BRL times out in 3
datasets. While comparing with CORELS, IMLI achieves higher accuracy in almost
all datasets (14 out of 15 datasets). A similar trend is observed in comparison with
BRS, where IMLI achieves higher accuracy in all of 12 datasets and BRS times out
in 3 datasets. CORELS and BRS, however, generates sparser rules than IMLI in
most datasets, but by costing a significant decrease in accuracy. For example, in the
largest dataset ‘BNG(credit-g)’ with 1 Million samples, BRS times out and CORELS
generates a classifier with 72.08% accuracy with rule size 2. IMLI, in contrast, learns
a classifier with 27.5 Boolean literals achieving 75.48% accuracy, which is 3% higher
than CORELS. Therefore, IMLI makes a good balance between accuracy and rule
size compared to existing interpretable classifiers while also being highly scalable. In
the following, we discuss the results on the scalability of all interpretable classifiers
in detail.

Scalability. We analyze the scalability among interpretable classifiers by com-
paring their training time. In Figure 3.1, we use cactus plots6 to represent the
training time (in seconds) of all classifiers in 1000 instances (10 folds × 100 choices
of hyper-parameters) derived for each dataset. In the cactus plot, the number of
solved instances (within 1000 seconds) is on the X-axis, whereas the training time is
on the Y -axis. A point (x, y) on the plot implies that a classifier yields lower than
or equal to y seconds of training in x many instances.

In Figure 3.1, we present results in an increasing number of samples in a dataset
(from left to right). In WDBC and Adult datasets presented on the first two plots
in Figure 3.1, CORELS solves lower than 600 instances within a timeout of 1000

6Cactus plots are often used in (Max)SAT community to present the scalability of different
solvers/methods [9, 11].
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seconds. The scalability performance of BRS is even worse, where it solves around
700 and 200 instances in WDBC and Adult datasets, respectively. The other three
classifiers: IMLI, BRL, and RIPPER solve all 1000 instances, where BRL takes
comparatively higher training time than the other two. The performance of IMLI and
RIPPER is similar, with RIPPER being comparatively better in the two datasets.
However, the efficiency of IMLI compared to other classifiers becomes significant
as the number of samples in a dataset increases. In particular, in ‘Weather AUS’
dataset, BRS cannot solve a single instance, BRL and CORELS solves 400 instances,
and RIPPER solves around 600 instances. IMLI, however, solves all 1000 instances
in this dataset. Similarly, in ‘BNG(labor)’ dataset, all other classifiers except IMLI
and CORELS cannot solve any instance. While IMLI mostly takes the maximum
allowable time (1000 seconds) in solving all instances in this dataset, CORELS
can solve lower than 400 instances. The improved performance of IMLI is due to
incremental learning based on the novel integration of iterative learning and mini-
batch learning. Contrary to our incremental learning, earlier approaches are based
on heuristic rule-pruning (e.g., RIPPER) and rule-mining followed by Bayesian
optimization (e.g., BRL, BRS) and branch and bounds algorithms (e.g., CORELS).
Thus, owing to incremental learning, IMLI establishes itself as the most scalable
classifier compared to other state-of-the-art interpretable classifiers.

Comparison with non-interpretable classifiers. We compare IMLI with state
of the art non-interpretable classifiers such as LR, SVM, kNN, and RF in terms of
their median test accuracy in Table 3.2. In the majority of the datasets, IMLI achieves
comparatively lower test accuracy than the best performing non-interpretable clas-
sifier. The decrease in the test accuracy of IMLI is attributed to two factors.
Firstly, while we train IMLI on discretized data, non-interpretable classifiers are
trained on non-discretized data and thus IMLI incurs additional classification er-
rors due to discretization. Secondly, IMLI learns a rule-based classifier, whereas
non-interpretable classifiers can learn more flexible decision boundaries and thus fit
data well. In Table 3.2, we also observe that IMLI achieves impressive scalability
than competing classifiers by solving datasets with 1, 000, 000 samples where most
of the non-interpretable classifiers fail to learn any decision boundary on such large
datasets. Thus, IMLI, being an interpretable classifier, demonstrates lower accuracy
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of scalability among interpretable classifiers. The plots are
arranged in increasing sizes of datasets (from left to right). In each cactus plot, IMLI
solves all 1000 instances for each dataset, while competitive classifiers often fail to
scale, specially in larger datasets.

than competing non-interpretable classifiers, but higher scalability in practice.

Comparison among different formulations in IMLI. We compare the perfor-
mance of different formulations for learning classification rules as presented in this
chapter. In Figure 3.2, we show cactus plots for assessing training time (in seconds),
test error (in percentage), and rule size among different formulations. In the cactus
plot, a point (x, y) denotes that the formulation yields lower than or equal to y
training time (similarly, test error and rule size) in x many instances in each dataset.

In Figure 3.2, we denote the baseline non-incremental MaxSAT-based formulation
as IMLI-B7, incremental MaxSAT-based formulation with only mini-batch learning
as IMLI-M, and incremental MaxSAT-based formulation with both mini-batch and

7Since IMLI-B is a non-incremental formulation and does not involve any mini-batch learning,
we consider two hyper-parameters for IMLI-B: the number of clauses in {1, 2, . . . , 10} and the
regularization parameter λ as 10 values chosen from a logarithmic grid between 10−4 and 101.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of IMLI with non-interpretable classifiers in terms of test
accuracy. In the table, ‘—’ represents a timeout. Numbers in bold represent the
best performing results among different classifiers.

Dataset Size LR SVM kNN RF IMLI

Parkinsons 195 89.74 89.74 97.5 90.0 94.74
WDBC 569 98.25 98.25 98.23 96.49 94.74
Pima 768 78.43 79.08 74.5 79.22 78.43
Titanic 1, 043 80.86 80.38 81.34 82.69 81.82
MAGIC 19, 020 79.18 79.34 84.6 88.2 78.26
Tom’s HW 28, 179 96.2 97.13 88.15 97.78 85.24
Credit 30, 000 82.2 81.9 81.83 82.15 82.12
Adult 32, 561 85.26 85.05 83.8 86.69 81.2
Bank Marketing 45, 211 90.09 89.28 89.43 90.27 89.84
Connect-4 67, 557 79.39 — 85.51 88.11 75.36
Weather AUS 107, 696 85.64 — 78.59 86.26 83.78
Vote 131, 072 96.43 96.37 97.05 97.38 96.69
Skin Seg 245, 057 91.86 — 99.96 99.96 94.71
BNG(labor) 1, 000, 000 — — — — 90.91
BNG(credit-g) 1, 000, 000 — — — 80.58 75.48

iterative learning as IMLI. We first observe the training time of different formulations
in the left-most column in Figure 3.2, where IMLI-B soon times out and solves
lower than 300 instances out of 1000 instances in each dataset. This result suggests
that the non-incremental formulation cannot scale in practical classification task.
Comparing between IMLI and IMLI-M, both formulations solve all 1000 instances
in each dataset with IMLI-M undertaking significantly higher training time than
IMLI. Therefore, IMLI achieves better scalability than IMLI-M indicating that an
integration of mini-batch and iterative learning achieves a significant progress in
terms of scalability than mini-batch learning alone.

We next focus on the test error of different formulations in the middle column in
Figure 3.2. Firstly, IMLI-B has a higher test error than the other two formulations
since IMLI-B times out in most instances and learns a sub-optimal classification
rule with reduced prediction accuracy. In contrast, IMLI has the lowest test error
compared to two formulations in all datasets. This result indicates the effectiveness of
integrating both iterative and mini-batch learning with MaxSAT-based formulation
in generating more accurate classification rules.

Moving focus on the rule size in the rightmost column in Figure 3.2, IMLI-B
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of training time, test error, and rule size among different for-
mulations presented in the chapter. In each cactus plot, the incremental formulation
IMLI with both mini-batch and iterative learning demonstrates the best performance
in training time and test error than compared two formulations: non-incremental
MaxSAT formulation IMLI-B and incremental formulation with only mini-batch
learning IMLI-M. In terms of rule size, IMLI often generates higher size rules than
IMLI-M.

achieves the highest rule size in WDBC dataset. In contrast, the rule size of IMLI-B
is lowest (zero) in Credit and Adult datasets. In the last two datasets, IMLI-B times
out during training and returns the default rule “true” by predicting all samples as
class 1. The other two formulations IMLI and IMLI-M demonstrate a similar trend
in rule size in all datasets with IMLI-M generating comparatively smaller size rules
in Credit and Adult datasets. In this context, the improvement of rule-sparsity of
IMLI-M is due to a comparatively higher test error (or lower accuracy) than IMLI as
observed in all three datasets. Therefore, IMLI appears to be the best performing
formulation w.r.t. training time, test error, and rule size by balancing between
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Table 3.3: Comparison of test accuracy (top value) and rule size (bottom value)
among different rule-based representations learned using IMLI. Numbers in bold
denote the best performing results among different representations.

Dataset CNF DNF Decision Sets Decision Lists

Parkinsons 94.74 89.47 94.87 89.74
7.5 6.0 15.0 6.5

WDBC 94.74 96.49 95.61 95.61
11.5 15.0 15.5 10.0

Pima 78.43 77.13 76.97 76.97
23.0 9.0 15.0 13.5

Titanic 81.82 82.29 81.82 82.3
5.5 10.5 8.5 8.0

MAGIC 78.26 77.44 75.87 77.79
8.5 41.5 10.0 14.0

Tom’s HW 85.24 85.15 85.72 85.95
44.5 26.5 45.0 59.5

Credit 82.12 82.15 82.03 82.22
17.5 14.0 9.5 21.5

Adult 81.2 84.28 80.07 80.96
30.0 34.5 7.0 24.5

Bank Marketing 89.84 89.77 89.67 89.79
24.5 7.5 6.0 10.5

Connect-4 75.36 70.63 68.09 69.83
50.5 42.0 4.5 24.0

Weather AUS 83.78 84.23 83.69 83.85
22.0 14.0 4.0 26.0

Skin Seg 94.71 93.68 87.92 91.17
30.0 15.0 3.0 7.0

accuracy and rule size while being more scalable.

Performance evaluation of different interpretable representations in IMLI.
We deploy IMLI to learn different interpretable rule-based representations: CNF
and DNF classifiers, decision lists, and decision sets and present their comparative
performance w.r.t. test accuracy and rule size in Table 3.3. In each cell in this table,
the top value represents the test accuracy and the bottom value represents the size
of generated rules.
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Figure 3.3: Effect of the number of clauses k on accuracy (test and train), rule size,
and training time. As k increases, both train and test accuracy of IMLI increase
while generating rules with higher size by incurring higher training time.

We learn all four interpretable representations on twelve datasets, where the
CNF classifier appears to be the most accurate representation by achieving the
highest accuracy in five datasets. In contrast, both DNF and decision lists achieve
the highest accuracy in three datasets each; decision sets demonstrate the least
performance in test accuracy by being more accurate in one dataset. To this end, the
poor accuracy of decision sets is traded off by its rule size as decision sets generate
the sparsest rules compared to other representations. More precisely, decision sets
have the smallest rule size in six datasets, while CNF, DNF, and decision lists
have the smallest rule size in two, three, and one dataset, respectively. These
results suggest that CNF classifiers are more favored in applications where higher
accuracy is preferred, while decision sets are preferred in applications where higher
interpretability is desired. In both cases, one could deploy IMLI for learning varied
representations of classification rules.
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Ablation study. We experiment the effect of different hyper-parameters in IMLI
on prediction accuracy, rule size, and training time in different datasets. In the
following, we discuss the impact of the number of clauses, regularization parameter,
and size of mini-batches in IMLI.

Effect of the number of clauses k. In Figure 3.3, we vary k while learning
CNF classifiers in IMLI. As k increases, both training and test accuracy generally
increase in different datasets (plots in the first and second columns). Similarly, the
size of rules increases with k by incurring higher training time (plots in the third
and fourth columns). The reason is that a higher value of k allows more flexibility
in fitting the data well by incurring more training time and generating higher size
classification rules. Therefore, the number of clauses in IMLI provides control on
training-time vs accuracy and also on accuracy vs rule-sparsity.

Effect of regularizer λ. In Figure 3.4, we vary λ in a logarithmic grid between
10−4 and 101. As stated in Eq. (3.5), a higher value of λ puts more priority on the
minimal changes in rules between consecutive mini-batches in incremental learning
while allowing higher mini-batch errors. Thus, in the first and second columns in
Figure 3.4, as λ increases, both training and test accuracy gradually decrease. In
addition, the size of rules (plots in the third column) also decreases. Finally, we
observe that the training time generally decreases with λ. This observation indicates
that higher λ puts lower computational load to the MaxSAT solver as a fraction
of training examples is allowed to be misclassified. Thus, similar to the number of
clauses, regularization parameter λ in IMLI allows to trade-off between accuracy and
rule size in a precise manner.

Effect of the size of mini-batch. In Figure 3.5, we present the effect of
mini-batch size in IMLI. As we consider more samples in a batch, both test and
training accuracy increase in general as presented in the first and second columns in
Figure 3.5. Similarly, the size of generated rules also increases with the number of
samples. Due to solving higher size MaxSAT queries, the training time also increases
in general with an increase in mini-batch size. Therefore, by varying the size of
mini-batches, IMLI allows controlling on training time vs the prediction accuracy
(and rule size) of generated rules.
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Figure 3.4: Effect of regularization λ on accuracy (test and train), rule size, and
training time. As λ increases, lower priority is given to accuracy. As a result, both
training and test accuracy decrease with λ by generating smaller rules.

3.7 Chapter Summary
Interpretable machine learning is gaining more focus with applications in many

safety-critical domains. Considering the growing demand for interpretable models,
it is challenging to design learning frameworks that satisfy all aspects: being
accurate, interpretable, and scalable in practical classification tasks. In this chapter,
we discuss a MaxSAT-based framework IMLI for learning interpretable rule-based
classifiers expressible in CNF formulas. IMLI is built on efficient integration of
incremental learning, specifically mini-batch and iterative learning, with MaxSAT-
based formulation. In our empirical evaluation, IMLI achieves the best balance
among prediction accuracy, interpretability, and scalability. In particular, IMLI
demonstrates competitive prediction accuracy and rule size compared to existing
interpretable rule-based classifiers. In addition, IMLI achieves impressive scalability
than both interpretable and non-interpretable classifiers by learning interpretable
rules on million-size datasets with higher accuracy. Finally, IMLI generates other
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Figure 3.5: Effect of bath size on accuracy (test and train), rule size, and training
time. As we consider more samples in a mini-batch, IMLI generates more accurate
and larger size classification rules.

popular interpretable classifiers such as decision lists and decision sets using the
same framework. In the next chapter, we leverage the incremental learning in IMLI
to learn more expressible yet interpretable classification rules.
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Chapter 4

Expressiveness via Logical Relax-
ation

In this chapter, we focus on improving the expressiveness of interpretable rule-
based classifiers. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, CNF/DNF rules are considered
interpretable, but they are less expressive compared to Boolean cardinality con-
straints. A Boolean cardinality constraint allows one to express numerical bounds
on Boolean variables [169]. In this chapter, we introduce a novel formulation of
interpretable classification rules, namely relaxed-CNF, which achieve benefits of both
worlds: it is interpretable similar to CNF/DNF but more expressible by allowing
cardinality constraints in the representation.

We find the motivation of relaxed-CNF rules from checklists. A checklist is a
list of conditions that one needs to check, e.g., a list of items to take on a travel
trip. Checklists have several applications in interpretable decision making [26, 58],
particularly in the medical domain. For example, the CHADS2 score in medicine is
a clinical prediction rule for estimating the risk of stroke [58]. Another example of
checklists is a psychometric test, known as Myers–Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) [26],
which indicates differing psychological preferences in how people perceive the world
around them and make decisions. An influential study on the importance of check-
lists [61] finds that highly complex and specialized problems can be handled smoothly
by the development and consistent usage of checklists, which we formally call as
relaxed-CNF rules.

Relaxed-CNF: An Informal Introduction. In interpretable rule-based classi-
fication, the simplest logical rules are single level-rules: ORs or ANDs of Boolean
literals, where each literal denotes either a Boolean input feature or its negation. A
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clause is a collection of N literals connected by OR/AND. To satisfy a clause, an
OR operator requires 1 out of N literals to be assigned to 1 in the clause, while an
AND operator requires all N out of N literals to be assigned to 1. A CNF formula
is a conjunction (AND) of clauses where each clause is a disjunction (OR) of literals,
and a DNF formula is a disjunction of clauses where each clause is a conjunction of
literals. Therefore, CNF and DNF formulas can be viewed as two-level rules with
several applications in interpretable decision-making. For example, a decision set
is a DNF rule referring to a set of “if-else” conditions [79, 93]. In this chapter, we
consider a richer set of logical formulas that capture the structure of checklists. To
this end, we consider hard-OR clauses, where at least M > 1 out of N literals are
assigned to 1, and we similarly define soft-AND clauses which allow some of the
literals (at most N −M) to be 0. To be precise, the definitions of hard-OR and
soft-AND overlap. Consequently, we use hard-OR when M ≤ N/2 and soft-AND
otherwise. To extend the standard definition of CNF (which is ANDs of ORs), we
define relaxed-CNF to denote soft-ANDs of hard-ORs. Similarly, relaxed-DNF is
hard-ORs of soft-ANDs. Since hard-OR and soft-AND are differentiated based on
the value of M and N , relaxed-CNF and relaxed-DNF have the same structural
representation. In early work, Craven and Shavlik [39] considered single levelM -of-N
rules to explain black-box neural-network classifiers. Recently, Emad et al. [49] have
developed a semi-quantitative group testing approach for learning sparse single level
M -of-N rules, which are quite restrictive in their ability to fit the data. In contrast,
in this chapter, we study a much richer family of two-level relaxed-CNF rules.

Relaxed-CNF rules are more flexible than pure CNF rules, and they can accurately
fit more complex classification boundaries. For example, relaxed-CNF clauses allow
a compact encoding of the majority function1 in Boolean logic, which would require
exponentially many clauses in CNF, showing the exponential gap in the succinctness
of the two representations. In addition, relaxed-CNF and CNF rules have the same
functional form where a user has to compute the sum of true literals/clauses and
then compare the sum to different thresholds (as in the example in Figure 4.1). From
the computational perspective, the structural flexibility of relaxed-CNF compared to
CNF/DNF makes it harder to learn. Therefore, in this chapter, we ask the following

1The majority function is a Boolean function that evaluates to 0 when half or more arguments
are false, and 1 otherwise [140].
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Figure 4.1: An illustrative example of a relaxed CNF classification rule, which
describes the decision function in the form of a two-level checklist. This classifier is
learned on the WDBC (Wisconsin diagnostic breast cancer) dataset and it predicts
whether a tumor cell is malignant or not based on the characteristics of the tumor
cell. The first column in each checklist contains Boolean literals. An entry in the
second column is 1 if the corresponding literal is true by an observed tumor cell, and
0 otherwise. In the first level, checklist A (resp. B) is true if the count of true literals
is at least 2 (resp. 3). In the second level, a tumor cell is predicted as malignant if
the count of true checklists is at least 1.

research question: can we design a combinatorial framework to efficiently learn
relaxed-CNF rules?

Contribution. The contribution of this chapter is an affirmative answer to the
above question by proposing an efficient combinatorial learning framework for
relaxed-CNF rules, namely CRR (Classification Rules in Relaxed form). In CRR, we
construct a learning objective to maximize both the prediction accuracy and the rule-
sparsity of the generated classification rule. To this end, we design a Mixed-Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) formulation for learning the optimal relaxed-CNF rule
from data. To learn a k-clause relaxed-CNF rule (say R) using the naïve MILP
formulation, the size of the MILP query expressed as the number of constraints is
O(nk), where n is the number of training samples in the dataset. Consequently, this
formulation fails to handle large datasets. To address the scalability of CRR, we
discuss an efficient mini-batch training methodology as studied in Chapter 3, where
we incrementally learn R from data by iteratively solving smaller MILP queries
corresponding to batches.

Through a comprehensive experimental evaluation over datasets from the UCI
and Kaggle repository, we observe that CRR with relaxed-CNF rules achieves an
improved trade-off between accuracy and rule sparsity and scales to datasets with
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more than 105 samples. More significantly, CRR generates relaxed-CNF rules with
higher accuracy than CNF rules generated by [62]. Furthermore, compared to
decision lists generated by [38], relaxed-CNF rules are sparser in large datasets.

4.1 Problem Formulation
Given

1. a dataset D = {(x(i), y(i))}ni=1 of n samples, where feature vector x(i) ∈ {0, 1}m

contains m features and class label y(i) ∈ {0, 1},

2. a positive integer k ≥ 1 denoting the number of clauses to be learned in the
classification rule,

3. an integer threshold on literals ηl ∈ {0, . . . ,m} indicating the minimum number
of literals required to be true to satisfy a clause,

4. an integer threshold on clauses ηc ∈ {0, . . . , k} indicating the minimum number
of clauses required to be true to satisfy a formula, and

5. a data-fidelity parameter λ ∈ R+,

we learn a classification rule R expressed as a k clause relaxed-CNF formula sepa-
rating samples of class 1 from class 0.

Our goal is to find rules that balance two goals: being accurate while also sparse
to avoid over-fitting. To this end, we seek to minimize the total number of literals in
all clauses, which motivates us to find R with minimum |R|. In particular, suppose
R classifies all samples correctly, i.e., ∀i, y(i) = R(x(i)). Among all the rules that
classify all samples correctly, we choose the sparsest such R:

min
R
|R| such that ∀i, y(i) = R(x(i))

In practical classification tasks, perfect classification is very unusual. Hence, we
need to balance rule-sparsity with prediction error. Let ED be the set of samples
which are misclassified by R on the dataset D, i.e., ED = {(x(i), y(i))|y(i) 6= R(x(i))}.
Hence we aim to find R as follows:2

2In our formulation, it is straightforward to add class-conditional weights (e.g. to penalize
false-alarms more than mis-detects), and to allow instance weights (per sample).
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min
R

λ

n
|ED|+

1− λ
k ·m

|R|,

where |R| denotes the size of rule, i.e., the number of literals in relaxed-CNF
formula R (ref. 2.2.1).

Each term in the objective function is normalized in [0, 1]. The data-fidelity
parameter λ ∈ [0, 1] serves to balance the trade-off between prediction accuracy
and sparsity. Higher values of λ produce lower prediction errors by sacrificing the
sparsity of R, and vice versa. It can be viewed as an inverse of the regularization
parameter.

4.2 Classification Rules in Relaxed Logical Form
In this section, we describe the main contribution of this chapter, CRR, a

framework for learning relaxed-CNF rules. CRR converts the learning problem into
an ILP-based formulation, learns the optimal assignment of variables and constructs
rule R based on the assignment. We organize the rest of this section as follows.
We discuss the decision variables in Chapter 4.2.1, the constraints and the linear
programming relaxation in Chapter 4.2.2, the incremental learning in Chapter 4.2.3,
feature discretization in Chapter 4.2.4, and adaptation of CRR for learning other
classification rules in Chapter 4.2.5.

4.2.1 Description of Variables

CRR considers two types of decision variables: (i) feature variables and (ii)
noise or classification error variables. Since feature Xj can be present or not
present in each of the k clauses, CRR considers k variables, each denoted by
Bi
j corresponding to feature Xj to denote its participation in the ith clause, i.e,

Bi
j = 1[jth feature is selected in ith clause]. The qth sample in the training dataset,

however, can be misclassified by R. Therefore, CRR introduces a noise vari-
able ξq ∈ {0, 1} corresponding to the qth sample, so that the assignment of ξq
can be interpreted whether (x(q), y(q)) is misclassified by R or not, i.e., ξq =
1[qth sample is misclassified]. Hence, the key idea of CRR for learning R is to
define an ILP (Integer Linear Program) query over k · m + n decision variables,
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denoted by {B1
1 , B

1
2 , . . . , B

1
m, . . . , B

k
m, ξ1, . . . , ξn}. In this context, we define Bi =

{Bi
j | j = 1, . . . ,m} as a vector of feature variables corresponding to the ith clause.

4.2.2 Construction of the ILP Query

In Eq. (4.1), we discuss the ILP query Q for learning a k-clause relaxed-CNF
rule R. The objective function in Eq. (4.1a) takes care of both the rule-sparsity and
the prediction accuracy of R. Since CRR prefers a sparser rule with as few literals
as possible, we construct the objective function by preferring Bi

j to be 0. Moreover,
to encourage R to predict the training samples accurately, we penalize the number
of variables ξq that are different from 0. In this context, we utilize the parameter λ
to trade off between sparsity and accuracy. Therefore, the objective function of the
ILP query Q is to minimize the normalized sum of all noise variables ξq weighed by
the data-fidelity parameter λ and feature variables Bi

j weighed by 1− λ.
We formulate the constraints of the ILP query Q as follows. Initially, we define

the range of the decision variables and add constraints accordingly (Eq. 4.1b and
4.1c). For each sample, at first, we add constraints to mimic the behavior of hard-OR
of literals in a clause, and then we add constraints to apply soft-AND of clauses in a
formula (refer to Preliminaries in Chapter 2).

We first consider the case when the qth sample has positive class label (Eq. 4.1d).
x(q) ◦Bi ≥ ηl resembles the hard-OR operation of literals in a clause. We introduce
k auxiliary {0, 1} variables {ξq,1, . . . , ξq,k} to check whether at least ηc clauses are
satisfied, i.e., ξq,i = 1[ith clause is dissatisfied for qth sample], which let us impose
the operation of soft-AND over clauses. We then add a constraint to make sure that
at most k − ηc clauses are allowed to be dissatisfied, otherwise the noise variable ξq
is assigned to 1, i.e., the qth sample is detected as aw noise.

A negative labeled sample has to dissatisfy more than k − ηc clauses in R so
that the sample is predicted as 0, which is equivalent to satisfying more than k − ηc
constraints x(q) ◦Bi < ηl. As mentioned earlier, we introduce {0, 1} variable ξq,i to
specify if the constraint x(q) ◦Bi < ηl is dissatisfied or not and restrict the count of
dissatisfied clauses ∑k

i=1 ξq,i to be less than ηc.
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min λ
n

n∑
q=1

ξq + 1− λ
k ·m

k∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

Bi
j (4.1a)

such that,

Bi
j ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , k, j = 1, . . . ,m (4.1b)

ξq ∈ {0, 1}, q = 1, . . . , n (4.1c)

if ∀q ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if y(q) = 1, (4.1d)

x(q) ◦Bi +mξq,i ≥ ηl, i = 1, . . . , k (4.1e)

kξq + k − ηc ≥
k∑
i=1

ξq,i

ξq,i ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , k

if ∀q ∈ {1, . . . , n}, y(q) = 0, (4.1f)

x(q) ◦Bi < ηl +mξq,i, i = 1, . . . , k (4.1g)

kξq + ηc >
k∑
i=1

ξq,i

ξq,i ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , k

In the following, we show the complexity of the ILP query in terms of the number
of variables and constraints.

Proposition 6. Given a training dataset with n samples and m binary features, the
ILP query Q for learning a binary classification rule in relaxed-CNF has k ·m+ n

decision variables, k · n auxiliary variables, and k ·m+ n · (k+ 3) integer constraints.

An ILP solver takes query Q as input and returns the optimal assignment σ∗of
the variables. We extract relaxed-CNF rule R from the solution as follows.

Construction 7. Let σ∗ = ILP(Q), then Xj ∈ clause(R, i) if and only if σ∗(Bi
j) = 1.

Learning thresholds ηl and ηc: Given the training dataset D and data-fidelity
parameter λ, one could learn the optimum value of the thresholds ηc and ηl of
the desired rule R by specifying their range as constraints in the ILP query Q in
Eq. 4.1. More precisely, we need to add two integer constraints ηc ∈ {0, . . . , k} and
ηl ∈ {0, . . . ,m} in the above query and then learn their values from the solution.
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A more generalized version to CNF rules would be to learn different thresholds
on literals for different clauses, i.e., ηl,i for the ith clause. This facilitates to capture
the complex decision boundaries, while still producing rule-based decisions. In our
ILP formulation, it is straight-forward to consider such generalization where we
put constraints ηl,i ∈ {0, . . . ,m}, i = 1, . . . , k and replace ηl with ηl,i in Eq. 4.1e
and 4.1g.

Relaxing the ILP problem: The ILP query Q has binary integer constraints
and the solution of this integer program is computationally intractable. A common
approach that efficiently finds an approximate solution to such a problem extends to
relax the integer constraints, solves the LP-relaxed (linear programming relaxation)
problem, and then rounds the non-integer variables to get an integer solution as
in [116]. In our case, we cannot relax all integer constraints because it may violate
the structure of relaxed-CNF rules. Specifically, ηc and ηl (or ηl,i) must be integers
in the construction of relaxed-CNF rules, and ξq,i needs to be an integer to precisely
calculate the noise variable ξq. However, we can relax feature variable Bi

j and noise
variable ξq and solve the corresponding MILP problem. To construct the MILP
problem, we replace Eq. 4.1b with 0 ≤ Bi

j ≤ 1 and Eq. 4.1c with 0 ≤ ξq ≤ 1, and
the rest of the constraints in Q remain the same. If non-zero Bi

j is found in the
solution, we set it to 1 and then construct the rule according to Construction 7.

4.2.3 Incremental Mini-batch Learning

In Chapter 4.2.2, we present an ILP formulation for learning relaxed-CNF rules
and then discussed the relaxation to the integer constraints in the MILP formulation
to make the approach computationally tractable. However, each integer constraints
in the formulation cannot be relaxed, as discussed in Chapter 4.2.2. Thus we require
an improved learning technique to achieve scalability. We now describe a mini-batch
learning approach to CRR, that learns relaxed-CNF rule R incrementally from a set
of mini-batches while solving a modified MILP query for each mini-batch.

In incremental mini-batch learning, the learning process repeats for a fixed
number of iterations. In each iteration, we randomly select an equal number of
samples from the full training set and generate a mini-batch with samples. We
then construct an MILP query on the current mini-batch with a modified objective
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function. This objective function simultaneously penalizes the prediction errors on
the current mini-batch and the change in the rules learned in consecutive batches. In
the following, we discuss the modified objective function and the MILP formulation.

Let D = {(x(i), y(i))}ni=1 be a training dataset with n samples and m binary
features and τ be the number of iterations in the learning process. In the pth

iteration, we randomly construct a mini-batch from D with equal number np of
samples and np � n, for p = 1, . . . , τ . Note that all mini-batches have the same
binary features X = {X1, . . . , Xm} as in the training set and thus share the same
feature variables Bi

j in the MILP query. Therefore, we devise an objective function
that prefers to keep the assignment of Bi

j learned in the (p − 1)th iteration while
minimizing the prediction error on the current mini-batch. To this end, each Bi

j is
assigned 0 initially in the learning process. This technique enables us to update the
learned rule in terms of the update in the assignment of feature variables Bi

j over
mini-batches.

Let Qp be the MILP query for the pth mini-batch for learning a k-clause relaxed-
CNF rule Rp. Thus, R0 is an empty rule. We consider an indicator function
I(·) : Bi

j → {1,−1}, that takes a feature variable Bi
j as input and outputs −1 if Bi

j

is assigned 1 in the solution of Qp−1 (i.e., feature Xj is selected in the ith clause of
Rp−1), otherwise outputs 1.

I(Bi
j) =


−1 if Xj ∈ clause(Rp−1, i)

1 otherwise

We now discuss the modified objective function where we multiply I(Bi
j) with

Bi
j differently from the objective function in Eq. 4.1a.

min λ
n

np∑
q=1

ξq + 1− λ
k ·m

k∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

Bi
j · I(Bi

j) (4.2)

In the objective function, the first term penalizes the prediction error of samples in
the current mini-batch and the second term penalizes when Bi

j is assigned differently
than its previous assignment. Note that the total prediction error is normalized
by dividing by n, which is the size of the full training dataset. This normalization
is useful as it assists in updating Rp while also considering the relative size of the
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mini-batch. Intuitively, if the size np of the mini-batch is close to the size n of the
training set, more priority is given to the prediction accuracy on the current batch
and vice versa. The constraints in the query Qp are similar to the constraints in
Eq. 4.1. Finally, the prediction rule R is Rτ that is learned for the last mini-batch.

Proposition 8. At each iteration, the MILP query in the incremental mini-batch
learning approach has k ·m + np · (k + 3) constraints, where np is the size of the
mini-batch.

Learning thresholds ηl and ηc: In the incremental learning, the objective
function in Eq 4.2 does not impose any constraint on the thresholds. In fact, the
thresholds are learned in each iteration by solving the corresponding MILP query
and we consider their final values in the last iteration.

4.2.4 Learning with Non-binary Features

Since our problem formulation requires input instances to have binary features,
datasets with categorical and continuous features require a preprocessing stage.
Initially, for all continuous features, we apply entropy-based discretization [53] to
infer the most appropriate number of categories/intervals by recursively splitting
the domain of each continuous feature to minimize the class-entropy of the given
dataset.3 For example, let Xc ∈ [a, b] be a continuous feature, and entropy-based
discretization splits the domain [a, b] into three intervals with two split points {a′, b′},
where a < a′ < b′ < b. Therefore, the result intervals are Xc < a′, a′ ≤ Xc < b′, and
Xc ≥ b′.

After applying entropy-based discretization on continuous features, the dataset
contains only categorical features, that can be converted to binary features using
one-hot encoding as in [95]. In this encoding, a Boolean vector is introduced with
cardinality equal to the number of distinct categories. Let a categorical feature
have three categories ‘red’,‘green’, and ‘yellow’. In one-hot encoding, samples with
category-value ‘red’,‘green’, and ‘yellow’ would be converted into binary features
while taking values 100, 010, and 001, respectively.

3A simple quantile-based discretization also works, but it requires an extra parameter (i.e., the
number of quantiles).
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4.2.5 Learning Rules in Other Logical Forms

While CRR learns classification rules in relaxed-CNF form, we can leverage this
framework for learning classification rules in other logical forms, for example, CNF
and DNF. To learn a CNF rule, we set ηl = 1 and ηc = k, which converts a relaxed-
CNF to a CNF formula. Moreover, to learn a DNF rule, we first complement the
class label of all samples, learn a CNF rule by setting the parameters as described
and finally negate the learned rule, which we have discussed elaborately in Chapter 3.

4.3 Empirical Performance Analysis
We implement a prototype of CRR based on the Python API for CPLEX and

conduct an extensive empirical analysis to understand the behavior of CRR on
real-world instances. The objective of our experimental evaluation is to answer the
following questions:

1. How do the accuracy and training time for CRR behave vis-a-vis state-of-the-art
classifiers on large datasets arising in machine learning problems in practice?

2. Can CRR generate sparse rules compared to that of other rule-based models?

3. How do the training time, accuracy, and rule size vary with model hyper-
parameters?

In summary, relaxed-CNF rules generated by CRR achieves higher accuracy and
more concise representation than CNF rules in most of the datasets. Moreover,
relaxed-CNF rules are shown to be sparser than decision lists with competitive
accuracy in large datasets. Finally, we show how to control the trade-off between
rule-sparsity and accuracy using the hyper-parameter λ; and between accuracy and
training time using the hyper-parameter k and size np of each mini-batch. In the
following, we give a detailed description of the experiments.

4.3.1 Experimental Setup

We perform experiments on a high-performance computer cluster, where each
node consists of E5-2690 v3 CPU with 24 cores, 96 GB of RAM. Each experiment
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is run on four cores of a node with 16 GB memory. We compare the performance of
CRR with state-of-the-art classifiers, e.g. IMLI (Chapter 3), RIPPER [38], BRS [188],
random forest (RF), support vector classifier (SVC), nearest neighbors classifiers
(k-NN), and l1 penalized logistic regression (LR). Among them, IMLI, BRS, and
RIPPER are rule-based classifiers. In particular, IMLI generates classification rules
in CNF using a MaxSAT-based formulation and we use Open-WBO [119] as the
MaxSAT solver for IMLI. We compare with propositional rule learning algorithm
RIPPER, which is implemented in WEKA [67] and generates classification rules
in the form of decision lists. BRS is a Bayesian framework for generating rule
sets expressed as DNF. For other classifiers, we use the Scikit-learn module of
Python [138]. For all classifiers, we set the training cut-off time to 1500 seconds.

We consider a comparable number of hyper-parameter choices for each classifier.
Specifically for CRR, we choose the data-fidelity parameter λ ∈ {0.5, 0.67, 0.84, 0.99},
the number of clauses k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the relative size of mini-batch np

n
∈ {0.25, 0.50, 0.75},

and the number of iterations τ ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16}. We learn the value of ηc and ηl from
the dataset as described in Chapter. 4.2.2. In CPLEX, we set the maximum solving
time of the LP solver to 1000 seconds (1000

τ
seconds for each iteration) and the

remaining 500 seconds is allotted to construct the MLIP instances, parse the solu-
tions and execute other auxiliary tasks of the learning algorithm. We present the
current best solution of CPLEX when the solver times out while finding the optimal
solution.

We control the cut-off of the number of examples in the leaf node in the case
of RF and RIPPER. For SVC, k-NN, and LR we discretize the regularization
parameter on a logarithmic grid. For BRS, we vary the max clause-length ∈ {3, 4, 5},
support ∈ {5, 10, 15}, and two other parameters s ∈ {100, 1000, 10000} and ρ ∈
{0.9, 0.95, 0.99}. For IMLI, we consider λ ∈ {1, 5, 10} and k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and vary the
number of batches τ such that each batch has at least 32 samples and at most 512
samples.

4.3.2 Experimental Results

In the following, we first discuss empirical results of rule-based classifiers, then
extend analysis to non-rule-based classifiers, and finally discuss the effect of different
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Table 4.1: Comparisons of test accuracy, rule size and training time among different
rule-based classifiers. Every cell in the last four columns contains the test accuracy
in percentage (top value), rule size (middle value), and training time in seconds
(bottom value). In the experiments, CRR shows higher test accuracy than IMLI and
generates sparser rules than RIPPER. Number in bold denotes the best result, such
as maximum test accuracy, minimum rule size, and minimum training time among
competitive classifiers.

Dataset Size Features RIPPER BRS IMLI CRR
Heart 303 31 78.69 72.13 72.13 77.69

7 19 13 4.5
5.27s 25.07s 1.8s 122.5s

Ionosphere 351 144 88.65 91.43 89.29 91.43
8 4 8.5 20

5.87s 75.53s 2.09s 5.59s
WDBC 569 88 95.22 95.65 93.91 94.69

7.5 12 7 34.5
5.7s 630.23s 1.38s 316.32s

Magic 19020 79 84.04 74.15 71.97 81.31
115 3 24 31

15.86s 56.46s 141.2s 1012.6s
Tom’s HW 28179 910 97.4

—
95.88 97.34

36 30 4
42.73s 92.65s 1071.58s

Credit 30000 110 81.68
—

81.42 82.04
38.5 10 32

14.52s 17.66s 1021.35s
Adult 32561 144 84.31

—
82.08 84.86

94 23 18
27.61s 11.91s 1016.36s

Twitter 49999 1511 95.74
—

94.24 95.16
179.5 57 12

170.87s 238.29s 1144.66s
Weather-AUS 107696 141 84.57

—
82.83 83.34

195 7 2
121.02s 366.12s 1115.27s

Skin 245057 119 98.32
—

98.92 95.08
725 201 29

1313.19s 103.8s 825.6s
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choices of hyper-parameters.

4.3.2.1 Performance Evaluation of CRR with Rule-based Classifiers

We conduct an assessment of performance using five-fold nested cross-validation
as in [41] and report the median of test accuracy, rule size and training time of all
rule-based classifiers in Table 4.1. Specifically, we show the dataset, the number
of samples and the number of discretized features in the first three columns in
Table 4.1. Inside each cell of column four to 11, we present the test accuracy (top
value), rule size (middle value) and training time (bottom value) of each classifier
for each dataset.

We first compare relaxed-CNF rules generated by CRR with CNF rules generated
by IMLI. In Table 4.1, relaxed-CNF rules exhibit higher prediction accuracy than
CNF rules in the majority of the datasets, showing the effectiveness of using a more
expressive representation of classification rules in capturing the decision boundary.
In addition, the generated relaxed-CNF rules are comparatively smaller than CNF
rules in terms of rule size in most of the datasets. Therefore, relaxed-CNF rules
improve upon CNF rules in terms of both prediction accuracy and rule size in the
majority of the datasets. In this context, CRR provides a trade-off between accuracy
and rule size depending on the choice of hyper-parameters and the experimental
results are discussed later in Chapter 4.3.2.3. We then compare relaxed-CNF rules
with DNF rules generated by BRS and find that relaxed-CNF rules outperform
DNF rules with respect to prediction accuracy in several datasets. At this point,
BRS fails to scale on larger datasets as shown in Table 4.1. We finally compare
relaxed-CNF rules with decision lists generated by RIPPER. In the experiments,
relaxed-CNF rules achieve comparable prediction accuracy with decision lists in most
of the datasets. In contrast, RIPPER generates very large decision lists compared to
relaxed-CNF rules in the majority of the datasets, more precisely in large datasets.
To summarize the performance of CRR among different rule-based classifiers, CRR
can generate smaller relaxed-CNF rules with better accuracy in numbers of the cases
with a couple of exceptions.

Moving focus on the training time, the non-incremental version of CRR times
out on larger instances in the experiments, potentially producing sub-optimal rules
with reduced accuracy, thereby highlighting the need for the incremental approach.
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Table 4.2: Comparisons of test accuracy among CRR and non-rule-based classifiers.
In the experiments, CRR achieves competitive prediction accuracy in spite of being
a rule-based classifier.

Dataset LR SVC RF k-NN CRR
Heart 84.29 83.33 81.97 78.69 77.69
Ionosphere 94.29 91.43 92.96 91.43 91.43
WDBC 98.26 96.46 96.90 95.61 94.69
Magic 85.15 84.45 85.30 77.9 81.31
Tom’s HW 97.62 97.66 97.52 94.59 97.34
Credit 82.04 82.12 81.97 80.5 82.04
Adult 87.24 86.82 86.84 84.68 84.86
Twitter 96.28 96.34 96.37 — 95.16
Weather-AUS 85.71 — 85.63 — 83.34
Skin 97.21 — 99.81 — 95.08

On the other hand, the incremental version of CRR can handle most of the datasets
within the allotted amount of time. In Table 4.1, CRR takes a comparatively longer
time to generate relaxed-CNF rules in comparison with other rule-based classifiers,
e.g., RIPPER, and IMLI because of the flexible combinatorial structure of relaxed-
CNF rules. However, the testing time of CRR is insignificant (< 0.01 seconds) and
thus can be deployed in practice.

4.3.2.2 Performance Evaluation of CRR with Non-rule-based Classifiers

We compare the test accuracy of CRR with non-rule-based classifiers: LR, SVC,
RF, and k-NN and report the results in Table 4.2. In the experiments, we find that
CRR, in spite of being a rule-based classifier, is able to achieve competitive prediction
accuracy with non-rule-based classifiers. In this context, SVC, and k-NN can not
complete training within the allotted time particularly in the datasets with more
than 105 samples, while CRR can still generate relaxed-CNF rules with competitive
accuracy. Therefore, CRR shows the promise of applying rule-based classifiers in
practice with an added benefit of interpretability along with competitive accuracy.

4.3.2.3 Varying Model Parameters

In Figure 4.2, 4.3, , 4.4, and 4.5, we demonstrate the effect of varying the hyper-
parameters of CRR. To understand the effect of a single hyper-parameter, we fix the
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Figure 4.2: Effect of data-fidelity λ on test accuracy, rule size, and training time in
CRR.

values of other hyper-parameters to a default choice where the default choice results
in the most accurate rule.

Varying data-fidelity parameter (λ): In Figure 4.2, as we increase data-fidelity
parameter λ in the objective function in Eq. 4.1a and Eq. 4.2, more priority is given
to the prediction accuracy than the sparsity of the rules. In most of the datasets,
we similarly observe an increase in accuracy and also an increase in the size of the
rules when λ is higher. This suggests that improved interpretability can often come
at a minor cost in accuracy. In addition, we find an increase in training time for
most of the datasets indicating that the MILP query usually takes a longer time to
find the solution when more priority is given on the prediction accuracy.

Varying the number of clauses (k): In Figure 4.3, as we increase k, CRR allows
the generated rules to capture the variance in the given dataset more effectively, that
results in higher accuracy in most of the datasets. The rule size also increases as we
learn more clauses. In addition, the training time increases, that can be reasoned
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Figure 4.3: Effect of the number of clause k on test accuracy, rule size, and training
time in CRR.

by the fact that the number of constraints in the MILP formulation is linear with
k. Thereby, the number of clauses k provides a control over the accuracy of the
generated rule and training time.

Relative size of the mini-batch: In Figure 4.4, we vary the relative size of
the mini-batch np

n
to observe its effect on the accuracy and the size of the rules.

In most datasets, the accuracy increases when more samples are considered in the
mini-batch, costing higher training time. Moreover, the size of the generated rule
increases as np

n
increases, that can be supported by the increase in the variance of

the samples in the mini-batch.

Varying the number of iterations (τ): In Figure 4.5, as we allow more iterations
in the learning process, we find an increase in accuracy in most datasets. The training
time also increases with τ because CRR is required to solve in total τ queries. We
also observe an increase in rule size in most datasets. The reason is that the objective
function in the incremental mini-batch approach in Eq. 4.2 does not put a restriction
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Figure 4.4: Effect of mini-batch size on test accuracy, rule size, and training time in
CRR.

on the size of the rules, rather on the change of rules in consecutive iterations. In
addition, the learned values of the thresholds ηc and ηl in one iteration are not
carried to the MILP query in the next iteration, that may cause an increase of rule
size.

4.4 Chapter Summary
We discuss an efficient combinatorial framework, called CRR, for learning relaxed-

CNF classification rules. Relaxed-CNF rules are more expressive than CNF/DNF
rules. CRR uses a novel integration of mini-batch learning procedure with the MILP
framework to learn sparse relaxed-CNF rules. Our experimental results demonstrate
that CRR is able to learn relaxed-CNF rules with higher accuracy and more concise
representation than CNF rules. Moreover, the generated rules are sparser than
decision lists in large datasets.
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Part III

Fairness in Machine Learning
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In Chapter 5, we discuss an SSAT-based framework to formally verify the fairness
of finite classifiers encoded as Boolean formulas. In Chapter 6, we handle feature
correlations in fairness verification and discuss a tractable fairness verification of
linear classifiers.
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Chapter 5

Fairness Verification using SSAT
We discuss formal fairness verification problem in machine learning where we

verify the bias of a classifier given the probability distribution of features. To
verify fairness as a model property, several probabilistic fairness verifiers such as
FairSquare [4] and VeriFair [15] have been proposed. Though FairSquare and VeriFair
are robust and have asymptotic convergence guarantees, we observe that they scale
up poorly with the size of inputs and also do not generalize to non-Boolean and
compound sensitive features. In contrast to the probabilistic verifiers, another line
of work, referred to as sample-based verifiers, has focused on the design of testing
methodologies on a given fixed data sample [59, 17]. Since sample-based verifiers
are dataset-specific, they generally do not provide robustness over the distribution.

Thus, a unified formal framework to verify different fairness metrics of a clas-
sifer, which is scalable, capable of handling compound sensitive groups, robust with
respect to the test data, and operational on real-life datasets and fairness-enhancing
algorithms, is missing in the literature.

Contribution. We discuss model verifying different fairness metrics as a SSAT
problem. We primarily focus on reductions to the exist-random quantified fragment
of SSAT, which is also known as E-MAJSAT [106]. Our choice of SSAT as a target
formulation is motivated by the recent algorithmic progress that has yielded efficient
SSAT tools [98, 99].

Our contributions are summarised below:

• We discuss a unified SSAT-based approach, Justicia, to verify independence
and separation metrics of group fairness metrics for different datasets and
classifiers.
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• Unlike earlier probabilistic verifiers, namely FairSquare and VeriFair, Justicia
verifies fairness for compound and non-Boolean sensitive features.

• Our experiments validate that our method is more accurate and scalable than
the probabilistic verifiers, such as FairSquare and VeriFair, and more robust
than the sample-based empirical verifiers, such as AIF360.

We illustrate the contribution of this chapter using an example scenario.

Example 5.0.1. Let us consider a classification problem (Figure 5.1) of deciding
the eligibility for health insurance depending on the fitness and income of individuals
of different age groups (20-40 and 40-60). Typically, incomes of individuals increase
as their ages increase while their fitness deteriorates (Figure 5.1a). We assume that
the relation of income and fitness depends on ages as per the Normal distributions
in Figure 5.1b. Now, if we train a decision tree [129] to decide the eligibility of an
individual to get a health insurance given three features: fitness, income and age,
we observe that the ‘optimal’ decision tree (ref. Figure 5.1c) does not predict based
on the sensitive feature age. However, a fairness verifier, such as Justicia, would
verify that the decision tree outputs positive prediction to an individual above and
below 40 years with probabilities 0.18 and 0.72 respectively (Figure 5.1d). This
simple example demonstrates that even if a classifier does not explicitly learn to
differentiate on the basis of a sensitive feature, it discriminates different age groups
due to the utilitarian sense of accuracy that it tries to optimize.

5.1 An SSAT-based Fairness Verifier
In this section, we present Justicia, which is an SSAT-based framework for

verifying group and causal fairness metrics. Given a binary classifierM, a probability
distribution over features (X,A, Y ) ∼ D, and a target fairness metric f(M,D), our
goal is to estimate the fairness f(M,D) of the classifierM given the distribution D
according to the fairness definition. Additionally, if a fairness threshold ε ∈ [0, 1]
is provided, Justicia verifies whether the classifier is ε-fair by comparing f with ε
(refer to Chapter 2). In Justicia, we focus on classifiers that can be represented as a
CNF formula defined over a set of Boolean variables. Additionally, for each variable,
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Figure 5.1: A trained decision tree to learn the eligibility for health insurance using
age-dependent fitness and income indicators. This classifier makes unfair prediction
to individuals with age above 40.

we query the distribution D to derive the marginal probability of the variable to
be assigned to 1. In this section, we discuss two equivalent approaches for fairness
verification based on SSAT-based encodings: enumeration approach and inference
approach. In both approaches, we verify fairness with the presence of compound
sensitive groups. We then provide a theoretical analysis for a high-probability error
bound on the fairness metric and conclude with an extension of Justicia in practical
settings.

5.1.1 Enumeration Approach using RE-SSAT encoding

In order to estimate f(M,D) in the enumeration approach, the key idea is to
compute the conditional probability of positive prediction of the classifier, Pr[Ŷ =
1|A = a], for the compound sensitive group A = a by solving an appropriately
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designed SSAT formula. For simplicity, we initially make assumptions on the classifier
M and discuss practical relaxations later in this section. We first assumeM to be
represented as a CNF formula, denoted by φ

Ŷ
, such that the prediction Ŷ = 1 when

φ
Ŷ
is satisfied and Ŷ = 0 otherwise. Additionally, all features X ∪A are assumed

to be Boolean variables. Finally, we consider independence probability assumption
of non-sensitive features X, where pi , Pr[Xi = 1] is the marginal probability of Xi.

Now, we define an RE-SSAT formula Φa to compute the conditional probability
Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a] using the probability of satisfaction of Φa. In the prefix of Φa, all
non-sensitive features X are assigned randomized quantifiers and they are followed
by sensitive features A with existential quantifiers. In addition, the CNF formula
φ in the SSAT formula Φa is constructed such that φ encodes the event inside the
target probability Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a]. In order to specify the sensitive group A = a,
we take the conjunction of the Boolean variables in A that symbolically specifies
the compound sensitive group A = a. For example, let us consider two sensitive
features: race ∈ {White, Colour} and sex ∈ {male, female} by Boolean variables R
and S, respectively. Hence, the compound groups [White,male] and [Colour, female]
are represented by R ∧ S and ¬R ∧ ¬S, respectively. Thus, the RE-SSAT formula
for computing the probability Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a] is

Φa := Rp1X1, . . . ,

Rpm1Xm1︸ ︷︷ ︸
non-sensitive features

,∃A1, . . . ,∃Am2︸ ︷︷ ︸
sensitive features

, φ
Ŷ
∧ (A = a).

In the RE-SSAT formula Φa, existentially quantified variables {A1, . . . , Am2} are
assigned Boolean values according to the constraint A = a.1 Next, an SSAT solver
computes the probability Pr[Φa] by considering the random values of {X1, . . . , Xm1}
while fixing the assignment of {A1, . . . , Am2}. Therefore, Pr[Φa] equals the condi-
tional probability of positive prediction of the classifier, Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a], for the
sensitive group A = a.

For simplicity, we have described the computation of conditional probability
Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a] without considering the correlation among sensitive and non-
sensitive features. In reality, correlation exists among these features (for a detailed
study on feature correlations in fairness verification, we refer to Chapter 6). As a
result, non-sensitive features may have different conditional distributions for different

1An RE-SSAT formula becomes an R-SSAT formula when the assignment to the existential
variables are fixed.
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sensitive groups. For a non-sensitive feature Xi, we incorporate its conditional
probability in the RE-SSAT encoding by setting pi = Pr[Xi = 1|A = a] instead
of the independent probability Pr[Xi = 1]. Next, we illustrate this enumeration
approach in Example 5.1.1.

Example 5.1.1 (RE-SSAT encoding). We illustrate the RE-SSAT encoding for
calculating the probability of positive prediction for the sensitive group age ≥ 40
in the decision tree of Figure 5.1. We assign three Boolean variables F, I, J for
three nodes in the decision tree, where literal F, I, J denote fitness ≥ 0.61, income
≥ 0.29, and income ≥ 0.69, respectively. We consider another Boolean variable A
where the literal A represents the sensitive group age ≥ 40 and ¬A denotes age
< 40. Thus, the CNF formula for the decision tree is (¬F ∨ I) ∧ (F ∨ J). From
the distribution in Figure 5.1, we get Pr[F ] = 0.41,Pr[I] = 0.93, and Pr[J ] = 0.09.
Given this information, we calculate the probability of positive prediction for the
sensitive group age ≥ 40 by solving the following RE-SSAT formula:

ΦA := R0.41F,
R0.93I,

R0.09J,∃A, (¬F ∨ I) ∧ (F ∨ J) ∧ A.

From the solution to this SSAT formula, we get Pr[ΦA] = 0.43. Similarly, to
calculate the probability of positive prediction for the group age < 40, we replace
the unit clause2 A with ¬A in the CNF formula in ΦA and construct another SSAT
formula Φ¬A.

Φ¬A := R0.41F,

R0.93I,

R0.09J,∃A, (¬F ∨ I) ∧ (F ∨ J) ∧ ¬A

For Φ¬A, the solution Pr[Φ¬A] = 0.43 is similarly derived from an SSAT solver.
Therefore, if Pr[F ],Pr[I],Pr[J ] are computed independently of the sensitive feature
A, both age groups achieve an equal probability of positive prediction as the sensitive
feature is not explicitly present in the classifier.

However, there is an implicit bias in the data distribution for different sensitive
groups and the classifier unintentionally learns it. To capture this implicit bias, we
calculate conditional probabilities Pr[F |A] = 0.01,Pr[I|A] = 0.99, and Pr[J |A] =
0.18 from the distribution for group age ≥ 40 in Figure 5.1. Providing the conditional

2A unit clause is a clause with a single literal.
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probabilities, we construct a modified SSAT formula Φ′A and compute Pr[Φ′A] = 0.18
for age ≥ 40.

Φ′A := R0.01F,

R0.99I,

R0.18J,∃A, (¬F ∨ I) ∧ (F ∨ J) ∧ A

For the sensitive group age< 40, we similarly obtain Pr[F |¬A] = 0.82,Pr[I|¬A] =
0.88, Pr[J |¬A] = 0.01, construct the modified formula Φ′¬A and get Pr[Φ′¬A] = 0.72.

Φ′¬A := R0.82F,

R0.88I,

R0.01J,∃A, (¬F ∨ I) ∧ (F ∨ J) ∧ ¬A

In the later case with correlations among sensitive and non-sensitive features,
the RE-SSAT encoding detects the discrimination of the classifier among different
sensitive groups, where the classifier is more biased towards the younger group with
age < 40 than the elderly group with age ≥ 40.

5.1.1.1 Measuring Fairness Metrics

As we compute Pr[Φa] = Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a] by solving the SSAT formula Φa, we
use Pr[Φa] to measure different fairness metrics. To this end, we compute Pr[Φa]
for all compound groups a ∈ A by solving an exponential number (with m2) of
SSAT formulas. We elaborate this enumeration approach, namely Justicia_enum, in
Algorithm 5 (Line 1–8).

To measure the disparate impact of a classifier, we calculate the ratio between
the minimum and the maximum conditional probability of positive prediction of the
classifier, which are mina∈A Pr[Φa] and maxa∈A Pr[Φa], respectively. We compute
statistical parity by taking the difference between maxa∈A Pr[Φa] and mina∈A Pr[Φa].

Moreover, to compute equalized odds, we call Justicia twice, one for the dis-
tribution D conditioned on Y = 1 and another for Y = 0. In both calls, we
compute maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a, Y = y] − mina Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a, Y = y] for
y ∈ {0, 1} and take the maximum difference as the value of equalized odds. For
measuring path-specific causal fairness, we compute maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a,Z] and
mina Pr[Ŷ = 1,Z|A = a,Z] by conditioning the distribution D by mediator features
Z and take their difference. Thus, Justicia_enum allows us to compute different
group and causal fairness metrics using a unified algorithmic framework.
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Algorithm 5 Justicia: An SSAT-based Fairness Verifier
1: function Justicia_enum(X,A, Ŷ )
2: φ

Ŷ
:= CNF(Ŷ = 1)

3: for all a ∈ A do
4: pi ← Pr[Xi = 1|A = a],∀Xi ∈ X
5: φ := φ

Ŷ
∧ (A = a)

6: Φa := Rp1X1, . . . ,

Rpm1Xm1 ,∃A1, . . . ,∃Am2 , φ
7: Pr[Φa]← SSAT(Φa) . returns probability
8: return maxa∈A Pr[Φa],mina∈A Pr[Φa]

9: function Justicia_infer(X,A, Ŷ )
10: φ

Ŷ
:= CNF(Ŷ = 1)

11: pi ← Pr[Xi = 1],∀Xi ∈ X
12: ΦER := ∃A1, . . . ,∃Am2 ,

Rp1X1, . . . ,

Rpm1Xm1 , φŶ
13: Φ′ER := ∃A1, . . . ,∃Am2 ,

Rp1X1, . . . ,

Rpm1Xm1 ,¬φŶ
14: return SSAT(ΦER), 1− SSAT(Φ′ER)

5.1.2 Inference Approach using ER-SSAT Encoding

In most practical problems, there can be exponentially many compound sensitive
groups due to the combination of categorical sensitive features. As a result, the
enumeration approach may suffer from scalability issues due to the exponential
number of calls to the SSAT solver. To this end, we discuss an efficient SSAT
encoding, where we make two SSAT calls, one for inferring the the most favored
sensitive group with the maximum conditional probability of positive prediction
of the classifier and another for inferring the least favored sensitive group with the
minimum conditional probability of positive prediction of the same classifier. As
discussed above, these two probabilities are sufficient to measure different group and
causal fairness metrics.

5.1.2.1 Inferring the Most Favored Sensitive Group

In the prefix of an SSAT formula Φ, the order of quantified variables carries
distinct interpretation of Pr[Φ]. In an ER-SSAT formula, Pr[Φ] is the maximum
satisfying probability of Φ over the optimal assignment of existentially quantified
variables given the randomized quantified variables (by Semantic 2, Sec. 2.1.5). In
this chapter, we leverage this property to compute the most favored sensitive group
with the highest probability of positive prediction of the classifier. In particular, we
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consider the following ER-SSAT formula:

ΦER := ∃A1, . . . ,∃Am2 ,

Rp1X1, . . . ,

Rpm1Xm1 , φŶ . (5.1)

The CNF formula φ
Ŷ

in ΦER is the CNF translation of the classifier Ŷ = 1
without any specification of the compound sensitive group. Therefore, as we solve
ΦER, we find the optimal assignment to the existentially quantified variables A1 =
amax

1 , . . . , Am2 = amax
m2 for which the probability of satisfaction of the ER-SSAT

formula Pr[ΦER] becomes maximum. Thus, we compute the most favored group
amax , [amax

1 , . . . , amax
m2 ] achieving the highest probability of positive prediction of

the classifier.

5.1.2.2 Inferring the Least Favored Sensitive Group

In order to infer the least favored sensitive group of the classifier, we compute the
minimum conditional probability of positive prediction of the classifier with respect
to all sensitive groups given the random values of the non-sensitive features. To this
end, we solve a ‘universal-random’ (UR) SSAT formula with universal quantifiers
over sensitive features and randomized quantification over non-sensitive features (by
Semantic 3, Sec. 2.1.5).

ΦUR := ∀A1, . . . ,∀Am2 ,

Rp1X1, . . . ,

Rpm1Xm1 , φŶ (5.2)

Solving an UR-SSAT formula raises several practical issues and thus, there is an
unavailability of an UR-SSAT solver. To resolve this problem, we leverage the duality
between UR-SSAT and ER-SSAT formulas, where we solve an UR-SSAT formula on
the CNF φ using the solution of an ER-SSAT formula on the complemented CNF
¬φ [106]. More specifically, we solve the following ER-SSAT formula for finding the
least favored sensitive group.

Φ′ER := ∃A1, . . . ,∃Am2 ,

Rp1X1, . . . ,

Rpm1Xm1 , ¬φŶ (5.3)

In Lemma 9, we discuss the duality between UR-SSAT and ER-SSAT formulas.

Lemma 9. Given Eq. (5.2) and (5.3), Pr[ΦUR] = 1− Pr[Φ′ER].
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Proof of Lemma 9. Both ΦUR and Φ′ER have random quantified variables in the
identical order in the prefix. According to the definition of SSAT formulas,

Pr[ΦUR] = min
a1,...,am2

Pr[φ
Ŷ

] and Pr[Φ′ER] = max
a1,...,am2

Pr[¬φ
Ŷ

],

where Pr[φ
Ŷ

] and Pr[¬φ
Ŷ

] are both computed for the random values of non-
sensitive features X.

Therefore, we derive the following duality between ER-SSAT and UR-SSAT,

Pr[Φ′ER] = max
a1,...,am2

Pr[¬φ
Ŷ

]

= min
a1,...,am2

(1− Pr[φ
Ŷ

])

= 1− min
a1,...,am2

Pr[φ
Ŷ

]

= 1− Pr[ΦUR].

As we solve Φ′ER, we obtain the optimal assignment to the sensitive features amin ,

[amin1 , . . . , aminm2 ] that maximizes Φ′ER. If p is the maximum satisfying probability of
Φ′ER, then according to Lemma 9, 1− p is the minimum satisfying probability of ΦUR;
which is also the minimum probability of positive prediction of the classifier. We
present the algorithm for the inference approach, namely Justicia_infer in Algorithm 5
(Line 9–14).

In the ER-SSAT formula in Eq. (5.3), we need to negate the classifier φ
Ŷ
to

another CNF formula ¬φ
Ŷ
. The naïve approach of negating one CNF to another

CNF generates an exponential number of new clauses. Here, we apply Tseitin
transformation for the negation, which increases the number of clauses linearly while
introducing a linear number of new variables [180]. As an alternative approach, we
directly encode the binary classifierM for the negative class label Ŷ = 0 as a CNF
formula and pass it to Φ′ER, whenever it is possible. The latter approach is generally
more efficient than the former approach as the resulting CNF is often smaller.

Example 5.1.2 (ER-SSAT encoding). Here, we illustrate the ER-SSAT encoding for
inferring the most favored and the least favored sensitive group of a classifier in the
presence of compound sensitive groups. As the example in Figure 5.1 is degenerate for
this purpose, we introduce another Boolean sensitive feature ‘sex’ ∈ {male, female}.
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We consider a Boolean variable S for sex where the literal S denotes sex = male.
With this new sensitive feature, let the classifier beM , (¬F∨I∨S)∧(F∨J), where
variables corresponding to sensitive features F, I, and J have same distributions as
discussed in Example 5.1.1. Hence, we obtain the following ER-SSAT formula ofM
to infer the most favored sensitive group:

ΦER = ∃S,∃A, R0.41F,

R0.93I,

R0.09J, (¬F ∨ I ∨ S) ∧ (F ∨ J).

As we solve ΦER, we infer that the optimal assignment to the existential variables
σ(S) = 1, σ(A) = 0, which implies that ‘male individuals with age < 40’ is the most
favored group with probability of positive prediction computed as Pr[ΦER] = 0.46.
Similarly, to infer the least favored group, we negate the CNF translation of the
classifierM to obtain the following ER-SSAT formula:

Φ′ER = ∃S,∃A, R0.41F,

R0.93I,

R0.09J, ¬((¬F ∨ I ∨ S) ∧ (F ∨ J)).

Solving Φ′ER, we learn the optimal assignment σ(S) = 0, σ(A) = 0 and Pr[Φ′ER] =
0.57. Thus, ‘female individuals with age < 40’ constitute the least favored group
with probability of positive prediction as 1 − 0.57 = 0.43. Thus, Justicia_infer
allows us to infer the most and least favored sensitive groups and the corresponding
discrimination.

We next prove the equivalence of Justicia_enum and Justicia_infer in Lemma 10.

Lemma 10. Let Φa be an RE-SSAT formula for computing the probability of positive
prediction of a classifier corresponding to the sensitive group A = a. Additionally,
for the same classifer, let ΦER be an ER-SSAT formula for inferring the most favored
sensitive group and ΦUR be a UR-SSAT formula for inferring the least favored sensitive
group. Therefore, maxa∈A Pr[Φa] = Pr[ΦER] and mina∈A Pr[Φa] = Pr[ΦUR].

Proof of Lemma 10. It is trivial that the probability of positive prediction of the
classifier for the most favored group amax is the maximum computed probability of
all compound groups a ∈ A. Similar argument holds for the least favored group
amin, which obtains the minimum probability of positive prediction of the classifier
among all compound groups a ∈ A.
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By construction of the SSAT formulas, Pr[ΦER] and Pr[ΦUR] are the probabilities
corresponding to the groups A = amax and A = amin, respectively. Now, since
Pr[Φa] is the probability for the group A = a, we derive the following.

max
a∈A

Pr[Φa] = Pr[ΦER] and min
a∈A

Pr[Φa] = Pr[ΦUR]

5.1.3 Practical Settings

We now relax the assumptions of Justicia on an access to Boolean classifiers and
Boolean features, and extend Justicia to verify fairness metrics for more practical
settings of decision trees, linear classifiers, and continuous features.

5.1.3.1 Extension to Decision Trees and Linear Classifiers

In the SSAT approach, we assume that the classifierM is represented as a CNF
formula. We extend Justicia beyond CNF classifiers to decision trees and linear
classifiers, which are widely used in the fairness studies [196, 147, 199].

Binary decision trees are trivially encoded as CNF formulas. In the binary
decision tree, each node in the tree is considered as a literal. A path from the root to
the leaf is a conjunction of literals and thus, a clause. The tree itself is a disjunction
of all paths and thus, a DNF (Disjunctive Normal Form). In order to derive a CNF
of a decision tree, we first construct a DNF by including all paths terminating at
leaves with negative class label (Ŷ = 0) and then complement the DNF to CNF
using De Morgan’s rule.

Linear classifiers on Boolean features are encoded into CNF formulas using
pseudo-Boolean encoding [141]. We consider a linear classifier WX + b ≥ 0 on
Boolean features X with weights W ∈ R|X| and bias b ∈ R. We first normalize W
and b in [−1, 1] and then round to integers so that the decision boundary becomes
a pseudo-Boolean constraint [156]. Then we apply pseudo-Boolean constraints to
CNF translation [141] to encode the decision boundary to CNF. This encoding
usually introduces additional Boolean variables and results in a large CNF. In order
to generate a smaller CNF, we can trivially apply thresholding on the weights to
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consider features with higher weights only. For instance, if the weight |Wi| ≤ λ

for a threshold λ ∈ R+ and Wi ∈ W, we can set Wi = 0. Thus, features with
lower weights (less important) do not appear in the encoded CNF. Moreover, all
introduced variables in this CNF translation are given existential (∃) quantification
and they appear in the inner-most position in the prefix of the SSAT formula. Thus,
the presented ER-SSAT formulas become effectively ERE-SSAT formulas.

5.1.3.2 Extension to Continuous Features

In practical problems, features are generally real-valued or categorical but classi-
fiers, which are naturally expressed as CNF (Chapter 3), are generally trained on a
Boolean abstraction of input features. In order to perform the Boolean abstraction,
each categorical feature is one-hot encoded and each real-valued feature is discretized
into a set of Boolean features (Chapter 3).

For a binary decision tree, each feature, including the continuous ones, is com-
pared against a constant at each node (except leaves) of the tree. We assign a
Boolean variable to each internal node of the tree (except leaves), where the {0, 1}
assignment to the variable decides one of the two branches to choose from the current
node.

Linear classifiers are generally trained on continuous features, where we apply
discretization in the following way. Let us consider a continuous feature Xc, where
W is its weight during training. We discretize Xc to a set B of Boolean features
and recalculate the weight of each variable in B based on W . We consider the an
interval-based approach for discretizing Xc. For each interval in the continuous
space of Xc, we consider a Boolean variable Bi ∈ B, such that Bi is assigned 1 when
the feature-value of Xc lies within the ith interval and Bi is assigned 0 otherwise.
Following that, we assign the weight of Bi to be µiW , where µi is the mean of
feature values in the ith interval. We can show that if we consider infinite number of
intervals, Xc ≈

∑
i µiBi.

5.2 Empirical Performance Analysis
In this section, we discuss the empirical studies to evaluate the performance

of Justicia in verifying different fairness metrics and algorithms. We first discuss
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the experimental setup and the objective of the experiments and then evaluate the
experimental results.

5.2.1 Experimental Setup

We have implemented a prototype of Justicia in Python (version 3.7.3). The core
computation of Justicia relies on solving SSAT formulas using an off-the-shelf SSAT
solver. To this end, we employ the state of the art RE-SSAT solver of [98] and the
ER-SSAT solver of [99]. Both solvers output the exact satisfying probability of the
SSAT formula.

For comparative evaluation of Justicia, we have experimented with two state-of-
the-art probabilistic fairness verifiers FairSquare and VeriFair, and a sample-based
fairness measuring tool: AIF360. In the experiments, we have studied three type of
classifiers: decision tree, logistic regression classifier, and CNF learner. Decision tree
and logistic regression are implemented using scikit-learn module of Python [138] and
we use the MaxSAT-based CNF learner IMLI (Chapter 3). We have used the PySAT
library [77] for encoding the decision function of the logistic regression classifier
into a CNF formula. In our experiments, we have verified two fairness-enhancing
algorithms: reweighing algorithm [85] and optimized pre-processing algorithm [28].
We have experimented on multiple datasets containing multiple sensitive features:
the UCI3 Adult and German-credit dataset, ProPublica’s COMPAS recidivism
dataset [7], Ricci dataset [121], and Titanic dataset4.

Our empirical studies have following objectives:

1. How accurate and scalable Justicia is with respect to existing fairness verifiers:
FairSquare and VeriFair?

2. Can Justicia verify the effectiveness of different fairness-enhancing algorithms
on different datasets?

3. Can Justicia verify fairness in the presence of compound sensitive groups?

4. How robust is Justicia in comparison to sample-based tools such as AIF360 for
varying sample sizes?

3http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml
4https://www.kaggle.com/c/titanic
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Table 5.1: Results on synthetic benchmark. ‘—’ refers that the verifier cannot
compute the metric. The number in bold denotes the best result, where the estimated
fairness metric is closest to the exact value.

Metric Exact Justicia FairSquare VeriFair AIF360
Disparate impact 0.26 0.25 0.99 0.99 0.25
Statistical parity 0.53 0.54 — — 0.54

5. How do the computational efficiencies of Justicia_infer and Justicia_enum
compare?

Our experimental studies validate that Justicia is more accurate and scalable than
the state-of-the-art verifiers: FairSquare and VeriFair. Justicia is able to verify the
effectiveness of different fairness-enhancing algorithms for multiple fairness metrics
and datasets. Justicia achieves scalable performance in the presence of compound
sensitive groups that the existing verifiers cannot handle. Justicia is also more robust
than the sample-based tools such as AIF360. Finally, Justicia_infer is significantly
efficient in terms of runtime than Justicia_enum.

5.2.2 Experimental Analysis

5.2.2.1 Accuracy: Less Than 1%-error

In order to assess the accuracy of different verifiers, we have considered the
decision tree in Figure 5.1 for which the fairness metrics are analytically computable.
In Table 5.1, we show the computed fairness metrics by Justicia, FairSquare, VeriFair,
and AIF360. We observe that Justicia and AIF360 yield more accurate estimates of
disparate impact and statistical compared against the ground truth values of fairness
metrics with less than 1% error. In contrast, FairSquare and VeriFair estimate
disparate impact to be 0.99 and thus, being unable to verify the fairness violation.
Therefore, Justicia is significantly more accurate than the existing formal verifiers:
FairSquare and VeriFair.

5.2.2.2 Scalability: 1 to 3 Orders of Magnitude Speed-up

We have tested the scalability of Justicia, FairSquare, and VeriFair on practical
benchmarks with a timeout of 900 seconds and reported the execution time of
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Table 5.2: Scalability of different verifiers in terms of execution time (in seconds).
The number in bold refers to the best result incurring minimum execution time
among competitive verifiers. ‘—’ refers to timeout.

Classifier Dataset FairSquare VeriFair Justicia

Decision Tree

Ricci 4.8 5.3 0.1
Titanic 16 1.2 0.1

COMPAS 36.9 15.9 0.1
Adult — 295.6 0.2

Logistic Regression

Ricci — 2.2 0.2
Titanic — 0.8 0.9

COMPAS — 11.3 0.2
Adult — 61.1 1.0
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Figure 5.2: Fairness metrics measured by Justicia for different sensitive groups in the
Adult dataset. The number within parenthesis in the xticks denotes total compound
sensitive groups, which increases due to the increasing combination of sensitive
features. For higher sensitive groups, fairness becomes worse.

these verifiers on decision tree and logistic regression in Table 5.2. We observe
that Justicia shows impressive scalability than the competing verifiers. Particularly,
among benchmarks where all three verifiers output results, Justicia is 1 to 2 orders
of magnitude faster than FairSquare and 1 to 3 orders of magnitude faster than
VeriFair. Additionally, FairSquare times out in most benchmarks. Thus, Justicia is
not only accurate but also scalable than the existing verifiers.

5.2.2.3 Verification: Detecting Compounded Discrimination in Sensitive
Groups

We have tested Justicia for datasets consisting of multiple sensitive features
and reported results in Figure 5.2. Justicia operates on datasets with even 40
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compound sensitive groups and can potentially scale more than that while the
state-of-the-art fairness verifiers (e.g., FairSquare and VeriFair) consider a single
sensitive feature with two sensitive groups. Thus, Justicia removes an important
limitation in practical fairness verification, which was previously restricted to Boolean
sensitive groups. Additionally, in most datasets, we observe that disparate impact
decreases and thus, discrimination increases as more compound sensitive groups are
considered. For instance, when we increase the total groups from 5 to 40 in the
Adult dataset, disparate impact decreases from around 0.9 to 0.3, thereby detecting
higher discrimination. Thus, Justicia detects that the marginalized individuals of a
specific type (e.g., ‘race’) are even more discriminated and marginalized when they
also belong to a marginalized group of another type (e.g., ‘sex’).

5.2.2.4 Verification: Fairness of Algorithms on Datasets

We have experimented with two fairness-enhancing algorithms: reweighing (RW)
algorithm and optimized-preprocessing (OP) algorithm. Both of them pre-process
to remove statistical bias from the dataset. We study the effectiveness of these
algorithms using Justicia on different5 datasets each with two different sensitive
features. In Table 5.3, we report different fairness metrics on logistic regression
and decision tree. We observe that Justicia verifies fairness improvement as the bias
mitigating algorithms are applied. For example, for the Adult dataset with ‘race’ as
the sensitive feature, disparate impact increases from 0.23 to 0.85 for applying the
reweighing algorithm on logistic regression classifier. In addition, statistical parity
decreases from 0.09 to 0.01, and equalized odds decreases from 0.13 to 0.03, thereby
showing the effectiveness of reweighing algorithm in all three fairness metrics. Justicia
also finds instances where the fairness algorithms fail, specially when considering the
decision tree classifier. Thus, Justicia verifies the effectiveness of different fairness
enhancing algorithms.

5.2.2.5 Robustness: Stability to Sample Size

We have empirically compared the robustness of our probabilistic fairness verifier
Justicia with dataset-centric verifier AIF360 by varying the sample-size and reporting
the standard deviation of different fairness metrics. In Figure 5.3, AIF360 shows
higher standard deviation for lower sample-size and the value decreases as the
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Figure 5.3: Standard deviation in estimation of disparate impact (DI) and stat.
parity (SP) for different sample sizes (sample size = 1 refers to the entire dataset).
Justicia is more robust with variation of sample size than AIF360. Sample size = 1
denotes the full dataset considering all samples.
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Figure 5.4: Runtime comparison of different encodings while varying total sensitive
groups in the Adult dataset.

sample-size increases. In contrast, Justicia shows significantly lower (∼ 10× to 100×)
standard deviation for different sample-sizes. The reason is that AIF360 empirically
measures on a fixed dataset whereas Justicia provides estimates over the distribution.
Thus, Justicia is more robust than the sample-based verifier AIF360.

5.2.2.6 Comparative Evaluation of Different Encodings

Both Justicia_enum and Justicia_infer have the same output according to Lemma 10.
However, Justicia_infer improves exponentially in runtime than Justicia_enum on
both decision tree and Boolean CNF classifiers as we vary the total compound
groups in Figure 5.4. Justicia_cond (Justicia_enum encoding where we consider
conditional probabilities of non-sensitive features w.r.t. sensitive groups) also has an
exponential trend in runtime similar to Justicia_enum. This analysis justifies that
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the naïve enumeration-based approach cannot verify large-scale fairness problems
containing multiple sensitive features, and Justicia_infer is a more efficient approach
for practical use.

5.3 Chapter Summary
Formal verification of different fairness metrics of machine learning for different

datasets is an important question. Existing fairness verifiers, however, are not
scalable, accurate, and extendable to non-Boolean sensitive features. We discuss
a stochastic SAT-based approach, Justicia, that formally verifies multiple group
and causal fairness metrics for different classifiers and distributions for compound
sensitive groups. Experimental evaluations demonstrate that Justicia achieves higher
accuracy and scalability in comparison to the state-of-the-art verifiers, FairSquare
and VeriFair, while yielding higher robustness than the sample-based tools, such as
AIF360. A limitation of Justicia is the lack of consideration of feature correlations
in the SSAT-based verifier, which we alleviate in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Handling Feature Correlations in
Fairness Verification

In this chapter, we extend formal fairness verification problem to a more practical
scenario by accounting for the correlation of features, which is prevalent in most
classification datasets. Existing fairness verifiers [4, 15], including Justicia in Chap-
ter 5, suffer from limited accuracy due to considering specific input distribution. For
example, they assume feature independence of non-sensitive features and consider
correlated features within a limited scope, such as conditional probabilities of non-
sensitive features with respect to sensitive features, and ignore correlations among
non-sensitive features. Thus, it is desirable to design a fairness verification framework
where the input is a probability distribution containing feature correlations.

Towards the goal of considering feature correlations in fairness verification, we
particularly focus on the verification of linear classifiers because of the significant
attention on linear classifiers in fair algorithms [143, 194, 45, 82]. In this context,
existing approaches suffer from limited scalability while verifying linear classifiers.
This is due to the encoding of linear classifiers into SSAT (Chapter 5) or SMT
formulas [4]. For example, Justicia applies pseudo-Boolean to CNF translation of
linear classifiers as a pre-processing step, and the encoding becomes large depending
on the number of features and the precision of real-valued coefficients in linear
classifiers.

Considering these two aspects, our goal in this chapter is to design a fairness
verifier particularly tailored for linear classifiers that addresses both the scalability
and accuracy challenges of existing verifiers.

Contributions. The contributions of this chapter are summarized below.
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• Framework: We discuss a fairness verification framework, namely FVGM
(Fairness Verification with Graphical Models), for accurately and efficiently
verifying linear classifiers.

• Scalability: FVGM relies a novel stochastic subset-sum encoding for linear classi-
fiers with an efficient pseudo-polynomial solution using dynamic programming.

• Accuracy: To address feature-correlations, FVGM considers a graphical model,
particularly a Bayesian Network that represents conditional dependence (and
independence) among features in the form of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG).

• Experimental Results: Experimentally, FVGM is more accurate and scalable
than existing fairness verifiers; FVGM can verify group and causal fairness
metrics for multiple fairness algorithms.

6.1 Fairness Verification with Graphical Models
In this section, we present FVGM, a fairness verification framework for linear

classifiers that accounts for correlated features represented as a graphical model.
The core idea of verifying fairness of a classifier is to compute the probability of
positive prediction of the classifier with respect to all compound sensitive groups.
To this end, FVGM solves a stochastic subset sum problem, S3P, that is equivalent
to computing the probability of positive prediction of the classifier for the most and
the least favored sensitive group1. In this section, we first define S3P and present an
efficient dynamic programming solution for S3P. We then extend S3P to consider
correlated features as input. Finally, we conclude by discussing fairness verification
based on the solution of S3P.

Problem Formulation. Given a linear classifierM : (X,A)→ Ŷ and a proba-
bility distribution D of X ∪A, our objective is to compute maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a]
and mina Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a] with respect to D. In this study, we express a linear
classifierM as

1The most (resp. least) favored sensitive group obtains the maximum (resp. minimum) proba-
bility of positive prediction of the classifier.
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Ŷ = 1

[∑
i

WXi
Xi +

∑
j

WAj
Aj ≥ τ

]
.

Here, W denotes the weight (or coefficients) of a feature, τ denotes the bias or
the offset parameter of the classifier, and 1 is an indicator function. Hence, the
prediction Ŷ = 1 if and only if the inner inequality holds. Thus, computing the
maximum (resp. minimum) probability of positive prediction is equivalent to finding
out the assignment of Aj ’s for which the probability of satisfying the inner inequality
is highest (resp. lowest). We reduce this computation into an instance of S3P. To
perform this reduction, we assume weight W and bias τ as integers, and features
X ∪A as Boolean. In Sec. 6.1.5, we relax these assumptions and extend to the
practical settings.

6.1.1 Stochastic Subset Sum Problem

Now, we formally describe the specification and semantics of S3P. S3P operates
on a set of Boolean variables B = {Bi}ni=1 ∈ {0, 1}n, where Wi ∈ Z is the weight of
Bi, and n , |B|. Given a constant threshold τ ∈ Z, S3P computes the probability of
a subset of B with sum of weights of non-zero variables to be at least τ . Formally,

S(B, τ) , Pr
[∑

i

WiBi ≥ τ
]
.

Aligning with terminologies in stochastic satisfiability (SSAT) [106], we categorize
the variables B into two types: (i) chance variables that are stochastic and have
an associated probability of being assigned to 1 and (ii) choice variables that we
optimize while computing S(B, τ). To specify the category of variables, we consider
a quantifier Qi ∈ {

Rpi ,∃,∀} for each Bi. Elaborately, Rp is a random quantifier
corresponding to a chance variable B ∈ B, where p , Pr[B = 1]. In contrast, ∃ is
an existential quantifier corresponding to a choice variable B such that a Boolean
assignment of B maximizes S(B, τ). Finally, ∀ is an universal quantifier for a choice
variable B that fixes an assignment to B that minimizes S(B, τ).

Now, we formally present the semantics of S(B, τ) provided that each variable
Bi has weight Wi and quantifier Qi. Let B[2 : n] , {Bj}nj=2 be the subset of B
without the first variable B1. Then S(B, τ) is recursively defined as:
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S(B, τ) =



1[τ ≤ 0], if B = ∅

S(B[2 : n], τ −max{W1, 0}), if Q1 = ∃

S(B[2 : n], τ −min{W1, 0}), if Q1 = ∀

p1 × S(B[2 : n], τ −W1)+

(1− p1)× S(B[2 : n], τ), if Q1 = Rp1

(6.1)

Observe that when B is empty, S is computed as 1 if τ ≤ 0, and S = 0
otherwise. For existential and universal quantifiers, we compute S based on the
weight. Specifically, if Q1 = ∃, we decrement the threshold τ by the maximum
between W1 and 0. For example, if W1 > 0, B1 is assigned 1, and assigned 0
otherwise. Therefore, by solving for an existential variable, we maximize S. In
contrast, when if Q1 = ∀, we fix an assignment of B1 that minimizes S by choosing
between the minimum of W1 and 0. Finally, for random quantifiers, we decompose
the computation of S into two sub-problems: one sub-problem where B1 = 1 and
the updated threshold becomes τ −W1 and another sub-problem where B1 = 0 and
the updated threshold remains the same. Herein, we compute S as the expected
output of both sub-problems.

Remark. S(B, τ) does not depend on the order of B.

Computing Minimum and Maximum probability of positive prediction
of Linear Classifiers Using S3P. For computing maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a] of a
linear classifier, we set existential quantifiers ∃ to sensitive features Aj, randomized
quantifiers Rto non-sensitive features Xi and construct a set B = A ∪X. The
coefficients WAj

and WXi
of the classifier become weights of B. Also, we get

n = m1 +m2. For non-sensitive variables Xi, which are chance variables, we derive
their marginal probability pi = Pr[Xi = 1] from the distribution D. According
to semantic of S3P, setting ∃ quantifiers on A computes the maximum value
of S(B, τ) that equalizes the maximum probability of positive prediction of the
classifier. In this case, the inferred assignment of A implies the most favored
group amax = arg maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a]. In contrast, to compute the minimum
probability of positive prediction, we instead assign each variable Aj a universal
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quantifier while keeping random quantifiers over Xi, and infer the least favored
group amin = arg mina Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a].

6.1.2 A Dynamic Programming Solution

We discuss a dynamic programming approach [142, 189] to solve S3P as the
problem has overlapping sub-problem properties. For example, S(B, τ) can be
solved by solving S(B[2 : n], τ ′), where the updated threshold τ ′, called the residual
threshold, depends on the original threshold τ and the assignment of B1 as shown in
Eq. (6.1). Building on this observation, we discuss the recursion and terminating
condition leading to our dynamic programming algorithm.

Recursion. We consider a function dp(i, τ) that solves the sub-problem S(B[i :
n], τ), for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The semantics of S(B, τ) in Eq. (6.1) induces the recursive
definition of dp(i, τ) as:

dp(i, τ) =



dp(i+ 1, τ −max{Wi, 0}), if Qi = ∃

dp(i+ 1, τ −min{Wi, 0}), if Qi = ∀

pi × dp(i+ 1, τ −Wi)+

(1− pi)× dp(i+ 1, τ), if Qi = Rpi

(6.2)

Eq. (6.2) shows that S(B, τ) can be solved by instantiating dp(1, τ), which
includes all the variables in B.

Terminating Condition. LetWneg,Wpos, andWall be the sum of negative, positive,
and all weights of B, respectively. We observe that Wneg ≤ Wall ≤ Wpos. Thus, for
any i, if the residual threshold τ ≤ Wneg, there is always a subset of B[i : n] with
sum of weights at least τ . Conversely, when τ > Wpos, there is no subset of B[i : n]
with sum of weights at least τ . We leverage this bound and tighten the terminating
conditions of dp(i, τ) in Eq. (6.3).

dp(i, τ) =


1 if τ ≤ Wneg

0 if τ > Wpos

1[τ ≤ 0] if i = n+ 1

(6.3)
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Eq. (6.2) and (6.3) together define our dynamic programming algorithm. While
deploying the algorithm, we store dp(i, τ) in memory to avoid repetitive computations.
This allows us to achieve a pseudo-polynomial algorithm (Lemma 11) instead of a
naïve exponential algorithm enumerating all possible assignments. In particular, the
time complexity is pseudo-polynomial for chance (random) variables and linear for
choice (existential and universal) variables.

Lemma 11. Let n′ be the number of existential and universal variables in B. Let

W∃ =
∑

Bi∈B|Qi=∃
max{Wi, 0} and W∀ =

∑
Bi∈B|Qi=∀

min{Wi, 0}

be the considered sum of weights of existential and universal variables, respectively.
We can exactly solve S3P using dynamic programming with time complexity O((n−
n′)(τ + |Wneg| −W∃ −W∀) + n′). The space complexity is O((n− n′)(τ + |Wneg| −
W∃ −W∀)).

Proof. Case 1: All n variables in B have randomized quantifiers.
At step i of the dynamic programming (Eq. (6.2)), we modify the residual

threshold of that step, namely τi, either by subtracting Wi or by retaining it. Now,
we observe that the residual threshold τi for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n} will be in [0, τ+|Wneg|].
This holds because if τi crosses these bounds, the dynamic programming is terminated
as shown in Equation (6.3). Since all weights of {Wi}ni=1 are integers, the maximum
number of values that the residual threshold can take, is τ + |Wneg|. Thus, we
need to store at most n(τ + |Wneg|) values in the memory for performing dynamic
programming with n variables and (τ + |Wneg|) number of possible weights. Thus,
the space complexity is O(n(τ + |Wneg|)).

In order to construct the dynamic programming table, we have to call the dp
function O(n(τ + |Wneg|)) times, in the worst-case. Thus, the time complexity of
our method is O(n(τ + |Wneg|).

Case 2: n′ variables have existential and universal quantifiers and n−n′

variables have randomized quantifiers in B.
According to Eq. (6.2), W∃ and W∀ are the fixed weights of all existential and

universal variables, respectively. Therefore, we need to consider at most τ + |Wneg|−
W∃ −W∀ values of residual weights for random variables. By applying analysis in
Case 1, the space and time complexity is derived as O((n−n′)(τ+|Wneg|−W∃−W∀)).
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We note that there is an additional time complexity of O(n′) for existential
and universal variables in Eq. (6.2). Thus the time complexity becomes O((n −
n′)(τ + |Wneg| −W∃ −W∀) + n′). We, however, do not require to store any entry
for existential and universal variables in dp function and thus, the space complexity
remains the same as O((n− n′)(τ + |Wneg| −W∃ −W∀)).

A Heuristic for Faster Computation. We discuss two improvements for a
faster computation of the dynamic programming solution. Firstly, we observe that
in Eq. (6.2), existential/universal variables are deterministically assigned based on
their weights. Hence, we reorder B such that existential/universal variables appear
earlier in B than random variables. This allows us to avoid unnecessary repeated
exploration of existential/universal variables in dp. Moreover, according to the
remark in Chapter 6.1.1, reordering B still produces the same exact solution of S3P.
Secondly, to reach the terminating condition of dp(i, τ) more frequently, we sort B
based on their weights—more specifically, within each cluster of random, existential,
and universal variables. In particular, if τ ≤ 0.5(Wpos −Wneg), τ is closer to Wpos

than Wneg. Hence, we sort each cluster in descending order of weights. Otherwise,
we sort in ascending order. We illustrate our dynamic programming approach in
Example 6.1.1.

Example 6.1.1. We consider a linear classifier P + Q + R − S ≥ 2. Herein, P
is a Boolean sensitive feature, and Q,R, S are Boolean non-sensitive features with
Pr[Q] = 0.4,Pr[R] = 0.5, and Pr[S] = 0.3. To compute the maximum probability of
positive prediction of the classifier, we impose an existential quantifier on P and
randomized quantifiers on others. This leads us to the observation that P = 1 is the
optimal assignment as WP = 1 > 0. We now require to compute Pr[Q+R− S ≥ 1],
which by dynamic programming, is computed as 0.55. The solution is visualized as a
search tree in Figure 6.1a, where we observe that storing the solution of sub-problems
in the memory avoids repetitive computation, such as exploring the node (4, 0).
Similarly, the minimum probability of positive prediction of the classifier is 0.14 (not
shown in Figure 6.1a) where we impose a universal quantifier on P to obtain P = 0
as the optimal assignment.
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Figure 6.1: Search tree representation of S3P for computing the maximum probability
of positive prediction of the classifier on variables B = {P,Q,R, S} with weights
{1, 1, 1,−1} and threshold τ = 2 . Each node is labeled by (i, τ ′), where i is the
index of B and τ ′ is the residual threshold. The tree is explored using Depth-First
Search (DFS) starting with left child. Within a node, the value in the bottom
denotes dp(i, τ ′) that is solved recursively based on sub-problems dp(i + 1, ·) in
child nodes. Yellow nodes denote existential variables and all other nodes are
random variables. Additionally, a green node denotes a collision, in which case a
previously computed dp solution is returned. Leaf nodes (gray) are computed based
on terminating conditions in Eq. (6.3). In Figure 6.1b, nodes with double circles,
such as {(1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2)}, are enumerated exponentially to compute conditional
probabilities from the Bayesian network.
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6.1.3 Stochastic Subset Sum Problem with Correlated Vari-
ables

In S3P presented in Chapter 6.1.1, we consider all Boolean variables to be
probabilistically independent. This independence assumption often leads to an
inaccurate estimate of the probability of positive prediction of the classifier because
both sensitive and non-sensitive features can be correlated in practical fairness
problems. Therefore, we extend S3P to include correlations among variables.

We consider a Bayesian network BN = (G, θ) to represent correlated variables,
where G , (V,E), V ⊆ B, E ⊆ V×V, and θ is the parameter of the network. In
BN, we constrain that there is no conditional probability of choice (i.e., existential
and universal) variables as we optimize their assignment in S3P. Choice variables,
however, can impose conditions on chance (i.e., random) variables. In practice, we
achieve this by allowing no incoming edge on choice variables while learning BN (ref.
Chapter 6.2).

For a chance variable Bi ∈ V, let Pa(Bi) denote its parents. According to
Eq. (2.2), for an assignment u of Pa(Bi), BN ensures Bi to be independent of other
non-descendant variables in V. Hence, in the recursion of Eq. (6.2), we substitute pi
with Pr[Bi = 1|Pa(Bi) = u]. In order to explicate the dependence on u, we denote
the expected solution of S(B[i : n], τ) as dp(i, τ,u), which for Bi ∈ V is modified as
follows:

dp(i, τ,u) = Pr[Bi = 0|Pa(Bi) = u]dp(i+ 1, τ,u ∪ {0})

+ Pr[Bi = 1|Pa(Bi) = u]dp(i+ 1, τ −Wi,u ∪ {1}).

Since dp(i, τ,u) involves u, we initially perform a topological sort of V to enu-
merate the assignment of parents before computing dp on the child. Moreover, there
are 2|Pa(Bi)| assignments of Pa(Bi), and we compute dp(i, τ,u) for u ∈ {0, 1}|Pa(Bi)|

to incorporate all conditional probabilities into S3P. For this enumeration, we do
not store dp(i, τ,u) in memory. However, for Bi 6∈ V that does not appear in the
network, we instead compute dp(i, τ) and store it in memory as in Chapter 6.1.2,
because Bi is not correlated with other variables. Lemma 12 presents the complexity
of solving S3P with correlated variables, wherein unlike Lemma 11, the complexity
differentiates based on variables in V (exponential) and B \V (pseudo-polynomial).
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Lemma 12. Let V ⊆ B be the set of vertices in the Bayesian network and n′′ be
the number of existential and universal variables in B \V. Let

w′∃ =
∑

Bi∈B\V|Qi=∃
max{Wi, 0} and w′∀ =

∑
Bi∈B\V|Qi=∀

min{Wi, 0}

be the sum of considered weights of existential and universal variables, respectively
that only appear in B \V. To exactly compute S3P with correlated variables in the
dynamic programming approach, time complexity is O(2|V| + (n − n′′ − |V|)(τ +
|Wneg|−w′∃−w′∀)+n′′) and space complexity is O((n−n′′−|V|)(τ+|Wneg|−w′∃−w′∀)).

Proof. We first separate analysis of space and time complexity for variables in V
and in B \ V. For each Boolean variable in V, we enumerate all assignments,
which has time complexity of 2|V| and there is no space complexity as discussed in
Chapter 6.1.3.

For variables in B \V, we apply analysis from Lemma 11, where we consider
(n − n′′ − |V|) random variables, n′′ existential/universal variables, and residual
weights can take at most (τ + |Wneg| − w′∃ − w′∀) values. Hence, time complexity
is O((n− n′′ − |V|)(τ + |Wneg| − w′∃ − w′∀) + n′′), and space complexity is O((n−
n′′ − |V|)(τ + |Wneg| − w′∃ − w′∀))

Combining two cases, overall time complexity isO(2|V|+(n−n′′−|V|)(τ+|Wneg|−
w′∃−w′∀) +n′′) and space complexity is O((n−n′′−|V|)(τ + |Wneg|−w′∃−w′∀)).

A Heuristic for Faster Computation. We observe that to encode conditional
probabilities, we enumerate all assignments of variables in V that are in the Bayesian
network. For computing the probability of positive prediction of a linear classifier
with correlated features, we consider a heuristic to sort variables in B = A∪X. Let
V ⊆ B be the set of vertices in the network and Vc = B \V. In this heuristic, we
sort sensitive variables A by positioning A∩V in the beginning followed by A∩Vc.
Then we order the variables B such that variables in X precedes those in X ∩V,
and the variables in X ∩Vc follows the ones in X ∩V. This sorting allows us to
avoid repetitive enumeration of variables in V ⊆ B as they are placed earlier in B.

Example 6.1.2. We extend Example 6.1.1 with a Bayesian Network (G, θ) with
V = {P,Q} and E = {(P,Q)}. Parameters θ imply conditional probabilities
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Pr[Q|P ] = 0.6 and Pr[Q|¬P ] = 0.3. In Figure 6.1b, we enumerate all assignment
of P and Q to incorporate all conditional probabilities of Q given P . We, however,
observe that the dynamic programming solution in Chapter 6.1.2 still prunes search
space for variables that do not appear in V, such as {R, S}. Hence following the
calculation in Figure 6.1b, we obtain the maximum probability of positive prediction
of the classifier as 0.65 for P = 1. The minimum probability of positive prediction
(not shown) is similarly calculated as 0.11 for P = 0.

6.1.4 Fairness Verification using Probability of Positive Pre-
diction

Given a classifierM, a distribution D, and a fairness metric f , verifying whether
a classifier is ε-fair for ε ∈ [0, 1] is equivalent to computing 1[f(M|D) ≤ ε].
We now compute f(M|D) based on the maximum probability of positive pre-
diction maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a] and the minimum probability of positive prediction
mina Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a] of a classifier.

For measuring fairness metric SP, we compute the difference maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1|A =
a]−mina Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a]. We, however, deploy FVGM twice while measuring EO,
one for the distribution D conditioned on Y = 1 and another for Y = 0. In each
case, we compute maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a, Y = y]−mina Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a, Y = y] for
y ∈ {0, 1} and take the maximum difference as the value of EO. For measuring causal
metric PCF, we compute maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a,Z] and mina Pr[Ŷ = 1,Z|A = a,Z]
conditioned on mediator features Z and take their difference. To measure disparate
impact DI, we compute the ratio maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a]/mina Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a]. In
contrast to other fairness metrics, DI closer to 1 indicates higher fairness level. Thus,
we verify whether a classifier achieves (1− ε)-DI by checking 1[fDI(M|D) ≥ 1− ε].

6.1.5 Extension to Practical Settings

For verifying linear classifiers with real-valued features and coefficients, we
preprocess them so that FVGM can be invoked. Let X ∈ R be a continuous real-
valued feature with coefficient W ∈ R in the classifier. We discretize X to a set
B of k Boolean variables using binning-based discretization and assign a Boolean
variable to each bin. Hence, Bi ∈ B becomes 1, when X belongs to the ith bin. Let
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Figure 6.2: A cactus plot to present the scalability of different fairness verifiers. The
number of solved benchmarks are on the X-axis and the required time is on the
Y -axis; a point (x, y) implies that a verifier takes less than or equal to y seconds
to compute fairness metrics of x many benchmarks. We consider 100 benchmarks
generated from 5 real-world datasets using 5-fold cross-validation. In each fold, we
consider {25, 50, 75, 100} percent of non-sensitive features.

µi denote the mean of feature-values within ith bin. We then set the coefficient of
Bi as µiW . By the law of large numbers, X ≈ ∑i µiBi for infinitely many bins [64].
Finally, we multiply the coefficients of discretized variables by l ∈ N \ {0} and round
to an integer. The accuracy of the preprocessing step relies on the number of bins k
and the multiplier l. Therefore, we empirically fine-tune both k and l by comparing
the processed classifier with the initial classifier on a validation dataset.

6.2 Empirical Performance Analysis
In this section, we empirically evaluate the performance of FVGM. We first

present the experimental setup followed by experimental results.

Experimental Setup. We implement a prototype of FVGM in Python (version
3.8). We deploy the Scikit-learn library for learning linear classifiers such as Logistic
Regression (LR) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) with linear kernels. We
perform five-fold cross-validation on a dataset. While the classifier is trained on
continuous features, we discretize them to Boolean features to be invoked by FVGM.
During discretization, we apply a gird-search to estimate the best bin-size within
a maximum bin of 10. To convert the coefficients of features into integers, we
employ another grid-search to choose the best multiplier within {1, 2, . . . , 100}. For
learning a Bayesian network on the converted Boolean data, we deploy the PGMPY
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library [8]. For network learning, we apply a Hill-climbing search algorithm that
learns a DAG structure by optimizing K2 score [88]. For estimating parameters of
the network, we use Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) algorithm.

We compare FVGM with three existing fairness verifiers: Justicia (Chapter 5),
FairSquare [4], and VeriFair [15]. In the following, we discuss a comparative analysis
among all verifiers based on scalability and accuracy, where FVGM yields superior
performance than others.

6.2.1 Scalability Analysis

Benchmarks. We perform the scalability analysis on five real-world datasets
studied in the literature of fairness in machine learning: UCI Adult, German-
credit [44], COMPAS [7], Ricci [121], and Titanic (https://www.kaggle.com/c/
titanic). We consider 100 benchmarks generated from 5 real-world datasets and
report the computation times for disparate impact and statistical parity metrics of
different verifiers.

Results. In Figure 6.2, we present the scalability results of different verifiers. First,
we observe that FairSquare often times out (= 900 seconds) and can solve ≤ 5
benchmarks. This indicates that SMT-based reduction for linear classifiers cannot
scale. Similarly, SSAT-based verifier Justicia that performs pseudo-Boolean to CNF
translation for linear classifiers, times out for around 20 out of 100 benchmarks.
Sampling-based framework, VeriFair, has comparatively better scalability than
SMT/SSAT-based frameworks and can solve more than 90 benchmarks. Finally,
FVGM achieves impressive scalability by solving all 100 benchmarks with 1 to 2
orders of magnitude runtime improvements than existing verifiers. Therefore, S3P-
based framework FVGM proves to be highly scalable in verifying fairness properties
of linear classifiers than the state-of-the-art.

6.2.2 Accuracy Analysis

Benchmark Generation. To perform accuracy analysis, we require the ground
truth, which is not available for real-world instances. Therefore, we focus on
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Figure 6.3: Comparing the average accuracy of different verifiers over 100 synthetic
benchmarks while varying the number of features. FVGM yields the closest estimation
of the analytically calculated Exact values of disparate impact for LR and SVM
classifiers.

generating synthetic benchmarks for analytically computing the ground truth of
different fairness metrics, such as disparate impact, from the known distribution
of features. In each benchmark, we consider n ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} features including one
Boolean sensitive feature, say A, generated from a Bernoulli distribution with mean
0.5. We generate non-sensitive features Xi from Gaussian distributions such that
Pr[Xi|A = 1] ∼ N (µi, σ2) and Pr[Xi|A = 0] ∼ N (µ′i, σ2), where µi, µ′i ∈ [0, 1],
σ = 0.1, and µi, µ′i are chosen from a uniform distribution in [0, 1]. Finally, we create
label Y = 1[∑n−1

i=1 Xi ≥ 0.5∑n−1
i=1 (µi + µ′i)] such that Y does not directly depend on

the sensitive feature. For each n, we generate 100 random benchmarks, learn LR
and SVM classifiers on them, and compute disparate impact using different verifiers.

Analytic Computation of Disparate Impact. Let the coefficients of the
classifier be wi for Xi and wA for A, and bias be τ . Since all non-sensitive features
are from Gaussian distributions, we compute the probability of the predicted class
Pr[Ŷ |A = 1] ∼ N (∑n−1

i=1 wiµi, σ
2
Ŷ

) and Pr[Ŷ |A = 0] ∼ N (∑n−1
i=1 wiµ

′
i, σ

2
Ŷ

) with
σ2
Ŷ

= (∑n−1
i=1 w

2
i )σ2. Hence, the probability of positive prediction of the classifier is

1− CDF
Ŷ |A=1(τ − wA) for A = 1 and 1− CDF

Ŷ |A=0(τ) for A = 0, where CDF is the
cumulative distribution function. Finally, we compute disparate impact by taking
the ratio of the minimum and the maximum of the probability of positive prediction
of the classifier for A = 1 and A = 0.
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Results. We assess the accuracy of the competing verifiers in estimating fairness
metrics, specifically disparate impact with LR and SVM classifiers. In Figure 6.3,
FVGM computes disparate impact closest to the Exact value for different number of
features and both type of classifiers. In contrast, Justicia, FairSquare, and VeriFair
measure disparate impact far from the Exact because of ignoring correlations among
the features. For example, for SVM classifier with n = 5 (right plot in Figure 6.3),
Exact disparate impact is 0.089 (average over 100 random benchmarks). Here, FVGM
computes disparate impact as 0.094, while all other verifiers compute disparate
impact as at least 0.233. Therefore, FVGM is more accurate than existing verifiers
as it explicitly considers correlations among features.

6.3 Chapter Summary
We discuss FVGM, an efficient fairness verification framework for linear classifiers

based on a novel stochastic subset-sum problem. FVGM encodes a graphical model
of feature-correlations, represented as a Bayesian Network, and computes multiple
group and causal fairness metrics accurately. We experimentally demonstrate that
FVGM is more accurate and scalable than the existing verifiers.
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Part IV

Epilogue
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In Chapter 7, we envision towards combining two research themes in the thesis:
interpretability and fairness, and discuss an algorithmic framework to interpret
fairness in machine learning. In Chapter 8, we conclude the thesis and discuss future
work.
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Chapter 7

Interpreting Fairness: Identifying
Sources of Bias

As demonstrated in Chapter 5 and 6, fairness metrics measure global bias, but do
not detect or interpret its sources [16, 110, 133]. In order to diagnose the emergence
of bias in the predictions of classifier, it is important to compute explanations, such as
how different features attribute to the global bias. Motivated by the GDPR’s “right
to explanation”, research on interpreting model predictions [151, 112, 111] has surged,
but interpreting prediction bias has received less attention [16, 110]. In order to
identify and interpret the sources of bias and also the impact of affirmative/punitive
actions to alleviate/deteriorate bias, it is important to understand which features
contribute how much to the bias of a classifier applied on a dataset. To this end,
we follow a global feature-attribution approach to interpret the sources of bias,
where we relate the influences of input features towards the resulting bias of the
classifier. In this context, existing bias attributing methods [16, 110] are variants
of local function approximation [171], whereas bias is a global statistical property
of a classifier. Thus, we aim to design a bias attribution method that is global by
construction. In addition, existing methods only attribute the individual influence of
features on bias while neglecting the intersectionality among features. Quantifying
intersectionality allows us to interpret bias induced by the higher-order interactions
among features; hence accounting for intersectionality is important to understand
bias as suggested by recent literature [27, 185]. In this chapter, we aim to design a
global bias attribution framework and a corresponding algorithm that can quantify
both the individual and intersectional influences of features leading to granular and
functional explanation of the sources of bias.
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Contributions. Our contributions are three-fold.

1. Formalism: We discuss how to measure the contribution of individual and
intersectional features towards the bias of a classifier operating on a dataset
by estimating their Fairness Influence Functions (FIFs) (Chapter 7.2). Our
method is based on transforming existing fairness metrics into the difference of
scaled conditional variances of classifier’s prediction, which we then decompose
using Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA)—a standard technique recommended
by regulators to assess numerical models[52, 132]. FIFs have several desirable
properties (Theorem 14), including the decomposability property [16, 110].
This property states that the sum of FIFs of all individual and intersectional
features equals the bias of the classifier. With this formulation of FIFs, we
can identify which features have the greatest influence on bias by looking at
the disparity in their scaled decomposed variance between sensitive groups.

2. Algorithmic: We discuss a new algorithm, called FairXplainer, to estimate
individual and intersectional FIFs of features given a dataset, a classifier, and
a fairness metric. The algorithm is capable of working with any linear group
fairness metric, including statistical parity, equalized odds, or predictive parity
(Chapter 7.3). Building on GSA[161] techniques, FairXplainer solves a local
regression problem [108] based on cubic splines [102] to decompose the variance
of the classifier’s prediction among all the subsets of features.

3. Experimental: We evaluate FairXplainer on a variety of real-world datasets
and machine learning classifiers to demonstrate its efficiency in estimating
the individual and intersectional FIFs of features. Our results show that
FairXplainer has a higher accuracy in approximating bias using estimated FIFs
compared to existing methods (Chapter 7.4). Our estimation of FIFs also shows
a strong correlation with fairness interventions. Furthermore, FairXplainer
yields more granular explanation of the sources of bias by combining both
individual and intersectional FIFs, and also detects patterns that existing
fairness explainers cannot. Finally, FairXplainer enables us to observe changes
in FIFs as a result of different fairness enhancing algorithms [28, 69, 86, 196,
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Figure 7.1: FIFs of input features to investigate the bias (statistical parity) of a
decision tree predicting the eligibility for health insurance using age-dependent
features ‘fitness’ and ‘income’. An affirmative action reduces bias as corresponding
FIFs reflect it.

197, 198, 199] and fairness reducing attacks [72, 122, 174]. This creates
opportunities to further examine the impact of these algorithms.

We illustrate the usefulness of our contributions via an example scenario presented
in Example 5.0.1.

Example 7.0.1. We consider a classifier that decides an individual’s eligibility for
health insurance based on non-sensitive features: fitness and income. Fitness and
income depend on a sensitive feature age ∈ {young, elderly} leading to two sensitive
groups, as highlighted in (Figure 7.1a–7.1b).

Case study 1: For each sensitive group, we generate 1000 samples of (income,
fitness) and train a decision tree (DT1), which predicts without explicitly using the
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sensitive feature (Figure 7.1c). Using the 1000 samples and corresponding predictions,
we estimate the statistical parity of DT1 as Pr[Ŷ = 1 | age = young]− Pr[Ŷ = 1 |
age = elderly] = 0.695− 0.165 = 0.53. Therefore, DT1 is unfair towards the elderly
group.

Using the methods described in this chapter, we examine the sources of unfairness
in DT1 by calculating the FIFs of each feature subset. Positive values represent
a reduction in fairness due to increased statistical parity, while negative values
indicate an improvement in fairness. The results, shown in the waterfall diagram
in Figure 7.1e, indicate that fitness (FIF = 0.355), income (FIF = 0.098), and the
combination of income and fitness (FIF = 0.055) contribute to higher statistical
parity and bias. Fitness, being the root of DT1, has a greater impact on statistical
parity than income, which is at the second level of DT1. Our method also reveals the
joint effect of income and fitness on statistical parity, which prior methods do not
account for (Chapter 7.1). The total of the FIFs of all features, 0.355+0.098+0.055 =
0.507 ≈ 0.53, approximately matches the statistical parity of the classifier, providing
a way to break down the bias among all feature subsets. Note that we discuss the
estimation error of FIFs in Chapter 7.3.

Case study 2: To address the unfairness of DT1 towards the elderly, we
introduce DT2 which applies an affirmative action. Specifically, for lower fitness,
which is typical for the elderly group (Figure 7.1b), we decrease the threshold on
income from 0.69 to 0.55 (green node in Figure 7.1d). This allows more elderly
individuals to receive insurance as they tend to have higher income, and the lower
threshold accommodates their eligibility. The statistical parity of DT2 is calculated
to be Pr[Ŷ = 1 | age = young]− Pr[Ŷ = 1 | age = elderly] = 0.707− 0.706 = 0.001,
which is negligible compared to the earlier statistical parity of 0.53 in DT1. We
estimate the FIFs of features, with −0.388 for income, 0.322 for fitness, and 0.07
for both features combined. Hence, the negative influence of income confirms the
affirmative action, and nullifies the disparity induced by fitness. Additionally, the
sum of FIFs −0.388 + 0.322 + 0.07 = 0.004 coincides with the statistical parity of
DT2.
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7.1 Related Work
Recently, local explanation methods have been applied to black-box classifiers

to explain sources of bias through feature-attribution[16, 110] and causal path
decomposition[133]. Our work uses the feature-attribution approach and highlights
three limitations of existing methods: (i) a failure to estimate intersectional FIFs,
(ii) inaccuracies in approximating bias based on FIFs, and (ii) less correlation of
FIFs to fairness intervention. Elaborately, to interpret group fairness—a global
property of a classifier—existing local explanation approaches such as [16, 110]
estimate FIFs based on a local black-box explainer SHAP [112]. They apply a
global aggregation (i.e. expectation) of all local explanations corresponding to all
data points in a dataset. Such a global aggregation of local explanations is often
empirically justified and does not approximate bias accurately (Chapter 7.4). In
addition, existing methods ignore the joint contribution of correlated features on bias.
To address these limitations, we develop a formal framework to interpret sources of
group unfairness in a classifier and also a novel methodology to estimate FIFs. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to do both.

Among other related works, [18] links GSA measures such as Sobol and Cramér-
von-Mises indices to different fairness metrics. While their approach relates the
GSA of sensitive features on bias, we focus on applying GSA to all features to
estimate FIFs. Their approach detects the presence or absence of bias, while we
focus on decomposing bias as the sum of FIFs of all feature subsets. In another line
of work, [42] estimate feature-influence as the shifting of bias from its original value
by randomly intervening features. Their work is different from the decomposability
property of FIFs, where the sum of FIFs is equal to the bias. A separate line of
work estimates the fairness influence of data points in a dataset [104, 187], while
our focus is on quantifying influences of input features.

7.2 Fairness Influence Functions: Formulation
and Properties

We formalize Fairness Influence Functions (FIF) as a quantifier of the contribution
of a subset of features to the resultant bias of a classifier applied on a dataset. In
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GSA, we observe that the variance of the output of a function can be attributed to the
corresponding subset of input variables through variance decomposition (Eq. (2.5)).
To leverage the power of GSA in fairness in machine learning, we first express
the existing fairness metrics in terms of the variance of classifier’s prediction in
Chapter 7.2.1. This allows us to formulate FIF by leveraging variance decomposition
(Chapter 7.2.2).

7.2.1 Fairness Metrics as the Variance of Prediction

First we recall the definition of statistical parity in Chapter 2.3.2.

fSP(M,D) , max
a

Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a]−min
a

Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a]

Therefore, the random variable central to computing statistical parity is 1[Ŷ =
1 | A = a]. We refer to this indicator function as Conditional Positive Prediction
(CPP) of a classifier. Now, we express statistical parity as a functional of the
probability of CPPs for different sensitive groups [18]. For brevity, we defer similar
formulations for the other fairness metrics, i.e. equalized odds and predictive parity,
to Appendix D.3.

Our key idea for computing FIFs of features is to represent fairness metrics using
the variance of CPPs. Formally, we express statistical parity using the variance of
CPPs in Lemma 13.

Lemma 13 (Statistical Parity as Difference of Variances of CPPs). Let amax =
arg maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1 | A = a] and amin = arg mina Pr[Ŷ = 1 | A = a] be the
most and the least favored sensitive groups, respectively. The statistical parity of
a binary1 classifier is the difference in the scaled variance of CPPs. Formally, if
Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amax] 6= 0 and Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amin] 6= 0,

fSP(M,D) = Var[Ŷ = 1 | A = amax]
Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amax]

− Var[Ŷ = 1 | A = amin]
Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amin]

.

Proof. For a sensitive group a, CPP is a Bernoulli random variable, where probabil-
ity2 pa = Pr[Ŷ = 1 | A = a] and variance Va = Var[Ŷ = 1 | A = a] = pa(1 − pa).

1For a multi-class classifier, statistical parity of the target class y ∈ N is Var[Ŷ =y|A=amax]
1−Pr[Ŷ =y|A=amax]

−
Var[Ŷ =y|A=amin]

1−Pr[Ŷ =y|A=amin]
.

2For any binary event E, expectation and probability are identical, E[1(E)] = Pr[E = 1].
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Thus, for sensitive groups amax and amin, the statistical parity of the classifier is
pamax − pamin = Vamax

1−pamax
− Vamin

1−pamin
. Replacing 1− pa = Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = a] proves the

lemma.

Example 7.0.1 (Revisited). From Figure 7.1c, the probability of CPPs of the
decision tree for the most and least favored groups are Pr[Ŷ = 1 | age = young] =
0.695 and Pr[Ŷ = 1 | age = elderly] = 0.165, respectively. Thus, the statistical
parity is 0.695 − 0.165 = 0.53. Next, we compute variance of CPPs as Var[Ŷ =
1 | age = young] = 0.212 and Var[Ŷ = 1 | age = elderly] = 0.138. Thus, following
Lemma 13, we compute the difference in the scaled variance of CPPs as 0.212

1−0.695 −
0.138

1−0.165 = 0.529 ≈ 0.53, which coincides with the statistical parity reported earlier.

7.2.2 Formulation of FIF

We are given a binary classifierM, a dataset D, and a fairness metric f(M,D) ∈
R≥0. Our objective is to compute the influences of features on f . Particularly, we
compute the influence of each subset of features ZS, where S = {Si | 1 ≤ |Si| ≤
m} ⊆ [m] is a non-empty subset of indices of Z.

Definition 1. Fairness Influence Function (FIF)3, denoted by wS : (M,ZS)→
R, measures the quantitative contribution of features ZS ⊆ Z on the incurred bias
f(M,D). Leveraging the variance-difference representation of f(M,D) (Lemma 13)
and variance decomposition (Eq. (2.5)), we particularly define wS as

wS ,
Vamax,S

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amax]
− Vamin,S

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amin]
. (7.1)

Here, given a sensitive group a, Va,S , VarZS [EZ\ZS [Ŷ = 1 | A = a,ZS]]−∑S′⊂S Va,S′

is the contribution (decomposed variance) of features ZS in Var[Ŷ = 1 | A = a].

Informally, the FIF wS of ZS is the difference in the scaled decomposed variance
of CPPs between sensitive groups amax and amin as induced by ZS. Thus, FIF of
features is non-zero when the scaled decomposed variance-difference of CPPs is
non-zero for those features, and vice versa. We refer to wS as an individual influence

3For equalized odds, a precise definition of FIF is wS : (M, Y,ZS)→ R taking the ground class
Y as an additional input. For predictive parity, FIF is defined as wS : (M, Ŷ ,ZS)→ R taking the
predicted class Ŷ as an additional input.
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when |S| = 1, and as an intersectional influence when |S| > 1. Being able to
naturally quantify the higher-order influences allow FIFs to interpret the sources of
bias in a more fine-grained manner. We experimentally validate this in Chapter 7.4.

Properties of FIF FIF as defined in Eq. (7.1) yields interesting properties, such
as decomposability4, symmetry, and null properties, which we formally state in
Theorem 14.

Theorem 14 (Properties of FIF). Let f(M,D) be the bias/unfairness of the
classifierM on dataset D according to linear group fairness metrics such as statistical
parity. Let wS be the FIF of a subset of features ZS as defined in Eq. (7.1).

(a) The decomposability property of FIF states that the sum of FIFs of all subset
of features is equal to the bias of the classifier.

∑
S⊆[m]

wS = f(M,D) (7.2)

(b) The symmetry property states that two features Zi and Zj are equivalent based
on FIF if the sum of corresponding individual influences and the intersectional
influences with all other features are the same. Mathematically,

∑
S′′⊆[m]\{i,j}

wS′′∪{i} =
∑

S′′⊆[m]\{i,j}
wS′′∪{j} (7.3)

if∑S′⊆S∪{i}wS′ = ∑
S′⊆S∪{j}wS′ for every non-empty subset S of [m] containing

neither i nor j.

(c) The null property of FIF states that feature Xi s a dummy or neutral feature if
sum of its individual influence and the intersectional influences with all other
features is zero. Mathematically,

∑
S′′⊆[m]\{i}

wS′′∪{i} = 0 (7.4)

if ∑S′⊆S∪{i}wS′ = ∑
S′⊆S wS′ for every non-empty subset S of [m] that does

not contain i.
4Decomposability property is also known as the efficiency property in the context of Shapley

values [155].
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We emphasize that the decomposability property discussed here is global, i.e. it
holds for a whole dataset, but the one used for Shapley-value based explanations (ref.
Def. 1, [112]), or any local explanation method [68], is specific to a given data
point [171]. Thus, they are fundamentally different.

The symmetry and null properties of FIFs also distinguish the FIF quantification
discussed in Eq. (7.1) from the attribution methods considering only individual
features, like SHAP. For example, a feature i has zero impact on bias if not only
its individual influence but the sum of influences of all the subsets of features that
includes i is zero. Thus, the symmetry and null properties stated here are by default
global and intersectional, and these two aspects are absent in the existing bias
explainers.

Bias Amplifying and Eliminating Features. The sign of wS indicates whether
features ZS amplify the bias of the classifier or eliminate it. When the scaled
decomposed variance of CPPs w.r.t. features ZS for the sensitive group amax is
higher than the group amin, wS > 0. As such, ZS increase bias. Conversely, when
wS < 0, ZS eliminates bias, and improves fairness. Finally, features ZS are neutral
in bias when wS = 0.

Now, we present the following two propositions that relate the sign of wS with
the decomposed variance of CPPs.

Proposition 15. When wS < 0, i.e. features ZS decrease bias, the decomposed
variance of CPPs w.r.t. ZS follows Vamax,S < Vamin,S.

Proposition 15 implies that if a subset of features ZS is bias-eliminating, the
conditional variance in positive outcomes induced by ZS is smaller for the most
favoured group than that of the least favoured group.

Proposition 16. If the decomposed variance of CPPs w.r.t. ZS satisfies Vamax,S >

Vamin,S, the corresponding FIF wS > 0, i.e. features ZS increase bias.

Proposition 16 implies that if the conditional variance in positive outcomes
induced by ZS is larger for the most favoured group than that of the least favoured
group, then this subset of features ZS is bias-inducing.
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Special Cases. Since our FIF formulation is based on the variance of prediction,
for (degenerate) cases when the conditional prediction of the classifier is always
positive or always negative for any sensitive group, the variance of prediction becomes
zero. This observation results in following two propositions.

Proposition 17 (Perfectly Unbiased Classifiers). When Pr[Ŷ = 1 | A = amax] =
Pr[Ŷ = 1 | A = amin] and both conditional probabilities are either 0 or 1, the FIF
wS = 0 for all subsets of features ZS.

When Pr[Ŷ = 1 | A = amax] = Pr[Ŷ = 1 | A = amin] for a classifier, it means
that the classifier equally yields positive predictions for each of the sensitive groups.
Thus, there is no bias (in terms of statistical parity) in the classifier outcome. In
that case, our formulation of FIF yields wS = 0 for all the subsets of features, and
leads to a degenerate conclusion that all subsets of features are neutral or zero-bias
inducing.

Proposition 18 (Perfectly Biased Classifier). When statistical parity is 1, i.e.
Pr[Ŷ = 1 | A = amax] = 1 and Pr[Ŷ = 1 | A = amin] = 0, the sensitive features A
are solely responsible for bias. In this case, the FIF wS = 0 for all features.

When a classifier always yields positive predictions for the most favoured group
and only negative predictions for the least favoured group, we obtain Pr[Ŷ = 1 |
A = amax] = 1 and Pr[Ŷ = 1 | A = amin] = 0. This is a perfectly biased classifier,
which can be expressed by the binary rule Ŷ = 1 if A = amax and 0 otherwise. As
the discrimination is only due to the sensitive features, our FIF formulation cannot
attribute any bias to the any other subset of features, which leads to wS = 0 for all
S.

Remark. For detecting degenerate cases, we require to compute Pr[Ŷ = 1 | A =
amax] and Pr[Ŷ = 1 | A = amin] on the dataset D. Hence, the detection can be
performed in a straightforward manner.

Expressing FIF in terms of the variance decomposition over a subset of features
allows us to import and extend well-studied techniques of GSA to perform FIF
estimation, which we elaborate on Chapter 7.3.
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7.3 An Algorithm to Estimate Fairness Influence
Functions

We discuss an algorithm, FairXplainer, that leverages the variance decomposition
of CPPs to estimate the FIFs of all subsets of features. FairXplainer has two
algorithmic blocks: (i) local regression to decompose the classifier into component
functions taking distinct subsets of features as input and (ii) computing the variance
(or covariance) of each component function. We describe the schematic of FairXplainer
in Algorithm 6.

A Set-additive Representation of the Classifier. To apply variance decompo-
sition (Eq. (2.5)), we learn a set-additive representation of the classifier (Eq. (2.4))
with input Z ≡ (X,A). Let us denote the classifierM conditioned on a sensitive
group a as ga(Z) ,M(X,A = a). We express ga as a set-additive model:

ga(Z) = ga,0 +
∑

S⊆[m],|S|≤λ
ga,S(ZS) + δ (7.5)

Here, ga,0 is a constant, ga,S is a component function of ga taking a non-empty
subset of features ZS as input, and δ is the approximation error. For computa-
tional tractability, we consider only components of maximum order λ, denoting the
maximum order of intersectionality. FairXplainer deploys backfitting algorithm for
learning component functions in Eq. (7.5), as discussed in the following.

Local Regression with Backfitting. We perform local regression with backfit-
ting algorithm to learn the component functions up to a given order λ (Line 6–13).
Backfitting algorithm is an iterative algorithm, where in each iteration one com-
ponent function, say ga,S, is learned while keeping other component functions
fixed. Specifically, ga,S is learned as a smoothed function of g and rest of the
components ga,S′ , where S′ 6= S is a non-empty subset of [m]. To keep every com-
ponent function mean centered, backfitting requires to impose two constraints: (i)
ga,0 = Mean

(
{g(z(i))}n

i=1,a(i)=a

)
(Line 7), which is the mean of ga evaluated on data

points belonging to the sensitive group a; and (ii) ∑n
i=1,a(i)=a ga,S(z(i)

S ) = 0 (Line 11),
where z(i)

S is the subset of feature values associated with feature indices S for the
i-th data point z(i). These constraints assign the expectation of ga on the constant
term ga,0 and the variance of ga to the component functions.
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Algorithm 6 FairXplainer: An algorithm for estimating FIFs

Input: ClassifierM : (X,A)→ Ŷ , dataset D = {(z(i), y(i))}ni=1, fairness metric
f(M,D) ∈ R≥0, and maximum order of intersectional influence λ

Output: FIF wS for the subsets of features {ZS}

1: amax = arg maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a],amin = arg mina Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a],m ← |Z|,Z ≡
(X,A)

2: for a ∈ {amax,amin} do . Enumerate for specific sensitive groups
3: ga,S, ga,0 ← LocalRegression(M(X,A = a), {z(i)}ni=1, λ,m)
4: Va,S ← Covariance(ga, {z(i)}ni=1, ga,S, ga,0)
5: Compute wS using Vamax,S and Vamin,S as in Equation (7.1)

6: function LocalRegression(ga, {z(i)}ni=1, λ,m)
7: Initialize: ga,0 ←Mean({g(z(i))}n

i=1,a(i)=a), ĝa,S ← 0, ∀S ∈ [m],S 6= ∅, |S| ≤ λ
8: while each ĝa,S does not converge do
9: for each S do

10: ĝa,S ← Smooth
(
{ga(z(i))− ga,0 −

∑
S6=S′ ĝa,S′(z(i)

S )}n
i=1,a(i)=a

)
11: ĝa,S ← ĝa,S −Mean

(
{ĝa,S(z(i)

S )}n
i=1,a(i)=a

)
. Mean centering

12:
13: return ga,S, ga,0

14: function Covariance(ga, {z(i)}ni=1, ga,S, ga,0)
15:
16: return

∑n
i=1,a(i)=a ga,S(z(i)

S )(ga(z(i))− ga,0)

While performing local regression, backfitting uses a smoothing operator [107]
over the set of data points (Line 10). A smoothing operator, referred as Smooth,
allows us to learn a global representation of a component function by smoothly
interpolating τ + 2 local points obtained by local regression [107]. In this chapter, we
apply cubic spline smoothing [102] to learn each component function. Cubic spline
is a piecewise polynomial of degree 3 with C2 continuity interpolating local points in
τ intervals. Hence, the first and second derivatives of each piecewise term are zero at
the endpoints of intervals. We refer to Appendix D.2 for details of implementation.
An ablation study demonstrating the impacts of the hyperparameters τ and λ on
the performance of FairXplainer is in Appendix D.4.

Variance and Covariance Computation. Once each component function ga,S

is learned with LocalRegression (Line 6–13), we compute variances of the
component functions and their covariances using ga(·). Since each component
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function is mean centered (Line 11), we compute the variance of ga,S for the dataset
D as Var[ga,S] = ∑n

i=1,a(i)=a(ga,S(z(i)
S ))2. Hence, variance captures the independent

effect of ga,S. Covariance is computed to account for the correlation among features
Z. We compute the covariance of ga,S with ga on the dataset as

Cov[ga,S, ga] =
n∑

i=1,a(i)=a
ga,S(z(i)

S )(ga(z(i))− ga,0).

Here, ga(·) − ga,0 is the mean centered form of ga. Covariance of ga,S can be
both positive and negative depending on whether the features ZS are positively or
negatively correlated with ga. Specifically, under the set additive model, we obtain
Cov[ga,S, ga] = Var[ga,S] + Cov[ga,S,

∑
S6=S′ ga,S′ ]. Now, we use Va,S = Cov[ga,S, ga] as

the effective variance of ZS for a given sensitive group a (Line 14–16). In Line 1–5, we
compute Va,S for the most and the least favored groups, and plug them in Eq. (7.1)
to yield an estimate of FIF of ZS.

Proposition 19 (Time Complexity of FairXplainer). Let t be the number of iterations
of the backfitting algorithm, m be the number of features, λ be the maximum order
of intersectional features, and s be the runtime complexity of the smoothing oracle5.
Then, the runtime complexity of Algorithm 6 is O

(
ts
∑λ
i=1

(
m
i

))
. For example, if

we are interested in up to first and second order intersectional features, the runtime
complexities are O(tsm) and O(tsm2), respectively.

7.4 Empirical Performance Analysis
In this section, we perform an empirical evaluation of FairXplainer. Particularly,

we discuss the experimental setup, the objectives of experiments, and experimental
results.

Experimental Setup. We implement a prototype of FairXplainer in Python (ver-
sion 3.7.6). To estimate FIFs, we leverage and modify the ‘HDMR’ module in
SALib library [70] based on global sensitivity analysis. In experiments, we consider
four widely studied datasets from fairness literature, namely German-credit [46], Ti-
tanic (https://www.kaggle.com/c/titanic), COMPAS [7], and Adult dataset [46].

5Typically, the runtime complexity of smoothing oracles, particularly of cubic splines, is linear
with respect to n, i.e. the number of samples [179].
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We deploy Scikit-learn [138] to learn different classifiers: logistic regression classi-
fier, support vector machine (SVM), neural network, and decision tree with 5-fold
cross-validation. In experiments, we specify FairXplainer to compute intersectional
influences up to the second order (λ = 2). While applying cubic-spline based local
regression in FairXplainer, we set τ , the number of spline intervals to 6. We compare
FairXplainer with the existing Shapley-valued based FIF computational framework
(https://shorturl.at/iqtuX), referred as SHAP [110]. For both FairXplainer and
SHAP, we set a timeout of 300 seconds for estimating FIFs. In addition, we deploy
FairXplainer along with a fairness-enhancing algorithm [85] and a fairness attack [174]
algorithm, and analyze the effect of these algorithms on the FIFs and the resultant
fairness metric. In the following, we discuss the objectives of our empirical study.

1. Performance: How accurate and computationally efficient FairXplainer
and SHAP are in approximating the bias of a classifier based on estimated
FIFs?

2. Functionality: How do FIFs estimated by FairXplainer and SHAP correlate
with the impact a fairness intervention strategy on features?

3. Granularity of explanation: How effective are the intersectional FIFs in
comparison with the individual FIFs while tracing the sources of bias?

4. Application: How do FIFs quantify the impact of applying different fairness
enhancing algorithms, i.e. affirmative actions, and fairness attacks, i.e.
punitive actions?

In summary, (1) we observe that FairXplainer yields less estimation error than
SHAP while approximating statistical parity using FIFs. FairXplainer incurs lower
execution time, i.e. better efficiency in computing individual FIFs than SHAP while
also enabling computation of intersectional FIFs for real-world datasets and classifiers.
(2) While considering a fairness intervention, i.e. change in bias due to omission of a
feature, FIFs estimated by FairXplainer have higher correlation with increase/decrease
in bias due to the intervention than SHAP. Thus, FairXplainer demonstrates to be a
better choice for identifying the features influencing the group fairness metrics than
SHAP. (3) By quantifying both the individual and intersectional influences of features,
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Table 7.1: Median error (over 5-fold cross validation and all combinations of sensitive
features) of estimating statistical parity, |SP− ŜP|, using FIFs computed by different
methods (columns 5 to 7). Best results (lowest error) are in bold color. ‘—’ denotes
timeout.

Dataset Dimension
(n,m) Max |A| Classifier SHAP FairXplainer

λ = 1 λ = 2

Titanic (834, 11) 3

Logistic Regression 2.018 0.218 0.003
SVM 1.000 0.137 0.000
Neural Network — 0.215 0.003
Decision Tree 0.018 0.396 0.079

German (417, 23) 2

Logistic Regression 0.361 0.205 —
SVM 0.676 0.218 —
Neural Network — 0.181 0.001
Decision Tree 0.000 0.262 0.001

COMPAS (5771, 8) 3

Logistic Regression 0.468 0.118 0.056
SVM 0.360 0.037 0.020
Neural Network — 0.108 0.053
Decision Tree 0.041 0.087 0.055

Adult (26048, 11) 3

Logistic Regression 2.751 0.109 0.011
SVM 0.963 0.095 0.001
Neural Network — 0.067 0.000
Decision Tree 0.027 0.146 0.081

FairXplainer leads to a more accurate and granular interpretation of the sources of
bias, which is absent in earlier bias explaining methods like SHAP. (4) Finally, as
an application of the FIF formulation, FairXplainer also detects the effects of the
affirmative and punitive actions on the bias of a classifier and the corresponding
tensions between different subsets of features. Here, we elaborate on experimental
results, and defer additional experiments such as applying FairXplainer on other
fairness metrics: equalized odds and predictive parity, and an ablation study of
hyper-parameters: maximum order of intersectionality λ and spline intervals τ to
Appendix D.4.

7.4.1 Performance and Functionality in Estimating FIFs

Accurate Approximation of Bias with FIFs. We compare FairXplainer with
SHAP in estimating statistical parity by summing all FIFs, as dictated by the
decomposability property (Theorem 14). To our best knowledge, the ground truth
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Figure 7.2: Execution time of different methods for estimating FIFs. FairXplainer
with λ = 1 is more efficient than SHAP, while FairXplainer (λ = 2) requires more
computational effort.

of FIF is not known for real-world datasets and classifiers. As such, we cannot
compare accuracy of FairXplainer and SHAP directly on the estimated FIFs. Since
both methods follow the decomposability property, one way to compare them is to
test accuracy of the sum of estimated FIFs yielding bias/unfairness, as the ground
truth of bias of a classifier can be exactly calculated for a given dataset [17]. We
compute estimation error by taking the absolute difference between the exact and
estimated values of statistical parity, and present median results in Table 7.1.

In general, FairXplainer achieves less estimation with λ = 2 than with λ = 1 in
all datasets and classifiers. This implies that combining intersectional FIFs with
individual FIFs captures bias more accurately than the individual FIFs alone. In
each dataset, FairXplainer (λ = 2) demonstrates less estimation error than SHAP in
all classifiers except in decision trees, denoting that GSA based approach FairXplainer
is more accurate in approximating group fairness metrics through FIFs than the
local explainer SHAP. In decision trees, FairXplainer—which is model-agnostic in
methodology—with λ = 2 often demonstrates a comparable accuracy with SHAP,
especially the optimized tree-based explanation counterpart of SHAP [111]. In the
context of neural networks, SHAP, particularly Kernel-SHAP, often fails to estimate
FIFs within the provided time-limit, while FairXplainer with λ = 2 yields highly
accurate estimates (median estimation error between 0 to 0.053). Therefore, we
conclude that FairXplainer is more accurate in estimating statistical parity using
FIFs than SHAP.
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Figure 7.3: Results on fairness intervention on logistic regression classifiers for COM-
PAS and Adult datasets. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between bias-difference
due to the intervention and FIFs is higher for top ranked influential features by
FairXplainer compared to SHAP.

Execution Time: FairXplainer vs. SHAP We compare the execution time of
FairXplainer vs. SHAP in a cactus plot in Figure 7.2, where a point (x, y) denotes that
a method computes FIFs of x many fairness instances within y seconds. We consider
480 fairness instances from 4 datasets constituting 24 distinct combinations of
sensitive features, 4 classifiers, and 5 cross-validation folds. In Figure 7.2, FairXplainer
with λ = 1 is faster than λ = 2. For example, within 10 seconds, FairXplainer with
λ = 1 solves 443 instances vs. 41 instances with λ = 2. In addition, FairXplainer
with λ = 1 solves all 480 instances compared to 360 instances solved by SHAP. Thus,
FairXplainer with λ = 1 demonstrates its higher efficiency in estimating individual
FIFs compared to SHAP. While estimating intersectional FIFs, FairXplainer also
demonstrates its practical applicability by solving 350 instances within 160 seconds.
Therefore, FairXplainer demonstrates computational efficiency in interpreting group
fairness metrics of real-world datasets and classifiers.

FIFs under Fairness Intervention We consider a fairness intervention strategy
to hide the impact of an individual feature on a classifier and record the correlation
between fairness improvement/reduction of the intervened classifier with the FIF of
the feature. Our intervention strategy of modifying the classifier is different than [42],
where the dataset is modified by replacing features with random values. In particular,
we intervene a logistic regression classifier by setting the coefficient to zero for the
corresponding feature. Intuitively, when the coefficient becomes zero for a feature,
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Figure 7.4: FIFs for COMPAS dataset on interpreting statistical parity. Both
individual and intersectional FIFs in Figure 7.4b depict sources of bias in detail than
individual FIFs alone in Figure 7.4a. In Figure 7.4c, individual FIFs estimated by
SHAP are far from correctly approximating statistical parity (exact value 0.174).

the prediction of the classifier may become independent on the feature; thereby,
the bias of the classifier may also be independent on the conditional variances of
the feature for different sensitive groups. As a result, a feature with a positive
FIF value (i.e. increases bias) is likely to decrease bias under the intervention, and
vice versa. In Figure 7.3, we report Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the
difference in bias (statistical parity) due to intervention and the FIFs of features in
COMPAS and Adult datasets, where features are sorted in descending order of their
absolute FIFs estimated by FairXplainer and SHAP. In FairXplainer, the correlation
coefficient generally decreases with an increase of top influential features, denoting
that features with higher absolute FIFs highly correlate with bias-differences. SHAP,
in contrast, demonstrates less correlation, specially for the top most influential
features. Therefore, FIFs estimated by FairXplainer shows the potential of being
deployed to design improved fairness algorithms in future.
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7.4.2 Explainability and Applicability of FIFs

Individual vs. Intersectional FIFs. Now, we aim to understand the importance
of intersectional FIFs over individual FIFs in Figure 7.4. We consider COMPAS
dataset with race ∈ {Caucasian, non-Caucasian} as the sensitive feature, and a
logistic regression classifier to predict whether a person will re-offend crimes within
the next two years. Since the classifier only optimizes training error, it demonstrates
statistical parity of 0.174, i.e. it suggests that a non-Caucasian has 0.174 higher
probability of re-offending crimes than a Caucasian. Next, we investigate the
sources of bias and present individual FIFs in Figure 7.4a, and both individual
and intersectional FIFs in Figure 7.4b. In both figures, we present influential
features and their FIFs in the descending order of absolute values. According
to FairXplainer, the priors count (FIF = 0.1) dominates in increasing statistical
parity—between Caucasian and non-Caucasian, their prior count demonstrates
the maximum difference in the scaled variance of positive prediction. Other non-
sensitive features have almost zero FIFs. However, in Figure 7.4a, higher-order FIFs
(λ > 1) increases statistical parity by 0.031, denoting that the data is correlated
and presenting only individual FIFs is not sufficient for understanding the sources
of bias. For example, while both sex and age individually demonstrate almost zero
influence on bias (Figure 7.4a), their combined effect and intersectional effects with
c-charge degree, priors count, and juvenile miscellaneous count contribute highly on
statistical parity. In contrast to FairXplainer, SHAP only estimates individual FIFs
(Figure 7.4c) and approximates statistical parity with higher error than FairXplainer.
Interestingly, FairXplainer yields FIF estimates of the classifier trained on COMPAS
dataset that significantly matches with the rule-based classifier extracted from the
COMPAS dataset using Certifiably Optimal Rule Lists (CORELS) algorithm [157,
Figure 3]. From Figure 3 in [157], we observe that prior count is the only feature
used individually to predict arrests, while age is paired with sex and prior counts
respectively. While considering second-order intersectionality, FairXplainer (λ = 2)
yields priors count, (sex, age), and (age, priors count) as three of the top four features
that explains the observation of [157] better than SHAP and FairXplainer (λ = 1)
considering only individual features. Therefore, FairXplainer demonstrates a clearer
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Figure 7.5: Effects of a fairness attack [174] and a fairness enhancing [85] algorithms
on FIFs.

understanding on the sources of bias of a classifier by simultaneously quantifying on
intersectional influences and individual influences .

Quantifying Impacts of Affirmative/Punitive Actions. Continuing on the
experiment in Figure 7.4, we evaluate the effect of fairness attack and enhancing
algorithms on FIFs on COMPAS dataset in Figure 7.5. Without applying any fairness
algorithm, the statistical parity of the classifier is 0.174. Applying a data poisoning
fairness attack [174] increases statistical parity to 0.502 (approximated as 0.418 in
Figure 7.5a), whereas a fairness-enhancing algorithm based on data reweighing [85]
decreases statistical parity to 0.151 (approximated as 0.135 in Figure 7.5b). In
Figure 7.5a, the attack algorithm would be more successful if it could hide the
influence of features with positive FIFs, such as priors count and the intersectional
effects of age and c-charge degree with sex. In contrast, in Figure 7.5b, the fairness
enhancing algorithm can improve by further ameliorating the effect features with
negative FIFs, such as priors count. Thus, FairXplainer demonstrates the potential
as a dissecting tool to undertake necessary steps to improve or worsen fairness of a
classifier.

7.5 Chapter Summary
We discuss fairness influence function (FIF) to measure the effect of input

features on the bias of classifiers on a given dataset. Our approach combines
global sensitivity analysis and group-based fairness metrics in machine learning.
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Thereby, it is natural in our approach to formulate FIF of intersectional features,
which together with individual FIFs interprets bias with higher granularity. We
theoretically analyze the properties of FIFs and provide an algorithm, FairXplainer,
for estimating FIFs using global variance decomposition and local regression. In
experiments, FairXplainer estimates individual and intersectional FIFs in real-world
datasets and classifiers, approximates bias using FIFs with less estimation error
than earlier methods, demonstrates a high correlation between FIFs and fairness
interventions, and analyzes the impact of fairness enhancing and attack algorithms
on FIFs. The results instantiate FairXplainer as a global, granular, and more accurate
explanation method to understand the sources of bias. Additionally, the resonance
between the rules extracted by CORELS [157] and the most influential features
detected by FairXplainer indicates that FIFs can be exploited in future to create an
explainable proxy of a biased/unbiased classifier. Also, we aim to extend FairXplainer
to compute FIFs for complex data, such as image and text, and design algorithms
leveraging FIFs to yield unbiased decisions.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion And Future Work
Over the past decade, machine learning has been applied to various safety-critical

domains, and it’s crucial for classifiers to be interpretable, fair, robust, and private to
ensure trustworthy and responsible AI. In this thesis, we focus on the interpretability
and fairness aspects of machine learning and aim to improve the scalability and
accuracy of the underlying problems. We utilize formal methods to make the following
contributions: (i) In interpretable machine learning, we design an incremental
learning technique for interpretable rule-based classifiers of varied expressiveness. (ii)
In fairness in machine learning, we develop a formal probabilistic fairness verification
framework that can verify multiple fairness definitions of classifiers. Additionally, we
develop techniques to interpret fairness metrics by identifying feature combinations
responsible for the bias of the classifier.

To demonstrate the efficacy of our methods, we have constructed open-source tools
and conducted experiments on real-world datasets in machine learning. In the context
of interpretable rule-based machine learning, we have developed an incremental
learning framework, known as IMLI, that scales classification to million-size datasets
while maintaining competitive prediction accuracy and rule size compared to existing
rule-based classifiers. Additionally, in our pursuit of more expressive yet interpretable
classifiers, we have introduced another learning framework, called CRR, for logical
relaxed classification rules that are based on incremental learning. Experimental
results show that CRR is capable of learning more concise and accurate rule-based
classifiers.

Our work on fairness in machine learning introduces two novel probabilistic
fairness verifiers, Justicia and FVGM, which exhibit superior performance in accuracy
and scalability compared to state-of-the-art verifiers. Justicia is a stochastic-SAT-
based verifier that enables scalable verification of fairness for compound sensitive
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groups of Boolean classifiers, such as decision trees, which was previously infeasible
with existing methods. On the other hand, FVGM takes correlated features into
account and is capable of verifying the fairness of linear classifiers with higher
scalability and accuracy than previous verifiers. Additionally, we discuss a global
sensitivity analysis-based method, FairXplainer, that interprets group fairness metrics
by computing fairness influences of individual and intersectional features. Notably,
FairXplainer approximates bias more accurately using fairness influence functions
(FIFs) and demonstrates a higher correlation of FIFs with fairness intervention than
the local interpretability-based approach.

Our future research is dedicated to developing practical and scalable algorithms
for trustworthy machine learning. Machine learning and artificial intelligence have
been compared to the new electricity, with the potential to transform various aspects
of human life, evident from the overwhelming response to generative AI. Ensuring
fairness and interpretability in deployed machine learning is now more necessary than
ever. To accomplish this, we aim to work in a collaborative environment, gaining
insights into real-world challenges and leveraging advances in the field, alongside
formal methods, to make significant progress. We have identified key research themes
that will guide our work towards this vision.

Fairness and Interpretability As a Service. The goal of modern machine
learning extends beyond learning patterns from large-scale historical data to ensuring
responsible decision-making through careful regulation to establish trustworthiness.
For instance, in a job application scenario, a machine learning algorithm must
be fair across different demographic groups, resilient to non-actionable changes in
candidate profiles, and interpretable to allow candidates to understand the decision-
making process. The long-term research goal of this thesis is to offer fairness and
interpretability as a service with machine learning-based decision-making.

• Interpretability with Guarantees. Our research in interpretable machine
learning spans two-fold directions. (i) Interpretability by design: There
is a growing interest for interpretable machine learning in safety-critical do-
mains [157]. Building upon our interpretable rule-based classifier IMLI, we aim
to enhance learning algorithms for interpretable models in large-scale datasets
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across supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised settings. (ii) Post-hoc
interpretability: To explain black-box predictions, we focus on explanations
with formal guarantees [78, 152, 65]. For example, an explanation model must
be robust, learned in a privacy-preserving manner, and provide the confidence
level of explanations to increase transparency and trust in the decision-making
process.

• Fairness Auditing. Any technology that is publicly used presently undergoes
an audit mechanism, where we understand the impacts and limitations of
using that technology, and why are they caused. Machine learning is becoming
the pervasive technology of our time and the discourse on bias induced by
machine learning systems is attracting attention, e.g. the demonstration of
bias in popular generative machine learning and large language models [1,
128, 183]. As a result, there has been significant research interest in auditing
classifiers for bias, from standard supervised learning to deep neural networks,
computer vision, large language models and so on. Thus, we aim to design
a fairness auditing framework [158, 191] with formal guarantees. There are
three key questions that we aim to investigate in fairness auditing.

1. Which fairness metrics to choose? Fairness in machine learning is
bestowed with multiple notions of fairness. Our first line of investigation
is to categorize different fairness metrics and suggest the best metric
based on application, data, and prevailing policy, similar to “Fairness
Compass” [158]. This would help stakeholders pick the right definition of
fairness for their application.

2. How to quantify bias? Accurate quantification of bias is an important
step towards designing algorithms to mitigate bias. As discussed in the
thesis, fairness verification allows us to formally quantify the bias of a
classifier. To this end, we aim to extend formal fairness verification to
broader classes of fairness metrics, classifiers, and data.

Fairness Metrics. We aim to extend fairness verification of beyond
group fairness, such as individual fairness [82], causal fairness [133, 198],
and counterfactual fairness [190, 33]. Each category of fairness metrics
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poses distinct challenges in formal verification. For example, verifying
individual fairness is related to verifying robustness of a model. As
such, statistical methods from robustness verification has been applied to
individual fairness [82]. Formal methods, such as SMT-based encoding
is also proposed in this regard [24]. In our research endeavor, we aim to
leverage SAT or quantified Boolean formula (QBF) based verification,
which may improve the scalability of verification.

Broader Classifiers. We aim to extend fairness verification to broader
machine learning classifiers, such as random forests and deep neural
networks. For random forests, we can leverage CNF-based translation of
the ensemble of trees by converting each tree as a CNF and a cardinality
constraint to implement the ranking function of the prediction of multiple
trees. For a special case of binarized neural networks (BNNs) [74], we can
leverage existing CNF encoding and deploy SSAT-based verifier. However,
for general neural networks with continuous parameters, MILP-based
encoding can possibly be explored [123]. In addition, for neural networks,
other surrogate representation beyond CNF or MILP can also be studied
in future. In all cases, fairness verification, particularly for group-based
metrics, relies on an access to efficient counter of CNF/MILP encoding;
thus a dedicated effort to design better counter is a challenging, yet
important research direction to explore.

Complex data. We have explored fairness verification of tabular data; an
important research question is to formally verify the fairness of classifiers
with complex data such as images [131] and languages [1, 128, 183].
For such data, one way to adapt existing verification methods, such as
Justicia, is to apply them on the learned feature representation by the
neural network and propagate verification results back to the input layer
with images or text. In future, we aim to explore this possibility.

3. How to explain bias? We aim to design fair and interpretable algo-
rithms for machine learning. We are interested in how these two goals
relate to each other. This is inline with GDPR’s emphasis on making
models transparent and trustworthy, which is deployed in public. To-
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wards bridging the gap between fairness and interpretability in predictive
systems, we explore following research questions:

a) How fair are interpretable machine learning models?

b) How can we improve the fairness of interpretable models?

c) How can we apply interpretability to enhance fairness?

d) How can we jointly optimize a classifier for fairness and interpretabil-
ity?

A New Paradigm for Scalability: Trustworthy Machine Learning with
Formal Methods and Beyond. The SAT and SMT revolution has accelerated
the field of formal methods and automated reasoning with powerful solvers for various
problem domains such as SAT/SMT for decision problems, MaxSAT/MaxSMT for
optimization problems, and SSAT for hybrid optimization and counting problems.
By leveraging the clear distinction between the modeling and solving aspects of
SAT, MaxSAT, or SSAT, our goal is to enhance fairness and explainability in
machine learning through an efficient translation into formal methods. Furthermore,
my aim is to explore alternative formulations within formal methods, including
functional analysis, abstract interpretation, and solvers with expressive theories.
These explorations seek to further improve the verification process of machine
learning models. Concurrently, the outcomes of our research have a broader impact,
potentially inspiring advancements in the field of formal methods by benchmarking
trustworthy machine learning.
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Appendix A

Interpretable Classification Rules

A.1 Performance Comparison: Incremental vs.
Non-incremental Encoding

We compare the performance of two encoding techniques, naïve non-incremental
encoding and efficient incremental encoding in IMLI, for learning interpretable CNF
classification rules in datasets of various sizes. We demonstrate the scalability
results using a cactus plot in Figure A.1. Each point (x, y) represents the ability
to solve x classification instances within y seconds. We test both incremental
and non-incremental encoding using 360 instances for each dataset with varying
hyper-parameters. As the dataset size increases, the non-incremental encoding
times out, failing to solve all 360 instances within 1000 seconds in the Credit
and Adult datasets. In contrast, the incremental encoding in IMLI demonstrates
higher scalability, solving all 360 instances in less than 10 seconds in the Titanic
dataset, and efficiently solving all 360 instances within the timeout in the Credit and
Adult datasets. Hence, the incremental encoding is superior in terms of scalability
compared to the non-incremental encoding.

In Figure A.2, we compare both non-incremental and incremental encoding in
terms of median training time, rule size, test accuracy, and train accuracy over ten
cross validation folds. In all datasets, the incremental encoding demonstrates higher
efficiency than the non-incremental encoding by requiring less training time. In
large datasets, such as Magic, Credit, and Adult, the non-incremental encoding
always times out, thereby producing zero-size rules because of failing to solve the
MaxSAT query. As a result, the accuracy of the non-incremental encoding is also less
than the incremental encoding in large datasets. In small datasets, the incremental
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Figure A.1: Detailed scalability results of incremental vs. non-incremental encoding
in IMLI, presented as a cactus plot. As datasets become large, the non-incremental
encoding suffers from poor scalability by witnessing time-outs more frequently than
the incremental encoding IMLI.

encoding demonstrates a competitive accuracy and rule size with the non-incremental
encoding. Therefore, the incremental encoding in IMLI demonstrates its effectiveness
in training time, accuracy, and rule size over the non-incremental encoding.

A.2 Representative Interpretable Classifiers
In the following, we present representative CNF classifiers learned in different

datasets. In each dataset, if an input satisfies the CNF formula, it is predicted class
1 and vice-versa.
Parkinsons:

0.3 ≤ Average vocal fundamental frequency < 0.4 OR 0.5 ≤ Average vocal funda-
mental frequency < 0.6 OR 0.1 ≤ Maximum vocal fundamental frequency < 0.2
OR 0.5 ≤ Minimum vocal fundamental frequency < 0.6 OR 0.1 ≤ Shimmer:APQ5
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Figure A.2: Comparison of training time, rule size, and test and train accuracy
between non-incremental vs. incremental encoding in IMLI. In X-axis, the dimension
of the dataset (#samples | #features) is shown below dataset name. In large datasets,
non-incremental encoding often times out and learns zero-size classification rules
yielding less test and train accuracy than the incremental encoding.
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< 0.2 OR 0.5 ≤ DFA < 0.6 OR 0.3 ≤ spread1 < 0.4 OR 0.8 ≤ spread2 < 0.9 OR
0.3 ≤ PPE < 0.4 OR NOT -∞ ≤ MDVP:APQ < 0.1 AND

NOT 0.8 ≤ Average vocal fundamental frequency < 0.9

WDBC:

0.4 ≤ perimeter < 0.5 OR 0.8 ≤ symmetry < 0.9 OR 0.5 ≤ largest concave
points < 0.6 OR 0.6 ≤ largest concave points < 0.7 OR 0.7 ≤ largest concave
points < 0.8 OR 0.6 ≤ largest symmetry < 0.7 OR NOT -∞≤ area SE < 0.1AND

0.4 ≤ texture < 0.5 OR 0.5 ≤ texture < 0.6 OR 0.5 ≤ perimeter < 0.6 OR
0.5 ≤ smoothness < 0.6 OR 0.4 ≤ concave points < 0.5 OR 0.5 ≤ concave points
< 0.6 OR 0.2 ≤ largest concavity < 0.3 OR 0.6 ≤ largest concave points < 0.7
OR 0.7 ≤ largest concave points < 0.8 OR 0.4 ≤ largest symmetry < 0.5 OR 0.6
≤ largest symmetry < 0.7

Pima:

x1 = 11 OR x1 = 14 OR x1 = 15 OR 0.7 ≤ x2 < 0.8 OR 0.8 ≤ x2 < 0.9
OR 0.9 ≤ x2 < ∞ OR 0.9 ≤ x3 < ∞ OR 0.4 ≤ x5 < 0.5 OR 0.7 ≤ x5 < 0.8
OR 0.7 ≤ x6 < 0.8 OR 0.4 ≤ x7 < 0.5 OR 0.5 ≤ x7 < 0.6 OR 0.9 ≤ x7 <∞ AND

x1 = 7 OR x1 = 8 OR 0.6 ≤ x2 < 0.7 OR 0.8 ≤ x2 < 0.9 OR 0.9 ≤ x2 <

∞ OR -∞ ≤ x3 < 0.1 OR 0.7 ≤ x3 < 0.8 OR 0.9 ≤ x3 < ∞ OR 0.2 ≤ x5 < 0.3
OR 0.7 ≤ x6 < 0.8 OR 0.1 ≤ x7 < 0.2 OR 0.3 ≤ x7 < 0.4 OR 0.4 ≤ x8 < 0.5
OR 0.8 ≤ x8 < 0.9 AND

x1 = 2 OR x1 = 6 OR x1 = 7 OR x1 = 9 OR -∞ ≤ x3 < 0.1 OR 0.8 ≤
x3 < 0.9 OR 0.1 ≤ x5 < 0.2 OR 0.2 ≤ x5 < 0.3 OR 0.7 ≤ x5 < 0.8 OR 0.5 ≤ x6
< 0.6 OR 0.6 ≤ x6 < 0.7 OR 0.4 ≤ x7 < 0.5 OR 0.9 ≤ x7 < ∞ OR 0.1 ≤ x8 <
0.2 OR 0.3 ≤ x8 < 0.4 OR 0.6 ≤ x8 < 0.7 OR 0.8 ≤ x8 < 0.9 AND
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x1 = 8 OR 0.5 ≤ x2 < 0.6 OR 0.8 ≤ x2 < 0.9 OR 0.9 ≤ x2 < ∞ OR 0.7
≤ x3 < 0.8 OR -∞ ≤ x4 < 0.1 OR 0.1 ≤ x5 < 0.2 OR 0.3 ≤ x5 < 0.4 OR 0.5 ≤
x7 < 0.6 OR 0.1 ≤ x8 < 0.2 OR 0.4 ≤ x8 < 0.5 OR 0.8 ≤ x8 < 0.9

Titanic:

-∞ ≤ age < 0.1 OR 0.9 ≤ age < ∞ OR 0.9 ≤ fare < ∞ OR NOT sex AND

passenger-class = 2 OR 0.4 ≤ age < 0.5 OR 0.6 ≤ age < 0.7 OR siblings-or-
spouces-aboard = 0 OR 0.1 ≤ fare < 0.2 OR 0.5 ≤ fare < 0.6 OR embarked = C
AND

-∞ ≤ age < 0.1 OR 0.1 ≤ age < 0.2 OR 0.7 ≤ age < 0.8 OR siblings-or-spouces-
aboard = 1 OR parents-or-childred-aboard = 1 OR embarked = C OR NOT
passenger-class = 3 AND

-∞ ≤ age < 0.1 OR 0.2 ≤ age < 0.3 OR 0.3 ≤ age < 0.4 OR parents-or-childred-
aboard = 0 OR NOT passenger-class = 3 OR NOT siblings-or-spouces-aboard =
0 AND

NOT passenger-class = 2 OR NOT 0.7 ≤ age < 0.8

MAGIC:

-∞ ≤ length < 0.1 OR -∞ ≤ size < 0.1 OR 0.8 ≤ conc < 0.9 OR -∞ ≤ alpha <
0.1 OR 0.1 ≤ alpha < 0.2 OR 0.2 ≤ dist < 0.3

Tom’s HW:

0.4 ≤ x10 < 0.5 OR 0.1 ≤ x11 < 0.2 OR 0.4 ≤ x11 < 0.5 OR 0.4 ≤ x12 < 0.5
OR 0.3 ≤ x13 < 0.4 OR 0.6 ≤ x13 < 0.7 OR 0.3 ≤ x15 < 0.4 OR 0.6 ≤ x15 <
0.7 OR 0.4 ≤ x16 < 0.5 OR 0.1 ≤ x57 < 0.2 OR 0.5 ≤ x59 < 0.6 OR 0.3 ≤ x60
< 0.4 OR 0.2 ≤ x62 < 0.3 OR 0.2 ≤ x73 < 0.3 OR 0.1 ≤ x74 < 0.2 OR NOT
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-∞ ≤ x74 < 0.1 OR NOT -∞ ≤ x96 < 0.1 AND

0.4 ≤ x9 < 0.5 OR 0.8 ≤ x9 < 0.9 OR 0.2 ≤ x12 < 0.3 OR 0.3 ≤ x12 <

0.4 OR 0.3 ≤ x15 < 0.4 OR 0.6 ≤ x15 < 0.7 OR 0.1 ≤ x60 < 0.2 OR 0.1 ≤ x61
< 0.2 OR 0.6 ≤ x78 < 0.7 OR NOT -∞ ≤ x11 < 0.1 OR NOT -∞ ≤ x13 < 0.1
OR NOT -∞ ≤ x46 < 0.1 OR NOT -∞ ≤ x64 < 0.1 OR NOT -∞ ≤ x72 < 0.1
OR NOT -∞ ≤ x77 < 0.1 AND

-∞ ≤ x50 < 0.1 OR 0.1 ≤ x57 < 0.2 AND

-∞ ≤ x49 < 0.1 OR NOT -∞ ≤ x17 < 0.1 AND

0.3 ≤ x14 < 0.4 OR 0.6 ≤ x74 < 0.7 OR 0.9 ≤ x79 < ∞ OR NOT -∞ ≤
x9 < 0.1 OR NOT -∞ ≤ x15 < 0.1 OR NOT -∞ ≤ x73 < 0.1 OR NOT -∞ ≤
x80 < 0.1

Credit:

Repayment-status-in-September = 2 OR Repayment-status-in-September = 3 OR
Repayment-status-in-August = 3OR Repayment-status-in-May = 3OR Repayment-
status-in-May = 5 OR Repayment-status-in-April = 3 AND

0.4 ≤ Age < 0.5 OR Repayment-status-in-September = 1 OR Repayment-status-
in-August = 0 OR Repayment-status-in-July = 2 OR Repayment-status-in-May =
2 OR Repayment-status-in-April = 7 OR 0.3 ≤ Amount-of-bill-statement-in-April
< 0.4 OR NOT Repayment-status-in-May = -1 OR NOT -∞ ≤ Amount-of-bill-
statement-in-May < 0.1 AND

Gender OR -∞ ≤ Age < 0.1 OR 0.3 ≤ Age < 0.4 OR Repayment-status-in-
September = 1 OR 0.1 ≤ Amount-of-bill-statement-in-August < 0.2 OR NOT
Education = 3 OR NOT 0.2 ≤ Amount-of-bill-statement-in-September < 0.3

Adult:
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education = Doctorate OR education = Prof-school OR 0.1 ≤ capital-gain < 0.2
OR 0.2 ≤ capital-gain < 0.3 OR 0.9 ≤ capital-gain < ∞ OR 0.4 ≤ capital-loss <
0.5 OR 0.5 ≤ capital-loss < 0.6 AND

relationship = Husband OR relationship = Wife OR 0.5 ≤ capital-loss < 0.6
OR 0.6 ≤ capital-loss < 0.7 OR 0.8 ≤ capital-loss < 0.9 OR NOT -∞ ≤ capital-
gain < 0.1 AND

0.1 ≤ age < 0.2 OR 0.7 ≤ age < 0.8 OR workclass = State-gov OR education =
Bachelors OR marital-status = Separated OR occupation = Exec-managerial OR
occupation = Farming-fishing OR occupation = Prof-specialty OR occupation =
Protective-serv OR occupation = Tech-support OR relationship = Unmarried OR
0.4 ≤ capital-loss < 0.5 OR 0.6 ≤ capital-loss < 0.7 OR 0.2 ≤ hours-per-week <
0.3 OR 0.4 ≤ hours-per-week < 0.5 OR 0.7 ≤ hours-per-week < 0.8 OR 0.9 ≤
hours-per-week < ∞ OR NOT -∞ ≤ capital-gain < 0.1

Bank Marketing:

0.7 ≤ age < 0.8 OR 0.2 ≤ duration < 0.3 OR 0.3 ≤ duration < 0.4 OR 0.4 ≤
duration < 0.5 OR 0.5 ≤ duration < 0.6 OR poutcome = success AND

housing OR 0.8 ≤ age < 0.9 OR job = admin. OR job = management OR
job = self-employed OR job = services OR job = unemployed OR 0.2 ≤ duration
< 0.3 OR 0.1 ≤ campaign < 0.2 OR poutcome = success AND

job = services OR 0.2 ≤ balance < 0.3 OR contact = cellular OR 0.1 ≤ du-
ration < 0.2 OR 0.2 ≤ duration < 0.3 OR 0.2 ≤ pdays < 0.3 OR poutcome =
unknown OR NOT -∞ ≤ balance < 0.1 OR NOT -∞ ≤ previous < 0.1 AND

0.2 ≤ age < 0.3 OR 0.3 ≤ age < 0.4 OR 0.8 ≤ age < 0.9 OR job = man-
agement OR job = student OR job = unemployed OR education = secondary OR
0.1 ≤ balance < 0.2 OR 0.1 ≤ duration < 0.2 OR -∞ ≤ pdays < 0.1 OR 0.2 ≤
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pdays < 0.3 OR poutcome = unknown

Connect-4:

b2 = 1 OR c2 = 1 OR d2 = 1 OR d4 = 1 OR d5 = 0 OR e2 = 1 OR f3 = 0 OR
NOT d1 = 0 AND

b2 = 1 OR b3 = 1 OR b4 = 1 OR d4 = 1 OR f2 = 1 OR NOT d3 = 0
OR NOT f3 = 2 AND

c1 = 2 OR c2 = 2 OR c3 = 1 OR c3 = 2 OR c4 = 1 OR c6 = 0 OR d2 = 1 OR
d4 = 1 OR e2 = 1 OR e3 = 1 OR f4 = 1 OR NOT a3 = 2 OR NOT b6 = 2 AND

a1 = 0 OR a2 = 0 OR a6 = 0 OR b2 = 1 OR b4 = 1 OR b5 = 0 OR c2
= 1 OR c4 = 1 OR c5 = 0 OR d1 = 1 OR d2 = 1 OR e2 = 1 OR g1 = 0 OR g2
= 0 OR NOT d5 = 2 OR NOT d6 = 2 AND

b2 = 1 OR b4 = 1 OR c3 = 1 OR d3 = 1 OR e2 = 1 OR f2 = 1 OR f3
= 1 OR g3 = 0 OR g5 = 0 OR NOT c2 = 0 OR NOT c4 = 2 OR NOT d2 = 2

Weather AUS:

0.7 ≤ Rainfall < 0.8 OR 0.8 ≤ Humidity3pm < 0.9 OR 0.9 ≤ Humidity3pm < ∞
AND

RainToday OR 0.5 ≤WindGustSpeed < 0.6 OR 0.7 ≤ Humidity9am < 0.8 OR 0.9
≤ Humidity3pm <∞ OR 0.4 ≤ Pressure3pm < 0.5 OR NOT 0.9 ≤ Humidity9am
< ∞ AND

0.1 ≤ MinTemp < 0.2 OR 0.8 ≤ MinTemp < 0.9 OR 0.9 ≤ WindSpeed9am
< ∞ OR 0.9 ≤ Humidity9am < ∞ OR 0.8 ≤ Humidity3pm < 0.9 OR 0.9 ≤
Humidity3pm <∞ OR 0.5 ≤ Temp3pm < 0.6 OR NOT 0.7 ≤ Rainfall < 0.8AND
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WindGustDir = NNW OR WindDir3pm = W OR NOT 0.8 ≤ Temp3pm <

0.9 AND

WindGustDir = NNW OR WindGustDir = NW OR 0.1 ≤ Pressure9am < 0.2 OR
NOT 0.7 ≤ Temp3pm < 0.8

Vote:

NOT physician-fee-freeze AND

NOT adoption-of-the-budget-resolution OR NOT anti-satellite-test-ban OR NOT
synfuels-corporation-cutback AND

adoption-of-the-budget-resolution OR el-salvador-aid OR NOT duty-free-exports
AND

mx-missile OR NOT adoption-of-the-budget-resolution OR NOT el-salvador-
aid OR NOT anti-satellite-test-ban AND

adoption-of-the-budget-resolution OR mx-missile OR NOT synfuels-corporation-
cutback OR NOT education-spending

Skin Seg:

0.2 ≤ Red < 0.3 OR 0.3 ≤ Red < 0.4 OR 0.4 ≤ Red < 0.5 OR 0.9 ≤ Red < ∞
OR 0.9 ≤ Green < ∞ OR 0.4 ≤ Blue < 0.5 OR NOT 0.9 ≤ Blue < ∞ AND

0.2 ≤ Red < 0.3 OR 0.7 ≤ Red < 0.8 OR 0.8 ≤ Red < 0.9 OR 0.9 ≤ Red
< ∞ OR NOT 0.8 ≤ Blue < 0.9 AND

0.7 ≤ Red < 0.8 OR 0.8 ≤ Red < 0.9 OR 0.9 ≤ Red < ∞ OR -∞ ≤ Green
< 0.1 OR NOT 0.7 ≤ Blue < 0.8
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BNG(labor):

0.5 ≤ wage-increase-first-year < 0.6 OR pension = empl-contr OR contribution-to-
dental-plan = full AND

0.6 ≤ wage-increase-first-year < 0.7 OR 0.7 ≤ wage-increase-second-year < 0.8 OR
0.5 ≤ shift-differential < 0.6 OR NOT longterm-disability-assistance AND

0.2 ≤ wage-increase-first-year < 0.3 OR 0.3 ≤ wage-increase-first-year < 0.4 OR 0.4
≤ wage-increase-first-year < 0.5 OR 0.5 ≤ wage-increase-first-year < 0.6 OR 0.6
≤ wage-increase-first-year < 0.7 OR 0.7 ≤ wage-increase-first-year < 0.8 OR 0.6
≤ wage-increase-second-year < 0.7 OR cost-of-living-adjustment = tcf OR 0.3 ≤
working-hours < 0.4 OR 0.4 ≤ working-hours < 0.5 OR 0.5 ≤ working-hours < 0.6
OR pension = ret-allw OR 0.7 ≤ standby-pay < 0.8OR contribution-to-dental-plan
= full OR contribution-to-health-plan = half OR NOT education-allowance AND

0.5 ≤ shift-differential < 0.6 OR contribution-to-dental-plan = full OR contribution-
to-dental-plan = half OR contribution-to-health-plan = half OR contribution-to-
health-plan = none AND

0.3 ≤ wage-increase-first-year < 0.4 OR 0.6 ≤ wage-increase-first-year < 0.7 OR
0.7 ≤ wage-increase-second-year < 0.8 OR 0.4 ≤ working-hours < 0.5 OR pension
= empl-contr OR pension = ret-allw OR 0.9 ≤ statutory-holidays < inf

BNG(credit-g):

foreign-worker OR checking-status = ’no checking’ OR checking-status = >=200
OR -∞ ≤ duration < 0.1 OR 0.1 ≤ duration < 0.2 OR credit-history = ’criti-
cal/other existing credit’ OR purpose = ’used car’ OR savings-status = ’no known
savings’ OR savings-status = >=1000 OR other-parties = guarantor AND

foreign-worker OR checking-status = ’no checking’ OR checking-status = >=200
OR credit-history = ’delayed previously’ OR purpose = ’used car’ OR purpose
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= radio/tv OR other-parties = guarantor OR 0.4 ≤ age < 0.5 OR NOT other-
payment-plans = bank AND

checking-status = ’no checking’ OR credit-history = ’critical/other existing credit’
OR purpose = ’used car’ OR purpose = radio/tv OR purpose = retraining OR
employment = 4≤X<7 OR property-magnitude = ’real estate’ OR NOT checking-
status = <0
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Appendix B

Fairness Verification with Feature
Correlation

In this chapter, we discuss the extended experimental results as a continuation
of Chapter 6.

B.1 Extended Experimental Results
Each experiment is performed on Intel Xeon E7 − 8857 v2 CPUs with 16GB

memory, 64bit Linux distribution based on Debian OS and clock speed 3 GHz.

B.1.1 Accuracy Comparison Among Different Verifiers

We have considered a synthetic problem for comparing accuracy among different
verifiers. For Example 5.0.1, we consider ‘age ≥ 40’ as a Bernoulli random variable
with probability 0.5. For ‘income’ feature (I), we consider two Gaussian distributions
Pr[I|age ≥ 40] ∼ N (0.6, 0.1) and Pr[I|age < 40] ∼ N (0.4, 0.1) separated by two age
groups. Moreover, for ‘fitness’ feature (F ), we consider two Gaussian distributions
Pr[F |age ≥ 40] ∼ N (0.7, 0.1) and Pr[F |age < 40] ∼ N (0.3, 0.1). On this data, the
trained LR and SVM classifier has decision boundary as 7.26I+7.4F −1.34A ≥ 6.62
and 9.37I + 9.75F − 0.34A ≥ 9.4, respectively.

In Figure B.1a we show the Bayesian Network on discretized features, in particular
for income and fitness features. In Figure B.1b and Figure B.1c, we show PPVs of
logistic regression classifier computed by different verifiers, where FVGM outputs
closest to exactly computed values, in comparison with Justicia. In Figure B.1d
and Figure B.1e, we show the effect of sample size on FVGM in measuring fairness
metrics: disparate impact and statistical parity, where with increasing sample size,
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Figure B.1: Measuring accuracy of different fairness verifiers for Example 5.0.1 on
logistic regression classifier.
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Figure B.2: Measuring accuracy of different fairness verifiers for Example 5.0.1 on
SVM classifier.

the estimate becomes more accurate. Similar observations are recorded for SVM
classifier in Figure B.2.

B.1.2 Scalability Comparison Among Different Verifiers

In Figure B.3, we present the runtime of different fairness verifiers while varying
the number of features in different datasets. We observe that with an increase of
features, the runtime increases in general.

B.1.3 Verifying Fairness Algorithms on Multiple Fairness
Metrics

We show extended results on verifying fairness attack in Figure B.4 for two fairness
metrics: disparate impact (DI) and statistical parity (SP). We observe that FVGM
can detect poisoning attack for both metrics. In Figure B.5 we show verification
results on compound sensitive groups with respect to multiple fairness metrics. In
this figure, we observe that with an increase in the number of groups, fairness metrics
worsens—disparate impact decreases and other three metrics increases.
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Figure B.3: Effect of number of features on the runtime of different datasets for LR
and SVM classifiers.
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Figure B.4: Verifying fairness poisoning attack using FVGM. The red line denotes
safety margin, which being exceeded denotes system-vulnerability by the attack
algorithm. As the number of poisoned samples increase, disparate impact (DI)
decreases and statistical parity (SP) increases.

B.1.4 Performance Analysis of Bayesian Network

In Figure B.6, we analyze the performance of encoding Bayesian Networks of
differing complexity. We define the complexity of the network as |V |

|X∪A| , which is the
ratio between the number of features appearing in the network and total features.
In this figure, as the ratio increases, both computation time of FVGM and learning
time of Bayesian Network increase.
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Figure B.5: Verifying compound sensitive groups with respect to multiple fairness
metrics. In each plot, the X-axis shows sensitive features with the number of
compound groups (within parenthesis) and Y -axis shows computed group and causal
fairness metrics.
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observe that as this ratio increases to 1, both runtime of FVGM (left plot) and
network learning time (right plot) increase.
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Appendix C

Feature Correlations in SSAT-based
Fairness Verifier

In Chapter 5, Justicia verifies the fairness of CNF classifiers without considering
correlation among features. Now, we address fairness verification of CNF classifiers
with correlated features. In particular, we present the encoding of conditional
probabilities from a Bayesian network into the SSAT formulation in Justicia.

Methodology

For CNF classifiers, SSAT is a natural choice as it computes the probability of
satisfaction of a CNF formula given quantified Boolean variables, where quantifiers
distinguish between (random) non-sensitive variables and (existential or universal)
sensitive variables. Let φ

Ŷ
be a CNF classifier such that a satisfying assignment

of φ
Ŷ
denotes the positive prediction of the classifier Ŷ = 1. We consider another

CNF formula φBN to encode the conditional dependencies among variables in the
Bayesian Network BN, which is given as the input distribution. φBN contains
auxiliary variables to encode the conditional dependencies, which we discuss shortly.
The outline of our methodology is to construct a conjoined CNF formula φ

Ŷ
∧ φBN,

assign appropriate quantifiers to the variables, and solve an SSAT problem on
quantified formula φ

Ŷ
∧ φBN to answer queries such as maxa Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a] and

mina Pr[Ŷ = 1|A = a]—the maximum and minimum conditional positive prediction
of the classifiers with correlated features, respectively.

Encoding a Bayesian Network as a CNF Formula. Our goal is to encode
the Bayesian network BN = (G, θ) into a CNF formula φBN such that the weighted
model count of φBN exactly computes the joint probability distribution in BN [32].
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In this context, an SSAT formula trivially does not allow conditional probabilities of
randomized quantified variables. Hence, φBN contains additional auxiliary variables
to capture the conditional probabilities, as discussed next.

Let G = (V,E) where V ⊆ X ∪A, E ⊆ V ×V, and each variable Vi ∈ V is
Boolean. For each network variable Vi ∈ V, we define a Boolean indicator variable
λVi

such that Pr[λVi
] , Pr[Vi]. We add following constraint in φBN to establish the

relation between λVi
and Vi.

λVi
↔ Vi, (C.1)

Intuitively, both λVi
and Vi are either true or false. This constraint can be trivially

translated to clauses in CNF using the equivalence rule A↔ B ≡ (¬A∨B)∧(A∨¬B)
for Boolean variables A,B.

We now present the encoding of conditional probabilities induced by parameters
in the network θ. Let Vi ∈ V be a vertex in G where Pa(Vi) 6= ∅ be Vi’s parents
and |Pa(Vi)| = k. Additionally, let v and u , [u1, .., uk] be an assignment of Vi
and Pa(Vi), respectively. To encode Pr[Vi = v|Pa(Vi) = u], we introduce auxiliary
variable λv,u and add following constraints in φBN.

λv,u ∧
k∧
j=1

λuj
→ λv (C.2)

¬λv,u ∧
k∧
j=1

λuj
→ ¬λv (C.3)

where λv ≡ λVi
. Moreover, λuj

is the indicator variable corresponding to
the jth parent in Pa(Vi). In the above two constraints, for a fixed assignment
u of parents Pa(Vi), both λv and λv,u are either true or false. Hence, these two
constraints encode the conditional probability of Vi = v given Pa(Vi) = u using
Pr[λv,u] = Pr[Vi = v|Pa(Vi) = u]. Both constraints can be translated to CNF clauses
trivially. For example, Eq. C.2 is translated as ¬λv,u ∨

∨k
j=1 ¬λuj

∨ λv. We next
analyze the complexity of φBN in terms of the number of variables and clauses.

Lemma 20. For a Bayesian network BN = (G, θ) defined over n Boolean variables
and C(G) network complexity, the encoded CNF formula φBN has n+C(G) variables
and 2(n+ C(G)) clauses.
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Proof. Since the DAG in the Bayesian network has n vertices, we consider n indica-
tor variables. Moreover, for encoding conditional probabilities, we consider C(G)
auxiliary variables where C(G) denotes the the number of independent parameters
in the network (ref. Chapter 2.4). Hence, total variables in φBN is n+ C(G).

According to Eq. (C.1), (C.2), (C.3), there are 2(n+ C(G)) clauses in φBN.

Quantifiers in φ
Ŷ
∧ φBN. We now discuss the quantifiers in φ

Ŷ
∧ φBN, the SSAT

solution of which constitutes the maximum (minimum) probability of positive
prediction of a CNF classifier. φ

Ŷ
∧ φBN contains four categories of variables: (i)

sensitive variables A, (ii) non-sensitive variables X, (iii) indicator variables λVi
, and

(iv) auxiliary variables λv,u. Among them, (iii) and (iv) are associated with φBN and
the rest for φ

Ŷ
. For computing the maximum probability of positive prediction of the

classifier, we construct an exists-random-exists (ERE) SSAT formula with following
quantifiers: we set sensitive features A with existential quantifiers in the beginning
of the prefix of the SSAT formula followed by λVi

, λv,u, and Xj ∈ X \ V with
randomized quantifiers. The remaining variables Xi ∈ V are existentially quantified
as their assignment is fixed by indicator variables λVi

. In contrast, for computing
the minimum probability of positive prediction of the classifier, we consider an
universal-random-exists (URE) SSAT formula where we set sensitive features A as
universal quantifiers with all other quantifiers remaining same.
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Appendix D

Fairness Influence Functions

D.1 Proofs of Properties and Implications of FIF
Theorem 14. Let f(M,D) be the bias/unfairness of the classifierM on dataset
D according to linear group fairness metrics such as statistical parity. Let wS be
the FIF of a subset of features ZS as defined in Eq. (7.1).

(a) The decomposability property of FIF states that the sum of FIFs of all subset
of features is equal to the bias of the classifier.∑

S⊆[m]
wS = f(M,D) (D.1)

(b) The symmetry property states that two features Zi and Zj are equivalent based
on FIF if the sum of corresponding individual influences and the intersectional
influences with all other features are the same. Mathematically,∑

S′′⊆[m]\{i,j}
wS′′∪{i} =

∑
S′′⊆[m]\{i,j}

wS′′∪{j} (D.2)

if∑S′⊆S∪{i}wS′ = ∑
S′⊆S∪{j}wS′ for every non-empty subset S of [m] containing

neither i nor j.

(c) The null property of FIF states that feature Xi is a dummy or neutral feature
if sum of its individual influence and the intersectional influences with all other
features is zero. Mathematically,∑

S′′⊆[m]\{i}
wS′′∪{i} = 0 (D.3)

if ∑S′⊆S∪{i}wS′ = ∑
S′⊆S wS′ for every non-empty subset S of [m] that does

not contain i.
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Proof. (a) The decomposability property of FIF is based on GSA, where the total
variance is decomposed to the variances of individual and intersectional inputs.

∑
S⊆[m]

wS =
∑

S⊆[m]

Vamax,S

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amax]
− Vamin,S

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amin]

=
∑

S⊆[m] Vamax,S

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amax]
−

∑
S⊆[m] Vamin,S

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amin]

= Vamax

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amax]
− Vamin

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amin]

= Var[Ŷ = 1 | A = amax]
Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amax]

− Var[Ŷ = 1 | A = amin]
Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amin]

= fSP(M,D)

Thus, applying Lemma 13, we prove the decomposability property of FIF for
statistical parity.

(c) We observe that

∑
S′⊆S∪{i}

wS′ =
∑

S′⊆S
wS′ +

∑
S′′⊆S

wS′′∪{i}. (D.4)

This means that we can decompose the sum of FIFs of all the subsets of S ∪ {i}
into two non-overlapping sums: the subsets that include i and the subsets that do
not include.

Since we assume that for i, ∑S′⊆S∪{i}wS′ = ∑
S′⊆S wS′ holds true, it implies

∑
S′′⊆S

wS′′∪{i} = 0.

Now, considering S = [m] \ {i}, i.e. the set of all features except i, concludes the
proof.

(b) Proof of the symmetry property follows similar decomposition of the sum of
FIFs as Equation (D.4).

Proposition 15. When wS < 0, i.e. features ZS decrease bias, the decomposed
variance of CPPs w.r.t. ZS follows Vamax,S < Vamin,S.
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Proof. When wS < 0,

Vamax,S

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amax]
− Vamin,S

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amin]
< 0

=⇒ Vamax,S

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amax]
<

Vamin,S

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amin]

=⇒ Vamax,S

Vamin,S
<

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amax]
Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amin]

≤ 1

=⇒ Vamax,S

Vamin,S
< 1

=⇒ Vamax,S < Vamin,S

Proposition 16. If the decomposed variance of CPPs w.r.t. ZS satisfies Vamax,S >

Vamin,S, the corresponding FIF wS > 0, i.e. features ZS increase bias.

Proof. Since Vamax,S > Vamin,S, we obtain Vamax,S
Vamin,S

> 1. Since amax and amin are the
most and least favored groups respectively, the probability of yielding a positive
prediction is greater or equal for amax than amin. Thus, Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amax] ≤
Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amin], which implies that Pr[Ŷ=0|A=amax]

Pr[Ŷ=0|A=amin]
≤ 1.

Combining both the observations, we obtain

Vamax,S

Vamin,S
>

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amax]
Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amin]

=⇒ Vamax,S

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amax]
>

Vamin,S

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amin]

=⇒ Vamax,S

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amax]
− Vamin,S

Pr[Ŷ = 0 | A = amin]
> 0

=⇒ wS > 0.

D.2 A Smoothing Operator: Cubic Splines
In the LocalRegression module of FairXplainer (Line 6–13, Algorithm 6), we

use a smoothing operator Smooth (Line 10). In our experiments, we use cubic
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splines as the smoothing operator. Here, we elucidate the technical details of cubic
splines.

In interpolation problems, a B-spline of order n is traditionally used to smoothen
the intersection of piecewise interpolators [165]. A B-spline of degree n is a piecewise
polynomial of degree n − 1 defined over a variable Z. Each piece-wise term is
computed on local points and is aggregated as a global curve smoothly fitting the
data. The values of Z where the polynomial pieces meet together are called knots,
and are denoted by {. . . , t0, t1, t2, . . . }.

Let Br,n(Z) denote the basis function for a B-spline of order n, and r is the index
of the knot vector. According to Carl de Boor [25], Br,1(Z), for n = 1, is defined as

Br,1(Z) =


0 if Z < tr or Z ≥ tr+1,

1 otherwise

This definition satisfies ∑iBr,1(Z) = 1. The higher order basis functions are
defined recursively as

Br,n+1(Z) = pr,n(Z)Br,n(Z) + (1− pr+1,n(Z))Br+1,n(Z),

where

pr,n(Z) =


Z−tr

tr+n−tr if tr+n 6= tr,

0 otherwise.

In this chapter, we consider cubic splines with the basis function Br,4(Z) that
constitutes a B-spline of degree 3. This polynomial has C2 continuity, i.e. for each
piecewise term, derivatives up to the second order are zero at the endpoints of each
interval in the knot vector. We estimate component functions ga,S’s with the basis
function Br,4(Z) of cubic splines [102], as shown in Equation (D.5).

ga,{i}(Z{i}) ≈
τ+1∑
r=−1

αirBr,n(Z{i})

ga,{i,j}(Z{i,j}) ≈
τ+1∑
p=−1

τ+1∑
q=−1

βijpqBp(Z{i})Bq(Z{j})

ga,{i,j,k}(Z{i,j,k}) ≈
τ+1∑
p=−1

τ+1∑
q=−1

τ+1∑
r=−1

γijkpqrBp(Z{i})Bq(Z{j})Br,n(Z{j})

(D.5)
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Here, τ is the number of knots, also called spline intervals. We learn the
coefficients α, β, γ using the backfitting algorithm (Line 6–13, Algorithm 6).

τ is a hyper-parameter that influences the accuracy of the local regression and
thus, the FIFs. We perform an ablation study to explicate the impact of τ on the
performance of FairXplainer in Appendix D.4.

D.3 Computing FIFs for Equalized Odds and Pre-
dictive Parity

Due to brevity of space, we elaborate definition of statistical parity and corre-
sponding methodology to compute FIFs in the main text. Here, we provide definition
of other group-based fairness metrics [182]: equalized odds and predictive parity.
We also explain the methodology to use FairXplainer in order to compute FIFs
corresponding to these metrics.

Following the classification setting and notations described in Chapter 2, here
we consider a binary classifier trained on dataset D , {(x(i),a(i), y(i))}ni=1 asM :
(X,A)→ Ŷ . Ŷ ∈ {0, 1} and Y ∈ {0, 1} represents the predicted class and the true
class for a data point (X,A) with sensitive features A and non-sensitive features X.

D.3.1 FIFs of Equalized Odds

For equalized odds, we deploy FairXplainer twice, one for computing FIFs on a
subset of data points in the dataset where Y = 1 and another on data points with
Y = 0. Since, the maximum of the sum of FIFs between Y = 1 and Y = 0 is the
equalized odds of the classifier, we finally report FIFs of features corresponding to
the maximum sum of FIFs between Y ∈ {0, 1}.

D.3.2 FIFs of Predictive Parity

To compute FIFs for predictive parity, we condition the dataset by the predicted
class Ŷ and separate into two sub-datasets: Ŷ = 1 and Ŷ = 0. For each sub-dataset,
we deploy FairXplainer by setting the ground-truth class Y as label. This contrasts
the computation for statistical parity and equalized odds, where the predicted class
Ŷ is considered as label. Finally, the maximum of the sum of FIFs between two
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sub-datasets for Ŷ = 1 and Ŷ = 0 measures the predictive parity. Similar to
equalized odds, FIFs achieving the greatest sum of FIFs for Ŷ ∈ {0, 1} are the
reported FIFs for the predictive parity of the classifier.

D.4 Experimental Evaluations

D.4.1 Experimental Setup

We perform experiments on a Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 6.10
(Santiago) that has an E5 − 2690 v3 CPU and 16GB of RAM. With the aim of
computing FIFs for any classifier, we do not adjust the classifier’s hyper-parameters
during training. Instead, we utilize the default hyper-parameters provided by Scikit-
learn [138]. For equalized odds and predictive parity, FairXplainer (similarly SHAP)
is deployed twice. Hence, we double the time limit, 2 ∗ 300 = 600 seconds.

D.4.2 Accuracy: Equalized Odds & Predictive Parity via
FIFs.

The accuracy of approximating equalized odds and predictive parity for FairXplainer
and SHAP is compared in Table D.1. FairXplainer shows lower estimation error
compared to SHAP, especially when λ = 2. SHAP is unable to explain predictive
parity as predictive parity relies on the ground label Y , which is not available for
randomly generated data points by SHAP for estimating local explanations.

D.4.3 Execution Time: Equalized Odds & Predictive Parity
via FIFs

In Figure D.1, we demonstrate the execution time of different methods in
estimating FIFs of equalized odds and predictive parity in cactus plots. FairXplainer
with λ = 1 is more efficient than λ = 2 and solves all 480 fairness instances with at
least one order of magnitude less execution time. Compared to FairXplainer (λ = 1),
SHAP demonstrates less computational efficiency.
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Figure D.1: Execution time of different methods for estimating FIFs for equalized
odds and predictive parity. FairXplainer with λ = 1 is more efficient than SHAP,
while FairXplainer (λ = 2) requires more computational effort. SHAP cannot explain
predictive parity.
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Figure D.2: Effect of spline intervals on the approximation error of statistical parity,
root-mean square error (RMSE), and execution time of FairXplainer.
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Figure D.3: Effect of maximum order λ on the approximation error of statistical
parity, root-mean square error (RMSE) and execution time of FairXplainer.

D.4.4 Ablation Study: Effect of Spline Intervals

To understand the impact of spline intervals τ on FairXplainer, we conduct
an experiment. τ determines the number of local points to include in the cubic-
spline based smoothing, with higher values providing better approximation of the
component functions in the set-additive decomposition of the classifier (ref. Eq. (7.5)).
As shown in Figure D.2, as τ increases, the approximation error of statistical parity
based on FIFs decreases as well as the root mean square error of the set-additive
approximation of the classifier. On the other hand, with higher τ , the execution time
of FairXplainer increases. Therefore, τ exhibits a trade-off between the estimation
accuracy and execution time of FairXplainer.

D.4.5 Ablation Study: Effect of Maximum Order of Inter-
sectionality

Figure D.3 examines the impact of the maximum order of intersectionality (λ)
on FairXplainer in terms of accuracy and execution time on Ricci [121], Titanic,
and COMPAS datasets. As λ increases, we see a decrease in approximation error
for statistical parity based on FIFs, a decrease in the root mean squared error of
the classifier’s set additive decomposition, and an increase in execution time across
different datasets. This means λ provides a trade-off between accuracy and efficiency
in FairXplainer.
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Figure D.4: FIFs for Adult dataset on explaining statistical parity.

D.4.6 FIF of Different Datasets

We deploy a neural network (3 hidden layers, each with 2 neurons, L2 penalty
regularization term as 10−5, a constant learning rate as 0.001) on different datasets,
namely Adult and Titanic, and demonstrate the corresponding FIFs in Figures D.4
and D.5, respectively. In all the figures, both individual and intersectional FIFs
depict the sources of bias more clearly than individual FIFs alone, as argued in
Chapter 7.4.

In Adult dataset, the classifier predicts whether an individual earns more
than $50k per year or not, where race and sex are sensitive features. We observe
that the trained network is unfair and it demonstrates statistical parity as 0.23.
As we analyze FIFs, education number, age, and capital gain/loss are key features
responsible for the bias.

In Titanic dataset, the neural network predicts whether a person survives the
Titanic shipwreck or not. In this experiment, we consider the sex of a person as a
sensitive feature and observe that the classifier is highly unfair achieving statistical
parity as 0.83. Our FIF analysis reveals high correlation in Titanic, where individual
FIFs are mostly zero while intersectional FIFs achieve high absolute values.
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Figure D.5: FIFs for Titanic dataset on explaining statistical parity.
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